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The Black Cat

Lt. Ella Mathews Of Lincoln Rev. A. K. Reiton Will Tell
Of Hong Kong Horrors
And Advises A “No” Vote On Proposed
Miss Eliza Steele Presents Her Impressive ville Flies'Planes To Carry
*
Here Sunday
Wounded Back
Constitutional Amendment Sept. 11

Report For District Nursing Ass’n

Pacteed with interesting informa- I trict Nursing Association is rhe
tion for those who are concerned following annual report of Miss
with the work of the Rockland (Dis- | Eliza Bteele, R. IN., nurse in Charge:
NURSING AND HEALTH SUPERVISION

Visits
To expectant (mothers ............ ............... -..... -.......................................... 124
Deliveries attended ..... .......-.................... ................................................
2
Nursing care to mothers following child birth ..................................... 143
Nursing care to new born infants ......................................................... 193
Medical care to medical, surgical and chronic patients ...................... 1153
Nursing care and Health Supervision to patients with communicable
diseases ...............'.4............................. ....... ."..................................... 93
Nursing care and Health Supervision to tuberculosis patients ...........

168

Health Supervision of crippled children .........................................................

25

Health Supervision of patients with venereal diseases .........................

100

Health Supervision of infants and pre-school children ...................... 1710
Health Supervision of adults ............. ..................................................
5
Visits to homes for parent consultation of school children................. 264
Visits for investigation of Social Service cases ................................
13

Total visits for year .............................. „..................................... 3634
Weighed, measured and examined ■ following ts the report of the ex-

at the beginning of the school year I ^inations with the commons
1
| that have been made during the
were 1634 school childTen. The (year:
Number of children examined ............................................................ 1634
Number found with defects .............................................................................

(Continued on Page Pour)

’

AN

“E”

FRONT!

“E” stands for Excellence—

(Also for the first name of
Rockland’s District Nurse)

'Hev. and Mrs. J. Charles Mac
Donald are in Rumney, N. H.. where
Mr MacDonald is attending a con
ference of m nisters. Their grand
daughter, Nancy Gray, is staying
with Mr. and Mrs Richard' Porter
in Portland. Young pepole from
the First Baptist Church who at
tended a Bible conference in Rum
ney last week were: Shirlene Mc
Kinney, Mary Richards. Doris Mc
Intyre, Muriel Adams, Doris Bu’ler,
Elizabeth iHa^kell, Dorothy Drink
water, GeTald Bradley and Ronald
Carver.

Raised on the $1,000 quota

•

For
Rockland District Nursing Association
And for
E lation that the City came through so gallantly
to protect the public health.

An E loquent “Thank You”

THE ROCKLAND DISTRICT NURSING
ASSOCIATION
John M. Richardson, Pres., Eliza Steele, DLstrict Nurse,
Donald C. Leach, Treas.

SUN., MON., TUES. & WED.

The amazing story of an Ameri
can minister who went through the
incredible horrors of the invasion
of Hong Kong and after that spent
154 days behind barbed wire of a
Japanese prison camp will be told
first hand Sunday at 3 o'clock at
the Salvation Armv Hall.
Rev. A K. Rei ten had spent 34
years in Gospel work in Hong Kong
before the terrible weeks when
200.020 were slain and the great
city practically tfestroyed. yet he
and his family came through the or
deal and he is furthering his work
by carrying the story to all parts of
the United States, beginning with
the stirring pre-invasion events and
concluding with the return to the
United States on the Gripsholm.
The public and congregations of
all churches are invited to attend
this service which w.ll be strictly
ncn-denominational and with ad
mission free. Rev. Mr. Reiton will
be accompanied by Rev. and Mrs.
H I. Sheffield the latter being an
accomplished musician Rev Curtis
L. Stanlev of the Nazarene Church
will preside.

Pfc. Bowdoin Miller, USAAF., son
For the party of 50 Knox County
of Mr. and Mrs Fred Miller of blood
donors who go to Portland,
Warren, recently transferred to
Aug.
8,
the 'Red Cross Motor Corps
Dow Field'. Bangor, js now located'
is
providing
free transportation.
in Reno. Nevada, where he will take
Only
those
will
be taken whose
a course in radio.
names have been approved by Mrs.
Arthur McDonald, Thomaston 111
Camden and Rcckport donors will
get in touch with Mrs. Dora Pack
WOOD FOR SALE
ard, Camden 518. Those leaving
Dry Soft Wood Slabs, Sawed from Rockland will assemble at the
Rockland Sales and Service. 445
1 Foot Lengths
Main street, at 7 A. M Thomaston
TEL. 216 CITY
1 donors assemble at McDonald's
61-62 I Drug Store, 7 A. M. Union arrangej ments are being made locally. The
assembly point in Portland is the
Parish House. 159 State street.
—Keryn* ap Rice

WOOD FOR SALE
Ceiling Prices and Delivered*
Soft Wood Slabs Sawed $5 ’/£ cord
Hard Wood, Sawed $9 % cord
Soft 'Round $7.50 Vi cord

TIME

OF

SHOWS

USHERS WANTED
(BOYS)

Send Card To

Beechwoods St.,

Thomaston
60*63

STRAND THEATRE
61-62

SUNDAY 3.15, 6.00, 8.30
MON., TUES., WED. 2.00,6.10,8.30
Avoid The Crowds—Attend The Matinees

profit, whereas they can profit only

APPLY MOE.

LESTER RICHARDSON

NOTE!

(Statement of Edward C. Moran,
on Proposed Constitutional
Amendment Limiting Certain Rev
enues To Road Purposes).
When you go to the polls on
State election day ISept 11 omy
about five weeks from now. TWO
ballots will be handed to you; one,
the regular ballot you expected, and
the other a ballot on a proposed
amendment to the Constitution of
the State of Maine, reading as fol
lows: .
-Shall the Constitution be
amended as proposed 'by a re
solve of the Legislature, limit
ing io h.gihway purposes the use
of revenues derived from the
taxation of vehicles used on
pubhc highways and fuel used
for propulsion of such vehicles?''
It is a reasonable assumption
that not one citizen in a hundred
even knows that so important a
matter as an amendment to the
Ccnstitution of the State of Maine
will be decide^ by the people only
•ive weeks them new. Certainly
the proponents of the amendment
have not been telling the public
anything about it! Ls this another
•pussy-foot” campaign, or a “con
spiracy of silence,” to put some
thing over cn tiie people of Maine?
The people should vote "No” on
a campaign of this type, as a gen
eral principle, and as a rebuke to
that type of effort. When the pro
ponents of a measure deliberately
put on a silent campaign, or delib
erately produce circulars and news
paper advert.sements at the last
minute, too late to be answered (a
lat?* campaign) they either don’t
think much of their case or of the
intelligence of the people or both
Citizens should bear in mind that
there are no special interests to
fill the “campaign chest” of oppo
nents to this amendment; the “In
terested money” all favors this
amendment. There is no one to
pay for speakers or circulars to op
pose this amendment, so there
probably won’t be any. The citizen
will have to depend upon himself
to serve his own best interest.
The arguments for a “'NO” vote
are plentiful. Because there is an
increasing number of individuals
willing to place the public interest
above personal profit, these argu
ments are addressed to road con
tractors who stand to profit selfish
ly (and directly if this amendment
passes; they are also directed to
dealers in road material who like
wise will “get theirs.” They are
similarly pointed to “associations’*
of such indiftduals, who sometimes
feel they need to put across “pro
grams” for the selfish benefit of
their members as a reason for their
continued existence, for more mem
bers and more dues.
These arguments are addressed
especially (tc {gasoline dealers, some
of whom, mistakenly think they will
Jr.

KNOX COUNTY BLOOD DONORS

“E” stands for E very last cent

A

Lucky.

Mrs. Elizabeth Matthews, her
mother, lives in Lincolnville. Maine
and Carl Matthews lives at 1160 S.
Harvard St., Los Angeles, Calif.

PENNANT

FOR THE
ROCKLAND HOME

696

A Ninth Air Force Service Com
mand Unit. European Theatre of
Operations: The evacuation of men
wounded in the invasion of Prance
is being carried on.bv sea and air.
These men are brought to general
hospitals in England where they re- 1
ceive the best passible medical care.!
By air—this IX Air For'e Serv
ice Command Transport Group is
carrying the big bulk of the wound
ed. Litters slung in twin-engine
C-47 transport planes convert them
into “flying ambulances.’’ And, Lt.
Ella E. Matthews is doing her share
in the evacdhtion program.
Lt.
Matthews is a nurse, and American
airborne nurse who flies with the
planes as they carry the wounded
back
Like many of the Air Evacuation
nurses she was employed by one
of the commercial airlines.
It.
Matthews was a stewardess for the
American Airlines before enlisting
in the U. S. Army nurse corps. She
graduated from Lincolnville, Maine
high school and later from nursing
school In June, 1943. she left her
job with American to come into the
army and went on to receive army
nurse training at Bowman Pield.

as the public (prospers. These re
marks are however particularly ad
dressed to the overwhelming body
of our citizens who will not directly
profit personally and selfishly by
the passage of this amendment,
and who have no Interest to serve
in this case except the welfare of

ISABELLE F. ROBERTS
PSYCHIC DEMONSTRATIVE MEDIUM
OF AUGUSTA, MAINE
AND HER FAMOUS SPIRIT RADIO CHAIR

WAITRESSES

Will Be At The Thorndike Hotel, Rockland
Friday, Aug. 4 from 1 P. M. to 10 P. M.
Saturday, Aug. 5 from 9 A. M. to 10 P. M.
Sunday, Aug. 6 from 9 A. M. to Noon
Tel. 1485

APPLY

WANTED

Thorndike Hotel
62-63

t

Where She Will Give Readings Over Her Spirit Radio Chair
Readings $1
62*lt

FRUIT

BASKETS

Made up to order

<

INLAID LINOLEUMS

All Kinds of Fruits *
and Beverages

NAUM & ADAMS

AND

96Ptf

their State.
First, “Earmarking” of funds is
bad public 'finance. Every author
ity on public finances opposes •'ear
marking” of any funds for any
function of government. Not a
single expert on public finance can
be marshalled to the support of
“earmarking.”
The reason is clear. There is no
assurance that the proceeds of par
ticular taxes will exactly meet the
needs of any particular function of
government, year after year; on
the contrary, such liunds are cer
tain to be either too little or too
much to serve the real needs of the
function.
Proper budget practice requires
that the needs of each governmen
tal function be weighed annually in
its relationship to other functions
and to funds available in ithe light
of conditions then existing, and al
locations made accordingly to each
iunction.
Therefore the proposed “earmark
ing” (i.e., no •‘diversion”) of funds
means that year after year there
would be available for roads either
too little or too (much money, and
that other 1 unctions as a whole will
correspondingly have too little or
too much. As a sincere believer in
and advocate of good' roads, it is
my belief that “earmarking” harms
that excellent cause, and (as a sup
porter of other functions of govern
ment, opposition to this proposed
“eanmarking” is an obvious decision
The recent depression is iresh
enough in the mind of everyone,
and the possibility if not the prob
ability of repetition after this war
is all too plainly evident. The pro
ponents of this amendment are farseeing enough to realize the prob
able results. If a depression comes,
and relief costs again mount to
fantastic heights, the people of
Maine will either have to reduce
cost of present governmental op
erations (roads especially, as most
of the money goes there) or levy
new heavy taxes (most difficult to
levy and hard for our people to bear
in a depression).
The people’s choice in such case
would be clear; in a depression,
they would reduce road and all
other expenses as far as possible,
rather than pay new taxes. The
proponents of this measure want to
make it impossible for the people to
make this transfer of funds in an
emergency by implanting such a
prohibition in our State Constitu
tion. This is the real purpose and
objective of the proponents of this
amendment.
If the argument for rigidly re
quiring that the proceeds of one or
more taxes go to one function ex
clusively is valid, it is equally valid
to allocate rigidly the proceeds of
other taxes to other functions, and
if that were done, where would we
be? There could be no sound budget
for the State of Maine; the budget
would) already be made by the peo
ple, and rigidly for all time to come
without any possibility of change
to meet changing conditions as they
arise, except by the very slow and
cumbersome method of further
amendments to the Constitution.
The one fact that this proposal
and logical extensions thereof would
have the exceedingly dangerous re
sult of ruining our State budget
procedure is more than ample rea
son for a “NO” vote on this amend
ment.
Second, All real estate taxpayers
should oppose this amendment. If
these special taxes are allocated
rigidly to roads only, just where do
you think the extra money is com
ing from to ppy for any emergency
which may arise? Out of the real
estate property taxpayer, of course!
Real estate is already heavily over
taxed; certainly no additional tax
burden should be levied on real
estate.
Third, all the School people, and
people interested in the schools,
should oppose this amendment The
school system is in deplorable shape
now because of the present Maine
system of taxation. Certainly the
(Continued on Page Pour)
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Inlaid Linoleums will
now enable the peo

* Vv

ple of Rockland and

A romance... tender... glorious...heroic...
most magnificent triumph of M-G-M, maker
of "Mrs. Miniver" and "Random Harvest."

TfteTOtoteCHfls
ofDover
starring

.♦

IRENE DUNNE

A CLARENCE BROWN PRODUCTION
•nd with ALAN MARSHAL
RODDY McDOWALL • FRANK MORGAN
VAN JOHNSON . C. AUBREY SMITH .z
DAME MAY WHITTY •

Tet
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STRAND

GLADYS COOPER

COMING SOON

Bing Crosby
“Going My Way”

vicinity to add beauty
warmth and lasting
wear to any floor in

But Mr. Pitman never forgets
that he is a native of Appleton, or
his love for that town in particu
lar and) Knox County in general
Blueberries thrive on the old home
acres, and it is said) that the for
mer Appletonian this Summer will
swap something like 60 tons for
the fancy prices which the current
period has produced.

Rotary's ranks reveal no more
loyal or enthusiastic representa
tives than President Pitman, and
the Belfast Club is enjoying a
happy administration under his
leadership.
In its attendance
Wednesday I noted three other for
mer representatives of Kncx Coun
ty—Harold Howard, formerly of
Hope, who extended a hearty wel
come as a member of the reception
committee; Glenn A Lawrence,
formerly of Rockland, whose sar
dine factory looms prominently
among Belfast industries; and Al
ton H Crone, formerly of Rockport,
who is now editor of the Belfast
Journal. So. with that quartet at
the fore I felt very much at home
in the Belfast meeting.

1 “tops” in Belfast's affairs of the
day. ’'It was one of the mcst in1 teresting meetings we have ever
had,” a Rotarian remarked to me
after it was over, and the close at
tention Which the members gave
was proof of his statement.

Editor Crone took us in tow after
the meeting, and we made a hasty
inspection of the Belfast Journal
headquarterrs, where the addition
of a new linotype machine is but
one feature of the many improve
ments which the new owners of the
plant have made. Another year,
we were told, the good old' Journal,
now well started in the second cen
tury of its existence, will find1 itself
housed on the ground floor in quar
ters which will be the last word in
modernity. Editor Crone has had
broad experience in both newspa
per work andi the Job and compos
ing rooms, and he ls applying that
knowledge in the direction of .mak
ing the Belfast Journal one of the
best weeklies in the State.
“I find that a constantly in
creasing number appreciate Maine
as Summer's ideal Vacaticnlann,’’
writes Walter W. Morse of Portland,
who, with Mrs. Morse, is making a
fortnight’s vacation stay in Bethel:
where they go each Summer.

The question of sudden deaths
was uppermost in the discussion at
a local place of business. “It makes
us wonder when our oAn turn will
come.” remarked the proprietor
sadly. At this psychological mo
ment the door opened and in
walked a local undertaker. The
reader does not need to be told
I also had the privilege of quite the sort of welcome he received
an extended chat with Elbridge L.
A newspaper correspondent who
Pitcher, so well known in the musicil circles of Eastern Maine. Al resides in a (Rockland suburb, and
though he retired from active af who believes that cleanliness is next
fairs six years ago, the genial di te Godliness, decided the other day
rector is still a man of much promi to dispose of accumulating rub
He had done this to the com
nence in Belfast doings—beloved by bish.
plete satisfaction of his better half
everybody. In the course of our
conversation he referred feelingly and himself and turned to inspect
to his long and happy acquaintance an envelope in which had reps.ed
with two former editors of The 1 ration points for 1200 gallons of
Courier-Gazette—the late Briga gasoline. The envelope was inflat
dier-General Herbert M. Lord and ed but empty. Going out of the
house the newsmonger gazed ^adly
the late William O. Fuller.
at the chimney from which was
pouring
a stream of ashes which
The real purpose of my visit to
the Bel.asit Rotary Club was that had once been ration points.
I might hear my business associ
ate, John M. Richardson present
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
for the fourth time (in my hearing)
If I had my life to live again
his lecture entitled “Steamboat
have made a rule to read son
History of the Penobscot,” and I would
poetry and listen to some music
feel bound' to state that he had least once a week. The loss of tbe
never appeared to better advan tastes is a loss of happiness.—Chari
tage. His audience was in a pe Darwin.
culiarly receptive mood for the rea
FAME
son that Belfast lies in the heart
The
heights
of
great
men reached and
of the Rockland-Bangor division of
kept
the old Boston & Bangor steam Were not attained jby sudden flight.
ship line, and from the standpoint But they while their companions Sept
of traffic, as well as general in Were tolling upward ln the night.
Henry W. Longfellow
terest. steamboating ranked as

IMPORTANT

SALE

<

the house.

HOUSEHOLD

Linoleums in any

GOODS

10 High St., Camden

gauge and in 21

Reroof with our Beautiful Color Styled,
Fire Resisting, Locked Roofing

beautiful patterns

Come in and ask to see a Trintyle Floor, or Tel. 1494
and ask our floor expert to call. Floors contracted
for and Guaranteed. Terms if desired!

Years of Protection and Beauty with a shingle that
will not blow off or curl

TRINIDAD SALES CO.

TRINIDAD SALES CO.

TEL. 1494
466 MAIN STREET, ’

I had the happy privilege Wed
nesday of attending the meeting of
the (Belfast Rotary Club as the
guest of its president, J. Asbury
Pitman, whose retirement from his
important} educational duties in
Massachusetts several years agu by
no means ended his activities. Mr.
Pitman elected to become a resi
dent ofl Belfast, where lie new
owns one of the city’s finest homes
and figures prominently in civic
events.

AUCTION

INVEST IN YOUR HOME

Our complete stock of

(By The Roving Reporter)
I___________________________________

ROCKLAND, ME.
58-63

Free Estimates—Time Payments

TEL. 1494
466 MAIN STREET,

Saturday, Aug. 5th, 12:30 P. M.
General line of good merchandise, included is a side
board, desk, bookcase, sewing machine, bureaus,
tables, chairs, beds, couch, dishes, rugs, carpets,
etc. Antique rose carved sofa, old mahogany side
board and other antiques, all to be sold to the high
est bidder, regardless of price.
By order of W. J. French—Auctioner, Mr. Clements
of Belfast. In case of rain sale will be held the

ROCKLAND, ME.
58-63

following Saturday.
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Jordan Commended

The Courier-Gazette

The Gallup poll In that charmed Demo

TWICE-A-WEEK

In his hand axe the deep places
of the earth: the strength of the
hills is his also —Psalms 96:4.

A Modern Conquistador in South
America.
Author, Clarence E
Altenburg, M. S The Christopher
Publishing House, Boston.
On his several visits, this brilliant
author was able to gather much
first-hand information of the Latin
American's great civilization. Being
the kind of cultured gentleman he
W’as, gave to him special courtesies
and varied opportunities for a close
study of their colorful and deeply
stimulating methods of living.
This work is made up of a series
of personal letters by the author to
his wife. They are vital experiences
faithfully told of great ocean liners,
of trips through Jungle regions, of
different part of South America
where high mountains were visited
with outstanding men of learning.
His contacts with bull-flghters,
with head-hunters and many vaga
bonding trips into little known re
gions is told here. Even conducting
teteeher tours to universities, as well
as biological expeditions, ls told. All
this is so well written it reads like
romance, and gives added zest for
the closer study of a country we
must learn to know with a better
viewpoint after this war is ended.
These peoples cf the South
American countries are in reality
our neighbors, as they should be
for future harmony. The book is
well Illustrated and the letters de
lightfully written. A real thriller.
—Kathleen S. Fuller.

Rockland Soldier Wins Praise
From Fighter Wing
Commander
Sgt. James L. Jordon, 22 of Rcck
land, son of the late Lawrence and
Ruth (Giles) Jordon of Belmont,
Mass., and who made his home with
his grandmother, Mrs. Eugene B.
Sleeper of Rockland, following the
death cf his parents, has received a
commendation frem Jesse Auton,
Brigadier General, U. S. A., Com
manding the 65th Fighter Wing,
reading as follows:
“I desire to commend you for
your part ln the activities of your
station against the enemy during
the critical period of the Invasion
of France from June 6. 1944 to June
27, 1944. The success of this opera
tion depended a great deal upon
the support given by the aircraft
of your group. Youxperformed your
duty In such a zealous manner,
working many hours a day beyend
the normal amount, that? your air
craft gave maximum support to our
ground forces, and claim the de
struction of 16 enemy planes and 6
damaged. Your ability to destroy
the enemy Is indeed a great quality.
The continued success of our Arm
ies culminating in the total defeat
of the Hun necessitates the utmost
attentidn to duty which I am sure
you will continue to give.”
Sgt. Jordon attended the Cam
bridge Latin School for two years;
entered Rockland High School in
1937 and graduated ln June 1939.
and took a post-graduate course
one year. He enlisted in the Army
Air Corps in 1940 and went to Eng
land in December 1942. He was very
much disappointed at not being able
to pass the eye test for a pilot. He
is in the 45th Service Squadron.

Lt. Tabbutt’s Device

Family
Reunions
THE JMANK REUNION
The Mank family will hold its re
union. in Maple Orange Hall North
Waldoboro, Wednesday Aug. 30.
PAYSON-FOGLER FAMILY
The annual Payson-Fogler family
reunion will take place Wednesday,
Aug. 23 at the home of Manassah
Spear, Rockport.
62&66 E. E. F. Libby, Sec.-Treas,

SHIBLES FAMILY
The 55th annual reunion of the
Shibles family will be held Thurs
day, Aug. 10 at the Grange hall in
Thomaston, comer Main
and
Beechwoods street.
A. H. Bohndell, Sec.
Rockport.
*_________
#
George Washington breakfasted
on three .small Indian hoe cakes
and as many cups of tea.

TIRES
We carry one of the most
complete tire stocks in
the State

All Sizes In
Grade 1 Tires

And Most Sizes In
Grade 3 Tires
Prompt Recapping Service
See Us for for Your
Tire Problems

We Carry Bike Tires
56-F-tf

RCCKLAND

[EDITORIAL]

Has Lent Great Speed To
Army Bridge Building
Overseas
Described) as the longest bridge
ever built by a single company of
Army engineers in an Associated
Press dispatch from the fifth
Army, is the bridge recently con
structed in 14 days over a vital
Italian highway.
Lt. Carroll E. Tabbutt of Augusta
designe da special pile-driver which
pushed steel-tipped piles through
solid rock, speeding construction of
the bridge. i
Lt. Tabbutt was an architect with
Bunker & Savage for about 13 years
before leaving for the Army in Feb
ruary, 1942. Entering the Army as
a private with an artillery unit, he
was soon transferred to the Engi
neering Corps and attended Offi
cers Candidate School, graduating
as a second lieutenant.
He came to Augusta from Ten
ant’s Harbor, and is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Winfred Tabbutt. Lt.
Tabbutt’s hobby was yachting and
he contributed several articles on
the subject of yachting magazines.
“Things which took Mussolini
two years to build and the Ger
mans two minutes to destroy were
rebuilt by the Americans in two
days,” an Italian native said as he
watched the rush job. The bridge,
ordered 15 days agio by the Army,
would have taken months to com
plete in peace time.
The job was finished in 14 days
by a company commanded by Lt.
R. S. Altman of Johnsville, S. C.
which has had but one day off
since the beginning of! the current
offensive May 11.
The bridge that had been there
was destroyed by our air raids and
enemy demolition and a new one
was'needed because this river rises
26 feet in the rainy season and the
highway must be kept open to haul
supplies to the front.
Mrs. Charles F. Bcdrnan of Lawn
avenue, Rockland, received word
yesterday, that her son, John F.
Bodman. 28. of the U S. Merchant
Marine, recently returned from
England, is hospitalized in New
York. No details were given in the
telephone communication received
by a neighbor, and Mrs. Bodman
is awaiting further information as
to his condition.

SOUTH “SOURS” cratic semi-circle known as the ‘Bolld
South” w’ould seem to show that Roosevelt
BUT NOT
still has a firm grip In that zone, although
ENOUGH

It certainly begins to look as though
the next world .series would be a Jitney
ST. LOUIS
affair, played in 6t. Louis, as the competing
HAS TWO
teams in the major league fail to make any
WINNERS
appreciable headway. The Missouri metro
polis has two splendid ball teams, and we are at loss for a
suitable explanation as to the small attendance in that city,
when there is an Increasing attendance ln all the other cities
of the two circuits.
At last Turkey and Finland have seen
the
light, and today sees practically the
THE WORLD
whole
world with its hand raised against
AGAINST
Germany
and Japan. Small W’onder that
THEM
Winston Churchill is revising downward
his views as to the length of the war. If those two nations
can long withstand the pounding they are now receiving they
must, Indeed, be composed of supermen.

What a pity that Gen. MoNair had to
THE FATE OF meet his fate through the explosion of an
AMERICAN Allied bomb, which had fallen short of its
GENERAL
mark. Such tragedies have been oft
repeated since American forces went
abroad, but after all they are war incidents, unforeseen and
unavoidable.
Knox County’s lsland possession. Isle
au Haut, may be remote from the main
PATRIOTIC
land, but it is certainly ln close touch
ISLAND
with the war effort. Its quota in the 5th
TOWN
War Loan drive was $4,000. Its sales
amounted to $5,668.75.

It may be that we are soon to witness a
ALLIES GET new change in the war’s emphasis. Up to
this point the Red Army has scored the
A GOOD
mast dramatic advances against the’GerSTART
mans, but the Anglo-Americans appear
about to break out of Normandy and bring their weight to bear
in a war of movement. This comes at the very moment that
the Russians must be experiencing supply problems and
wondering how many leagues farther they should advance. It
must be remembered that the Russians are supplying a front
that stretches north and south 800 miles and which has daily
been pushing farther west from its home bases.
This army is supplied, for the most part, by some 200,000
American trucks There were rail lines and there were good
highways up to the Polish border. It is believed that the Rus
sians accumulated vast stores of supplies at Smolensk, about
200 miles west of Moscow. In preparation for this Summer’s
drive. For another 200 miles, from Smolensk to Minsk, the
rails and highways were probably satisfactory.
But Warsaw is another 300 miles west of Minsk, and in
between aVe the prewar Polish highways, not of the best, and
different gauge railways. We do not suppose that the beaten
and routed Germans can stand against the Russians on any
firm Une of their own choosing, say from Danzig along the
Vistula to the Carpathians, but it does become a question of
how far west the Red AVmy will care to venture with tenuous
supply lines. By way of qualification, it should be noted, how
ever, that the Russians have not in the past been too conserva
tive in their military’ interpretations of what can and what
cannot be done with supply lines.
In France, on the other hand, the supply lines have scarce
ly had a chance to be even tested. Allied control of the sea
lanes and the opening of new ports, as at Avranches, the un
limited number of trucks available, the good French highway
and rail system all fit into the pattern once the Allies win the
ground needed for maneuver. So it may be that we are now
witnessing the peak of the Russian offensive and the real start
of the Allied sweep—Christian Science Monitor.

Corp. William M. Burns. Jr., who
has been visiting his parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Burns, Sr , 15 Cottage
street, Rockland, the past three
weeks, leaves today for Atlantic
City, N. J., for re-assignment to
duty.
• • • *
Peter P. McGrath. QM3c of Cam
den. who has been cn submarine
patrol in the Pacific, is now statioed in San Diego. Calif., accord
ing to a telephone call received this
week from him by his mother, Mrs.
Christian J. Windvand He will be
home on leave in October.

WORKING FOR VICTORY

his percentage ls smaller in all of the eight
States. Arkansas and Georgia show a very light change, but
his percentage loss in the other six States ranges from six
points to 12 in Mississippi. The figures provided by Dr.
Gallup furnish no surprise to those who know of the legendery
Democratic strength in the Solid South, but the fact that the
eight States total only 90 electoral votes offers some consola
tion to the Republicans.
In sharp contrast is the Gallup poll conducted in the
populous Middle Western States of Illinois, Ohio, Michigan
and Indiana, and the Empire State of New York, where the
Dewey percentage runs as high as J7 and where the combined
electoral vote ls 132.

The renomination of Representative
“HAM" FISH Hamilton Fish in New York State affords
IS AGAIN A no surprise for those who have followed the
course of “outside Interference” down
WINNER
through the years. Fish's opponent, Au
gustus W. Bennett already had the Democratic and Ameri
can Labor party nominations, and might have been able to
carry the Fish stronghold, but thfc outspoken criticism of
Gov. Dewey and Wendell Willkie was evidently resented by
Fish’s supporters in the 29th District, and his alleged unAmerican views were swallowed in his victory Tuesday.
Dewey and Willkie were undoubtedly influenced toy patriotic
views, and their position may have been absolutely correct, but
the voters chose to look upon them as outsiders in this contest,
and the much criticised “Ham” Fish again comes up smiling
ln his district.

Keesler Field Biloxi. Miss—Pvt.
John C. Wiley today was granted
his graduation diploma from the
AAF Training Command's B-24
Liberator bomber mechanics school
(In appropriate ceremonies held at
Keesler Field’s technical school He
Is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Donald
E. Wiley, ’Ingraham’s Hill. The
training he received at Keesler
will be augmented at another Army
Air Forces station before his as
signment to a combat air crew. The
17-week course has skilled him in
Liberator aircraft maintenance and
emergency operations in flight. The
latter was achieved during actual
flights extending over several hours
during which he received actual
^practice in the performance of the
aerial engineer’s duties.
• • • •
l
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Cowing have
received word that their son, Sgt.
i Austin O. Cowing, has arrived in
| Prance. Sergeant Cowing who has
been overseas since August 1942,
formerly lived at Spruce Head.
• • • •
James L. Thomas, G. M.. 2c., US.
Navy, who has been spending a
leave with his parents, Mr. and
| Mrs. Herbert E. Thomas of Rock
land, has returned to his duties. He
trained at the Gilmer's Mate School
at Newport. Rr I., and was 18
months at Trinidad. It was his first
time home in 22 months.
♦ * • *
The address of Elmer Savage, AS.
of Washington, is Co., 215 D. 8. U,
U. S. Naval Training Center, Samp
son, N Y.
• • • •
Doris Hartford. H. A. lc., WAVE,
on leave
• _ from the Brooklyn Naval
Hospital has been visiting her
mother, Mrs. Bertie McKinney at
Glen Cove.

The address of Frederick S. Al- |
len. A. S.. son of Mr and 'Mrs Carl- i
ton Allen of Rockland is Co. 554
Unit- G-5, U S Naval Training
Center, Sampson. N. Y.
» ♦ •♦ •
Benjamin W. Smallev, Jr., PhM3?
stationed at the Patuxent
i Pvt. W. C. Manteuffel (Neta Cum- USNR.
River Air Base in Maryland, is pass
i mings) WAC., who has been visiting ing a leave with his parets, Mr. and i
Buy War Bonds and Stamp*
her brother and sister-in-law, Mr. Mrs. Smalley of Thomaston.
and Mrs. George Cummings at 12
Bunker street, Rockland, while on
furlough, has returned to her duties
in the photography laboratory at
Chante Field, Ill.
*• • • •
Tasty*
BOLOGNA or MINCED HAM lb 33c
de«*o,uS
1st Sgt. Francis Robinson, who is
stationed at Camp Haan. Calif., was
SMOKED LIVERWURST
u, 39c
home recently to spend a short fur
lough with his parents, Mr. and
LUNCHEON MEATS
lb47c
Mrs. Oscar Robinsoli. Railroad
PRESSED HAM SLICED or PIECE LB 49c
avenue.
•• • •
Lunch Tongue lb 49c Veal Loaf
lb 33c
James K. Sprague, chief gunner’s
Choose from our complete cold cut assortment 4
mate, U.S.C.G, who recently re
j
turned: from a trip overseas, lias
been visiting his wife at the home
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
FANCY BROILING or FRYING
H. Gray, Rockland.
• • • •
Tne address of Sam Edwnrd
SMOKED-LEAN, MILDLY CURED
Pipicello, A. S„ son of Mr. and Mrs.
Peter Pipicello of Owl's Head, is:
D. P. Co., No. 5, Unit E., N. S. Naval
Training Center, Sampson, N. Y.
PINTS
QUARTS
LARGE-FANCY MILK-FED
• • • •
Port Knox Ky.—Another class of
skilled1 tank mechanics, trained to
lb41c
keep the big General Shermans
DOZEN
DOZEN
LEAN,
FRESHLY
GROUND-No
Points
and their little brothers, the light
tanks, roaring into combat, had
been graduated from the Armored
School Tank
Department. The
ANN PAGE
3ViOZyc
SKINLESS
graduates included Corporal Fred
PREPARED
BOI
eric V. Kenney, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Hattie W. Kenney of Church st.,
JAR RUBBERS
Rockport.
BULL DOG A
Qc
During their training in the Tank
lb10‘
Mackerel
FRESH CAPE
BRAND
Z PKGS U
Department the soldier students
worked with the same tools issued
Cod FHIets
LB 31 C
FANCY SKINLESS
to field crews and under the same
Flounder Fillets fresh cut lb 37c
conditions they are likely to en
counter in the field. They studied
lb14c
FRESH CAUGHT
Haddock
the mechanisms of the various tank,
from track to turret, tearing them
down to learn how to keep them
moving in combat.
MID-SUMMER BARGAINS IN
The Armored School, one of the
largest technical Institutions in the
FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES’
world is commanded by Brig. Gen.
P. M. Rotoinett It graduates many
times more students each vear than
ELBERTA FREESTONE-LARCE SIZE
the average ..civilian university or
college.

1

FRANKFORTS ,37'

Certo bo°tz24c
GulfWax13c

PEACHES 2.
PLUMS

ctrcuff.

(ZonfiwtaUa*

made by

TOMATOES
CARROTS
YELLOW ONIONS
CANTALOUPES

GOODNOW’S PHARMACY
TEL. 1115-W
300 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND. ME.
58-tf

J

I

IN NEW LOCATION
We are now located in our new shop and will be
pleased to serve you in any branch as

WANTED
CONSTRUCTION WORKERS FOR
ALASKAN AREA-MILITARY BASES
Construction Auditors
Stock & Record Clerk3
Payroll Clerk
Typists
x'
Draftsmen
Civil Engineers
Surveymen
Z
Chainmen
'
Electricians
Truck Drivers
Plumbers

Firemen
Mechanics
Machinists
Linemen
Carpenters
Helpers
Laborers
Dishwashers
Guards
Waiters
Bullcooks

TEL. 612 R
61-62

Wood Caulkers

Oilers

SUNDAY EXCURSIONS

Cooks

VIA STB. VINALHAVEN H

Timekeepers

•

SIZE

3 ,s 21'
,9'

LARGE SIZE

Q Qi

4a
V
15'

WITHOUT
GAS

£cZc

YOUR MONEY BACK...ll you
don't

agree

that

A representative of the War, Alaskan Department
will interview and hire applicants at the War Man
power Commission, United States Employment
Service, on August 8, 9 and 10, in Rockland.

the quality of dexo

2

RED
CIRCLE

2

IOKAR

2

ALL APPLICANTS MUST HAVE A STATEMENT OF AVAILA
BILITY, BIRTH CERTIFICATE, AND SUBMIT TO A RIGID
PHYSICAL EXAMINATION.

61-63

41<

'.Si
ISi

4irt

5H

PILLSBURY
Yc 1.40
FAMILY FLOURS” Ucl.17
NO 2
A&P BANTAM CORN
CAN
EVAP. MILK
3
Spry
24c 3
68c Swan Soap RFYYAR
6c
lbs

CakE
3cakes29c

Prices subject to market changes. We reserve the right to limit quantities.

4
It is patriotic as well as economical
and conveniarJ these days to bank by
mail. Instead ot banking in person
and wasting time, gas, and rubber,
you c?n get all the service and pro
tection cf personal banking—by mail.
Our suggestion is—when you can't
drop in, drop us a line.

Vinalhaven Port District

47-tf

Rubber kneelers 1
ed shortly ln all pe\
Church. To partial
I ses, a public supp
""W Aug 17 at the churi
Hrs. John Ranletl
chairman of the sol
committees.

WALDO
FRIDAY
A tender love stor
of renowned phi i
Anden

KNOX COUNTY
TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN, UNION, VINALHAVEN

“EVE OF Si
Starring: Ann
Michael <
t

SAT. ONLY
Two Full Leng
Alan Carney, Wal
Erford <
—In-

“ROOKIES IC
ALso On The

“OVERLAN

ROBBE
Starring Bil

SUN.—MON.
20th Century Fr
Betty G
Joe

E. Brown, Mai
John Ila
—In-

TUES.—WED,
An RKO Rad
Presen ta
Kay Kyser and Ii
Mischa Auer, Joa
Marcy Me
—In-

“AROUND THE
Also: Walt
“CHICKEN I
THURS.—FRI.
Warner Brother
Dennis Morgan, Ii
Bruce Cabot, Lyn
Gene Loci
—In-

Also On The

“BENEATH VI
SKIES
Starring: Bob Lii
Smiley Bu,
VIS
GARDNER’S

POUI

R()dTE 131—Pl
All Sorts Of
Excellent Ror

14HOZ^^e

■THE 6REAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA CO.

Lv. Vinalhaven for Rockland Sat. 5:30 P. M.
Lv. McLoon Wharf for Vinalhaven 8:80 A. M.
Lv. Vinalhaven for Rockland 4:00 P. M.
Steamer will return to Vinalhaven at 5:30 P. M.
each Sunday

Patrons of the
Railroad and passe
senger station are
large beds of varie
nias located on tl
side of t.he build
Carc-ey, gene A1 eg
■iened ol this beaut
Seventy-five plan
beds.

“THE SON OF I
EIGHT
O’CLOCK

CANS

WHILE ON VINALHAVEN—VISIT

TO VINALHAVEN
START SUNDAY, JUNE 18

George Sandnei
yesterday of the d
Fla., of his sem-inwell known in this

Bromberg and I \l
—In-

. . . double

POINTS lb

TRANSPORTATION PAID TO PROJECT SITE

f

Robert Paige, Lou
Lon Chaney, Fr|
Samuel S. Hind-i

Lux toilet Soap 3 CAKES 20c Swan Soap

52-68

Aug 30 Mank 1
Grange Hall. North

SAT. ONLY
Two Full Lengtj

A P COFFEE

ENRICHED

47-tf

OPPOSITE THE TOWN HALL

23- Payson K
home ot Manassah !

“THE DESEI

ICED

NO POINTS NEED! DI

BANKING

THE ISLAND GIFT SHOP

COMING Rl
Aug.

(Filmed entirely in

is equal to or belter

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAYS
Starting Sunday, June 18 Win Run Sunday*
Vinalhaven Port District

LARGE

A REAL TREAT

SALTINES or
GRAHAM

lb22°l?s63c

Leave Vinalhaven 7 A. M..................... Arrive Rockland 8.26 A. M.
Rockland 9.30 A. M........................................ Vinalhaven 10.50 A. M.
Vinalhaven I P. M.......................... . ............ .. Rockland 2.20 P. M.
Rockland 3.30 P. M..................................... .... Vinalhaven 4.50 P. M.

CTNS UU

ONE POUND BOX

A. J. SPAULDING & SON
ROCKLAND,

CELLOQ|?C

iBlust. (SonncL

CRACKERS

SHEET METAL WORKERS
HEATING CONTRACTORS

262 MAIN ST.,

Aug. 17 Annual c
Baptist Church.
Aug. 17—-Mary Elin
rial Library Benet
Harbor.

“PIN UP

2bchs19'

HOME GROWN

T<

(A musical extra va
entirely in Tei

2

RED RIPE

COME IN AND HEAR FOR YOURSELF

one quality—Zenith’e
ft not. No extrae — no
"decoys.”

Tenant's Harbor.
Club.

27c

HAMBURG

PECTIN

Complete with radionic tubes, crystal
microphone, batteries and battery-saver

B V

Aug. 4- Knox Coe
Day Association. An
South Thomaston.
Aug. 17—Lunche-

60’ 73’ FOWL

Radionic Hearing Aid
JA

TALK OFT

,29‘

PICNICS

IDEAL JARS

regardless ol price

VINALHAVEN II

45c

CHICKENS

than any shortening

SUMMER SCHEDULE

The corrected address of Harold
Peters AS of Thomaston ls: 16th.
Reg 21st Bat. Co. 1541, Great Lakes
Training Center, Ill
« • • •
•Lawrence S. Genthner, formerly
cf Thomaston, Has been promoted
to Boatswain first class In the Na
val Reserves. He was a member of
the crew in the assault force which
invaded France, and had previously
seen action in Africa and Sicily. The
Purple Heart has been awarded to
him. Before joining the Navy,
Genthner was employed at the Bos
ton Navy Yard as a painter.
• • • •
Richard S. Brown, S2c, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Nestor S. Brown of Rock
land, is attending Quartermaster's
School at Great Lakes, Ill. His new
address is: Q-7-5, Bks., 508. Service
School Command, UBN.T.C.. Great
Lakes, Ill He was recently home
on leave

SWEET AND JUICY-LARGE SIZE

One model—one price—

Tuesday-Frida

Tuesday-Friday

USED CARS FOR SALE
1941
1940
1939
1938
1937
1936
1933

Chrysler 4-Door Sedan
Chevrolet 2-Door Sedan
Chevrolet 4-Door Sedan
Plymouth 4-Door Sedan
Ford 2-Door Sedan
Ford Conv. Club Coupe
Chevrolet Coupe $75.00

20 OTHER CARS TO CHOOSE FROM

YOUR HEATING
NO BETTER Tl
ENGINEEI

THE PEERLESS
485 MAIN S
TELEPHON
ROCKLAND,
PLUMBING. HE.4
OIL BURN

BURP!
Funeral 1
TELS. 390—

LINK’"RICHARD
S TRAILER
SALES
KINNEY MGR.
61 Park St., Rockland

Tel. 1266
61-62

110-112 LIMEFI

ROCKLAM!

Ambulance

• • B •

Brown. S2c. son of Mr.
>tor S. Brown of Rocknding Quartermaster’s
sat Lakes, Ill. His new
1-7-5, Bks., 508. Service
land, US N.T.C. Great
le was recently home

’I

lB47c

Veal Loaf

49°

lb

FRYING

ib45*

:dly cured

WALDO

Lb29c

THEATRE

FRIDAY
AUG. 4TII
A tender love story from the pen
of renowned playright Maxwell
Anderson:

,41c
'UND-No Points

“EVE OF ST. MARK”

lb27c

Starring: Ann Baxter and
Michael O’Shea

37°

LB

George Sandner received word
yesterday of the death ln Tampa,
Fla . pf his scm-ln-law, Roy Coffin,
well known in this city.

Rubber kncelers are to be install
ed shortly in all pews at St. Bernard
Church. To partially defray expenv scs, a public supper will be given
Aug. 17 at the church basement hall
Hrs. John Ranlett is serving as
chairman of the soliciting and work
committees.
- - -------------------- —

33c

cold cut assortment

;-fed

group of speakers, including. Na
Robert Schaefer, wht has been
tional Missionary C. Harrison En spending his vacation at Rockledge.
gel of Philadelphia and Etna. Mrs. Inn, Spruce Head, and at the
Reuberta Byam of Waterville State i Thorndike Hotel returned to New
Pres. Edna Knowlton of Augusta, Yqrk today. It was his first sojourn
and Esten Boardman of Waldoboro. in the iPine'Tree State, and his sur
Mrs. Jessie DeWitt of Belfast will prise and delight at its offerings led
be soloist Adelia Rossiter of Wiscas to a prompt pledge to return next
set accompanist.
Summer.
Meeting up with con
genial acquaintances in this city he
William H. Romanoff manager of devoted considerable time to his faPark Theatre the past two years, is vtrite game of cribbage and bore
entering the service with the Navy the championship ribbon when lie
today. The call to service reached departed for home.
Mr. Romanoff while he was substi
Bickford Sylvester left yesterday
tuting for the manager at State
Theatre. Portland, while he was on for New York where next Tuesday
vacation. Mr. Romanoff was here he will be inducted into the armed
one day coming to take Mrs. Ro forces. He will meantime visit his
manoff and their daughter, to Port mother in that city.
land. While here he was presented
Thomas C Stark, who has been in
with a purse of money from employ
es of Park and Strand Theatres and charge of the installation of en
a Serviceman’s Traveling Kit from gines on three new Naval craft at
the Lions Club, of which he has Camden during the Summer leaves
been an active member practically next Friday for his home in St.
all the time he has been in Rock Louis. His stay there will be very
land. He is succeeded by Maurice brief, however, as he leaves Aug. 21
Savoie, who has been managing the for Havana, Cuba, where he will
Uptown Theatre in Bath. Mr. and install machinery in a sugar mill.
Mrs. Savoie will reside at 30 High During his 12 years’ service for the
Felton Iron Company of St. Louis,
street.
Mr. Stark Has been called fre
quently
to duties in South America.
Thp baseball fans who waited in
vain at Community Park Sunday He has made his headquarters at
Hotel while on his
will see the real article tonight at the Thorndike
assignment and has ac
6 o’clock when the Old Timers will present
seek to avenge the defeat inflicted cumulated a large circle of friends.
upon them reecently by the Four
Over 150 couples attended the Po
F-ers. The latter will be minus the lice
Ball at Community Building
services of their aggressive young last night
testimonial to the pop
manager, Howe Glover, who is on ularity of in
the
late Deputy Marshal
vacation, but who will be replaced by
Edward
C.
Ingraham.
a very capable substitute in the per
son of Bob McCarty. Bob knows all
Robert A. Hancock. Bay State
the kicks and will fight at the drop newspaper
exxecutive, former presi
of the hat for every pcint. Manager dent of the
Press
Margeson promises by the Great Association andMassachusetts
collaborator
with
Hornspoon that State Trooper Ray The Courier-Gazette’s Richardson
Foley will be on the mound for the when the latter was head of the
(supposed) passe outfit. Ray has Maine Press, was in this city Tues
been practicing far into the night day
on business. Mrs. Han
when the Mrs. had much rather cock night
was
a
classmate of Dis
have seen him beating carpets, and trict Nurseformer
Eliza
Steele 20 years
in consequence the strikeout record ago. so the visit made
a pleasant
may go by the board.
reunion all around.

Patrons of the Maine Central
Railroad and pas.ser.sby at the pas
senger station are admiring the two
large beds of varied colored petu- ,
nias located on the Union street i
side of t-he building. Frank L.
Carr ey, geneill agent, is the gar
dened oi this beautification project
Seventy-five plants are in the'two
beds.
•,

ED HAM lb33c
RST
La 39c
LB

in Norris. Tenn. Announcement of
the funeral was deferred. Burial
COMING REUNIONS
will be in Arlington National Cem
Aug 23 -Payson-Fogler families at
etery.
home ol Manassah Spear. Rockport.

Aug 30 -Mank family at Maple
Orange Hall. North Waldoboroo.

Bonds and Stamm

ICCD or PIECE

The annual meeting of the Knox
County O.ES Field Day Associa
tion will be held at South Thomasten tonight with Forget-Me-Not
Chapter as hostess. Supper will be
at 6:30. the hostess chapter furnish
ing coffee and cream Following the
business meeting, a program will be |
presented. Mrs. Ruby Makinen and
Mrs. Marion Colby, both of South I
Thomaston, are president and sec
retary, respectively, this year.

Tenant’s Harbor, To benefit Alm-On
Club.
The annual campmeeting of the
Annie Stuart (Waldo), wdow of
Aug. 17 Annual concert at Warren
Brigadier General Herbert M. Lord Temple Heights Spiritualist Associa
Baptist Church.
Aug. 17—Mary Elinor Jackson Memo died Tuesday at the home of her tion will epen Saturady Aug. 12th
rial Library Benefits at Tenant’s daughter, Mrs. F. R. Van Rensselaer to 20th inclusive, with an excellent
Harbor.

rd as a painter.

SAT. ONLY
AUG? 5TH
Two Full Length Features
Alan Carney, Wally Brown and
Erford Gage
—In—

lb10C
lb31c

“ROOKIES IN BURMA”

lb37c

Also On The Program

lb14c

“OVERLAND MAIL
ROBBERY”
Starring Bill Elliott

SUN.—MON.

AUG. 6-7

20th Century Fox Presents:

Betty Grable

►j

Joe E. Brown, Martha Kaye and
John Harvey
—In—

LRS

j -4

“PIN UP GIRL”*
(A musical extravanganza filmed
entirely in Technicolor!

TUES.—WED.

LB

2

CELLO
CTNS

BCHS

I

LBS

SIZE

QPC
00

1
21 C
LB

AUG. 8-9

An RKO Radio Pictures
Presentation
Kay Kyser and His Orchestra
Mischa Auer, Joan Davis and
Marcy McGuire
—In— I

“AROUND THE WORLD”
Also: W’alt Disney’s
“CHICKEN LITTLE’’
THURS—FRI.
AUG. 10-11
Warner Brothers Presents:
Dennis Morgan, Irene Manning.
Bruce Cabot, Lynne Overman,
Gene Lockhart
—In—

“THE DESERT SONG”

TREAT

(Filmed entirely in Technicolor)

iED

SAT. ONLY
AUG. 12th
Two Full Length Features
Robert Paige, Louise Allbritton,
Lon Chaney. Frank Craven,
Samuel S. Hinds, J. Edward
Bromberg and Evelyn Ankers
—In— i
’

:OFFEE

BORN
Sukeforth—At Rockland Aug 3 to
Mr and Mrs Edgar L Sukeforth, a
daughter—Dorothy Arlena
Beaudry—At Warren. July 30. to
Corp
and Mrs. Gaston Beaudn'
(Dorothy Marr> a son—John Frederick
Gravt—At Kn ,x Hospital, July z!,.
to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Weston Graves
a daughter—Judv Ann.
Kaler—At Miles Memorial Hospital,
Damariscotta, July 13. to Mr. and [MisAndrew Kaler of Medomak. a daugh
ter—Nancy Mary
>
Judkins—At New Haven. Conn July
lfi, to Mr and Mrs Samuel Judkins of
Stonington, a daughter
Spencer—At Castine. July 21 to Mr.
and Mrs Moses Spencer of Stoning
ton a son—Everett Arnold.
Robbins—At Stonington. July 23 to
Mr and Mrs Eugene Robbins, a daugh
ter Rose Marte.

married
/
Perry-Perry—A.t Thomaston. Aug. 1.
Laurence C Perry and Ruth Trow
bridge Perry, both of Rockland—by
Rev H F. Leach.
Osler-Bolduc—At Rockland. July 29.
James E. Osler of Friendship and Vir
ginia Bolduc of Hallowell—by Pearl E.
Borgerson J. P.
...
Clark-Rirhards—At Rockland. July
18 Kenneth L. Clark, and Dorothy
Richards, both of Rockland—by Rev
Roy A Welker.
Donovan-Olson—At Rockland, July
20. Joseph Raymond Donovan of Arl
ington. Mass., and Doris Frances Olson
of Thomaston -by Rev. Archie D.
Gillis.
Proctor-Taylor—At Rockland. July 21,
BUI Lonzo Proctor of Rockland and
Constance Taylor, of Saylesvllle, R. I.—
by Rev. J. Charles MacDonald.
Brown-Wlggln—At Avon Park, Fla..
July 24 Set Richard Brown and Mar
jorie L Wiggin. b'.th of South Tnon>as ten.
DIED
Ix»rd—At Norris. Tenn., Aug. 1. Annie
Stuart (Waldo) widow of BrtgadleT
Gen. Herbert M. Lord, a native of
Thomaston.
Moodv—At Fairfield, Aug. 2. Florence,
wife oif Sgt. Willis Moody, Jr. of War
ren, age 27 years. 15 days Funeral to
day at 2 o’clock from residence.
Fess—At Thomaston. Aug. 3, George
H Foss, age 83 years. 6 months, 4 days.
Funeral Saturday at 2 o’clock at Cush
ing funeral home Thomaston Inter
ment ln Sea View cemetery, Rockland.
Sukeforth—At Rockland. Aug 3. Dor
othy Arlena. infant daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Edgar B. Sukeforth.
Coffin—At Tampa. Fla. Aug. 3. Roy
Coffin of Bangor husband of Jennie
Sandner Coffin of Rockland.
Smalley—At Milford. Conn . Aug 2
Agnes Norton widow of Edward A.
Smalley, age 54 yrs., 8 mos. 9 days.
Funeral Saturday at 2 p m. at Davis
funeral home, Thomaston. Interment
ln village cemetery.
Broad man—At Warren. Aug 2. Myr
tle Watts, widow of Ahnore D Broadman aged 71 yrs., 8 mos. 2days. Fu
neral today at 2 p. m at the Sim
mons funeral home. Burial at Ster
ling.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our ,thanks and
appreciation for the words of sympa
thy and flowers sent Us by relatives,
friends, neighbors Maine Central Rail
road Employes, the First Baptist
Church and all who assisted us in any
way during our recent bereavement.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert P. Prescott and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Frank 8. Prescott
and family.
•

BEANO
American Legion Rooms
Thomaston
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT
7.45 o’clock

2 L& 47*

51*

2

Starring: Bob Livingston and
Smiley Burnette

MERCHANDISE PRIZES
Values up to $5.00
WILLIAMS-BRAZIER POST

36Ftf

BAG

ROUTE 131—PORT CLYDE
All Sorts Of Sea Foods
Excellent Rooms To Let

25 LB,

BAG

BEANO
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
8.15 o'clock

MASONIC TEMPLE HALL
Auspices MOTOR CORPS GIRLS
lOlFtf

VISIT
GARDNER’S LOBSTER
POUND

25 LB

56-66

NO 2

The Knox County Camera Club
met Tuesday night at the club
headquarters on Broadway. Features
of the meeting were the reading of
an interesting letter from Corp.

A welcome visitor in this city is
Israel Cutler of Oid Towm, long
prominent in Rockland business af
fairs and founder of the fine busi
ness house which still bears his
name.

A fire, of undetermined origin,
between Crescent Beach and Holi
day Beach , destroyed about 15
cords of pulp wood, of a pile of
about 20 cords, which had been cut
from land of Edwin R. Edwards of
Rockland, by Edmund A. Wotton of
Ingraham’s Hill, early yesterday
afternoon. Quick action of tl<?
Rockland Fire Department, aug
mented by several men from the
Coast Guard, using two of the city
pumpers; the small pump owned by
the Town of Owl’s Head and various
other equipment, including stirrup
pumps, prevented spread of flames
to any of the buildings in the sec
tion, the nearest of which was the
Timber Hill schoolhouse. Fire in
the peaty earth was stubborn and
the all-out signal was not rung
until 8.20 p. m.

a new wide angle lens by Jerome C.
Burrows. Those present were: W. F.
Senter, Jr.. William W. Corss, Earle
Greenwood, Jerome C. Burrows.
Nancy Gregory, daughter of Mr.
Bertram A. Gardner, Albert Cass and
Bert S. Gregory of Glen
idy. William Rich and J. A. Moore. CoyeMrs.
is
a
at Knox Hospital
The next meeting will be Aug. 21. where she patient
received surgical treat
ment Thursday morning to reduce
Visit CHnton F. Thomas, optome fracture of left hand and elbow. Miss
trist for a pair of good glasses, 492 Gregory was thrown from her bi
Old County Road, Rockland N?e. cycle Monday morning on iPower
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 p. m. Mon House Hill in Glen Cove when
crowded into the ditch as two
day, Wednesday and Saturday. trucks attempted to pass a parked
Phone 590 City.
38-tf truck in front cf the power house.
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CANS

REGULAR
SIZ-

3

n«7c

2. fAj

0
29c

CAME

LGE.
CAKES

IC TEA COJ
ight to limit quantities.

BURIAL VAULTS

Eternal Protection"

THE PEERLESS ENG. CO.

Manufactured by Robert C. Burns
and available through all local
undertakers.

485 MAIN STREET
TELEPHONE 744
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Robert C. Borns

T •
PLUMBING, HEATING AND
OIL BURNERS

485 OLD COUNTY ROAD

TEL. S21-R,

ROCKLAND, ME.

44-tf

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
00
FROM

SALES
R.
Tel. 1266
61-62

BURPEE
Funeral Home
TELS. 390—1174-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME. ,

Ambulance Service

Ambulance Service

Tel. 662
• CLAREMONT ST.
. ROCKLAND, ME.

,

An alarming condition in Maine

was reported to the 90th Legislature
by a recess committee that had been
appointed to study the advisability
cf creating public recreational fa
cilities along our ocean beaches and
in the lake and mountain areas.
“It is not hard to envision a future
when thousands of our citizens in
modest circumstances who cannot
afford to pay for the privilege of
using private facilities will be un
able to find a place along our high
ways or in our recereational centers
where they may legally enjoy the
scenic beauties of their native
State” the report said in part.
That the common man is also the
forgotten man in Maine’s present
recreational setup is all too appar
ent to the head of the famiily who
has tried to find a spot along the
seacoast or in the lake regions
where he, his wife and his children
could enjoy a quiet outing. On all
sides he is confronted with “Private
Property,” “Keep Off” and “No
Trespassing” signs. And, in the
words of the recess committee,
“With the steady growth of Maine
as a recreational State, the present
situation will grow worse steadily.
Acquisition of zmore and more of the
desirable (sites now a Mailable by
private interests will take place.’’
Thus, somewhat like the Ancient
Mariner who complained that there
was “water, water, everywhere, nor
any drop to drink,” the Maine citi
zen who cannot afford to patronize
private recreational areas may find
himself surrounded by one of (he
most desirable out-door regions in
the world and be unable to enjoy
any of it.
It is for this reason that in
Maine’s postwar plans is included
the projected acquisition and devel
opment of areas that would be de
voted forever to the use of all Maine
citizens.
Like of all Maine’s postwar plans,
projected acquisition and develop
ment of public recreational sites is
planned to furnish employment if
the need arises during the reconver
sion period. However, in its re
port, the recess committee did not
base the desirability of such proj
ects on this contingency but, rather,
on the common sense principle that
adequate recreational areas would
add not only to the happiness of the
people but also to their health.
Maine has long, cold Winters dur
ing which the resistance of the hu
man body becomes low. With rela
tively shdrt Summer in which to re
coup his strength, the average in
dividual <needs to get out into the
sunshine at every opportunity. This
is particularly true of children who
live in the cities .and whose parents
have not sufficient means to send
them away to camps.
Depriving these children of the
opportunity to enjoy their cwn

State to the utmost and to improve
their health in the outdtorrs is a
serious matttr. As preventive med
icine it is, from an economic stand
point. an excellent investment in
the health and welfare of our future
generations.
In the words of the legislative
recess committee. Maine has been
"singularly delinquent” in providing
public recreational facilities for its
citizens and has fallen far behind
other States in this respect.
In the years preceding the war,
the annual appropriation in Maine
for public recreation was $l.C00; in
little New Hampshire it was $i5,5"0;
in little Vermont it was $25,250.
Connecticut appropriated $291,192
for this purpose. Minnesota, a
State comparable to Mains in per
capita income and in the impor
tance of its recreational business
spent $50,624.85 in a prewar year.
According to the recess committee
Maine can no longer afford to tem
porize with the situation. Either we
must make plans to obtain des’rable
sites immediately or abandon the
idea forever and thus prevent our
own people for all time from enjoy
ing their own State to the utmost.
New Hampshire, with a seacoast
less than 20 miles long, established
a public beach at Hampton in 1937
which has far exceeded even the
most optimistic hopes. It is used
annuaHy by over 100000 people and
is very close to being self-sustain
ing. The 10 cents which is charged
for each adult for the use of bath
houses and other facilities—there
is no charge for children—comes
within about $900 a year of taking
care of all maintenance charges.
Hampton Beach with a frontage
of 2.000 feet, provides bathing, other
water sports, tennis and picnic
grounds. A parking space accom
modates 2.000 cars. A large build
ing provides clean bath houses and
toilets. Attendants on hand at all
times provide for the safety and
comfort of patrons.
The nearest approaclf Maine has
to anything of the kind Is at Se
bago Lake where a public receation
area acquired and developed by the
government was turned over to
Maine on a long term lease. In its
first year this area was visited by
39,789 persons and its continuing
popularity has made it imperative
that it be enlarged and impreved
so that it may be of greater service.
While visitors are. of course, wel

comed at all State recreational cen(Oont. On Page 4)

BEANO
Friday and Saturday Nights

Local and State draft authorities
got a prod from national head
quarters today to proceed with the
induction of men over 25 who are
making no contribution to the war.
They were also instructed to
sweep out the Class 1-A all the men
over 25 whose jobs entitle them to
deferment, leaving in 1-A only
those registrants actually available
•for induction.
Major General Hershey, Selective
Service director, rescinded an or
der which had authorized State di
rectors to postpone temporarily all
inductions of men over 25—regard
less of their jobs. Tills order was
issued originally to allow local
boards time to reclassify their reg
istrants in accordance with the
draft policy announced In May
which put emphasis on the needs
for men under age 25.
Hershey said “it would appear
that a sufficient period of time has
elapsed.”
The national policy calls for de
ferring men in the 26-29 age group
who are “necessary men" in essen
tial war activities, and deferring

men 30-37 who are in any kind of
activity contributing to the war,
There has never been a general
“holiday” on drafting of all men
over 25, but some State directors de
clared such a moratorium under the
order rescinded today.
Hershey said the Armed Forces
still want the younger men first,
“but it must be accomplished by
proper classification rather than
by mechanical devices such as the
arbitrary postponement of induc
tion of men in older age groups.”
Regarding older men still in
1-A. Hershey said, “far too many
cases have been called to our at
tention” where men in their thirt
ies are still in that class even
though they are In war-important
Jobs and are pre-Pearl Harbor
fathers.

NOW IS THE TIME!
WATER PIPES RENEWED
AND WIRED OUT
NEW SEWERS LAID
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
PLUGGED
SEPTIC TANKS & CESSPOOLS
AND CEMENT WORK
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS

S. E. EATON
TEL. 1187-R,

ROCKLAND, ME.

•lt

THE BEST FOOD BUYS ARE AT

THE PERRY MARKETS
Visit Our Two Modem Markets And See For Yourself

CHUCK ROAST
3 Roast Beef

lb.

lb.

Leg And
Loin

LAMB
LAMB FORES

' llc

Shop Early So That You May Get A Better Selection

10 LB
BAG

New 1944

ONIONS
CHEESE
BUTTER Swift’s
SPAGHETTI
Crop

Old Fashion With
A Tang

69c

jb

lb.
In Tomato
Sauce
JAR

SPEAR HALL at 8 P. M.

Specials Chicken, Pork and Boiled
Dinners
BIG PRIZES GN EVENING PLAY
Free Game

IF YOU DO NOT WANT

AN ICE CREAM—

.‘Ttu/HW
iumow

CAKES

CAMAY 20c
COFFEE

LAVA %

™

CAKES

17c

................ Ib 32c

Look around a bit. Perhaps we can

CORN MEAL....................... 5 lb. bag 29c

find an electric toaster for you—or

HONEY PEANUT BUTTER 16 oz jr 29c

even a flat iron.

LIPTON’S SOUP MIX .... 3 pkgs 25c

Anyhow, your welcome will be warm!

GINGER BREAD MIX Dromedary

OXTON’S

ARMOUR’S TREET................ tin

22c
33c

"Where A Smile’s In Style’’

..bot 39c

FRESHN’AIR

OUR APPRECIATION
SUNSHINE

KRISPY CRACKERS............. lb pkg 19c

Special recognition of the splendid co-operation of
fered us during recent weeks is made to Sheldon’s
Drug Store, Goodnow’s Pharmacy, C. H. Moore &
Co., Corner Drug Store, McCarty’s Drug Store,
Walmsley’s Pharmacy and Carroll Cut Rate Store.
Our grateful thanks goes to The Courier-Gazette
for its invaluable assistance.

GORTON CODFISH CAKES ... tin 21c

SLACK SALTED POLLOCK ... lb 22c
CANNING SUPPLIES
GET ALL YOUR NEEDS AT OUR MARKETS

ROCKLAND DISTRICT NURSING ASSN.
D. C. Leach, Treas.

Automatic Sealing

“Concrete and Steel,
YOUR HEATING SYSTEM IS
NO BETTER THAN IT IS
ENGINEERED

New Draft Plans

Calls For Going Ahead With
Induction Of Men
Maine Must Pay More Attention to Recreation
Over 25
Centers Says Legislative Committee

MAIN AT PARK

Can YOU

CAN
i4>;OZ

MUST NO LONGER TEMPORIZE

TWO CENTS A GAME

Also On The Frogram

“BENEATH WESTERN
SKIES”

Mrs. Florence K. Elms, pleaded
guilty before Recorder Harold J.
Rubin in Bath Municipal Court
Tuesday, to a charge made by her
husband. Roger Elms of Rockland,
of using his automobile, without
authority. Mrs. Elms was given a
suspended three months jail sen
tence and placed on probation.

IN MEMORIAM
Joel Miller of Thomaston, written
In loving memory of our dear from the jungles of Burma; the
mother. Mrs. Nellie M. Lincoln who
awarding of a medal for outstanding
passed away August 3, 1942.
Mrs. Louise L. Ames Mrs. Geraldine developments in club activities to
M Lincoln.
* B. A. Gardner, and the showing of

“THE SON OF DRACULA”

2 ift 4b

A crew of city employes has been
In posession of Grand Army lawn
this week restoring It to its original
beauty. The walks have been done
over, the grass neatly clipped, etc
These premises deserve to be kept
in first-class condition, out of respect to the gallant men who fought
fcr the Union cause, if for no other
reason.

Jerry Wade of the Fish and Game
Department, Augusta, will be the
speaker at the Rotary meeting this
noon. The directors have appointed
a committee consisting of H. P
Blodgett, E. IL. Brown and A. F.
McAlary to report on what can be
done about completing the Lime
rock street Park project. A mem
Aug. 4—Knox County O E.S. Field ber, recently making up a meeting
Day Association. Annual Meeting, at out of the State, was Charles A.
South Thomaston.
Emery at Manchester, N. H.
Aug. 17—-Luncheon, Masonic Hall.

TALK OF THE TOWN

bed address of Harold
Thomaston is: 16th.
Co. 1541, Great Lakes
ter. Ill
• • •
Genthner, formerly
i, Has been promoted
first class In the NaHe was a member of
he assault force which
tee, and had previously
Africa and Sicily The
has; been awarded to
e joining the Navy,
s employed at the Boa
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Do This One?
Mark your floor aU up with rubber heel
marks then, as quickly as you can say
Presto-Cb s ngo, make those marks disap
pear? You Certainly Can—If You Use

WIZARD
No Rub-No Scrub Cleaner
And. that Is not all you can do with this new, miraculous cleaner
—you can clean pile rugs, upholterv, all painted and varnished
surfaces, your refrigerator, enameled stove, porcelain tubs, auto
mobile inside and out. yes—even your white shoes and countless
other items are cleaned like magi? with WIZARD. Just spread
on a little and wipe it off. Of < aurse you can do it—it’s easy.
Get a jar of WIZARD CLEANEJC from your grocer and try it.

YOUR HEATING SYSTEM IS NO BETTER THAN

Tomorrow is the Last Day
OF THE

GRAND CLOTHING PICNIC
Many Wise Buyers have taken Advantage of this
Money Saving event to replenish their wardrobe
and there is Still a Good Selection of Suits awaiting
your approval in this Last Day of the Picnic.

IT IS ENGINEERED
I

i

FOR IMMEDIATE DISPOSAL
AT BARGAIN PRICES
1 18’’ Lenox Space Heater, Used
1 50000BTU Space Heater, Pot type, wi^h burner
and circulating fan, Used
1 50 000 B T U Space Heater, 2 9" burners, Used

$5.00 to $10.00
Can Be Saved On Every Suit In The Lot

1 22”x32” Slate sink

A

•

1 Durarock Commonwealth Bath Tub

MEN’S AND BOYS’ SLACK SUITS
$2.95, $3.95, $5.95, $6.95, $7.95, $9.95
Straw Hats Half Price—Panama $2.50 $3.50

1 Vitrous China Laundry Tray 18”x20”xl2"

100 sq. ft. Rock Wool Batts

20 Bags Granulated Bock Wool
Some used radiation

GREGORYS
416 MAIN. ST.,

ROCKLAND

TEL. 294

THE PEERLESS ENGINEERING CO.
485 MAIN STREET—TEL. 744
ROCKLAND, MAINE

I
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WALDOBORO

1

ftftftft
MRS. ISABEL XJUNC

Oorreepoodaol
ftftftft

Telephone 7*

Mrs. Waller Sturrock of Eden
Park, R J., .spent last week with
her mother, Mrs. Nellie Overlook.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Gove of
Kittery and Mrs. Nellie Cloutier of
Portland were week-end guests of
Charles Howard.
Miss Rachel Orff of North Wal
doboro is guest of Mrs. G B Wai
ter.
Mr and Mrs P. Prank Cross of
Dorchester, Mass., are making their
annual visit in town.
Mrs Edna Achorn and Miss
Florence Or if have gone to Ala
bama, to visit Mrs. Achorn’s son
Richard, who is in the Service.
Mr and Mrs. Carl Becker have
returned to Portland
Mis. Ralph Jackson is in Miles
Memorial Hospital for surgical
treatment.
Miss Edith H Burgess, daughter
of Mr and Mrs. John Burgess of
Waldoboro has been appointed by a
faculty committee of the State
Normal School, Gorham, to repre
sent the institution at the Youth
Leadership Training Camp of the
Danforth Foundation, located at
Camp Minlwanca, Shelby. Mic|iL
Miss Burgess was chosen in recog
nition of her interest in physical
education, her excellent scholar
ship and high moral and Chris
tian character She ls to spend
two weeks at Camp Minlwanca,
then cross Lake Michigan to be met
at. Milwaukee by her uncle, Rev
Robert Calderwood, with whom she
will motor to Abingdon, Ill., for a
week’s visit.
Mr. and Mrs Albert Riley and
son Stephen have returned to
South Portland. They were called
here by the death of Miss Helen
Jones.
The Auxiliary of the Loyal Legion
meets Aug 9 Special committee
chairmen have
been
elected:
Finance, Mrs. Isabel Osler, Mrs.
Ruby Miller and Mrs. Fannie Gray;
ways ana means, Mrs Bernys
Jameson; junior activities, Mrs.
Ethel Benner; rehabilitation, Palmiora Di Napoli; national news,
Mrs. Marguerite Orf.; war activi
ties. Mrs Lulu Miller; national de
fense. Mrs. Isabel Osier; commun
ity service, Mrs. Nan Weston; pub
licity. Mrs. Palmina Di Napoli;
sick committee, Mrs. Ethel Benner;
Amerlcanbm. Mrs. Sace Weston;
membership. Mrs Leola Rodamer;
committee to work with rehabilita
tion chairman, Mrs. Gray and Mrs.
Jameson.
Clarence Reed returned to Flush
ing, N. Y., Monday, after a few days
spent with Mrs. Reed.
Mrs Clarence W. Riley was hos
tess Thursday to the Patriotic Club.
After a social hour, during which
tea was served/. Mrs. Riley present
ed this program of piano music:
“Air de Ballet,” Chaminade; 'Rev
erie." Schutt; ‘‘Fourth Mazurka,”
Godard; “Minute Valse,” Chopin
The Patriotic Club of Bremen, after
35 years of continuous service to
the town, has recently voted to ap
ply for membership in the State
Federation of Women’s Clubs.

STONINGTON

M/rna Rcbinson is visiting Evelyn
Pinkham in Sullivan.
Mrs. Shirley McClel'an is passing
a vacation with her mother, Mrs.
Hattie Berdeen.
Charles Conti passed the week
end at his home in Bangor,
Ensign Howard S. Colby USMS is
home on furlough.
Mrs. Russell Webb and children
are visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs John Wallace.
Mr and Mrs. Cyrus Thompson of
Somerville, Mass., are occupying the
Blanche Spofford House,
Mis. Dorothy Gross, Bette Gross
and Sidney Gross have returned
from a visit in South Portland.
Pfc. David Sturdee has been home
on furlough.
Mrs. Frederic Couch and son of
West Hempstead, L. I. is visiting her
parents. Mr. and iMrs. Galen Noyes.
Mrs. Lucy Webb of Reading.
Mass., is visiting Mrs Vesta Webb
Vitgil Rice and family have moved
to the Margaret Snow house.

RAZORVILLE
Mrs. Maud Howard is spending a
few days at Minnie Cramer's with
her niece Maud H. Cramer who is
convalescing after being a hospital
patient in Brunswick.
Mrs. Edith Overlock and Blanche
Johnston were visitors Monday at
John L. Howard's in Union. Mrs.
Howard who is been at Waterville
Osteopathic Hospital is recovering
at her home.
South Liberty and Washington
Mills vacation schools will hold a
joint exhibition tonight at 7:30
A pleasant gathering took .place
Sunday at Sydney Humes’ when the
Farrar family met in reunion while
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Farrar are
here from Detroit. Mich. Picnic
dinner was enjoyed. Among the 20
present were Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Oulbert of Ottawa. Ont.

Russia had 83 broadcasting sta
tions in 1944

ffNICKy
STOMACH
xd.

£

Gentle-acting PIPTO-BISMOL helps
nlieve after-meal distress, gas on
stomach and heartburn. Recom
mended by many physicians. It’s
non-laxative, non-alkaline. Tasfea
good and doea good... children like
it. When your stomach is queasy,
uneasy and upset, ask your druggist
for soothing PBPTO-BUMOL.*
•T.M F«».U.S.P»«.O».

GREAT

Moran Opposes

Continued from Page One)

(Continued from Page One)

present system should not be per
petuated and made even more diffi
cult of change by nailing this
amendment Into the Constitution.
School men who know that an in! sufficient portion of the tax dollar
: Is new going to education should iesent this effort bv the “road crowd '
to make their position even more
difficult.
Here in Maine we have already
spent more of our tax dollar for
roads, and less of it for education,
than the average of all the States,
as shown by official figures of Bu
reau of the Census. The reason is
of course that the “road crowd" has
been a persistent selfish “pressure
group,” and nothing hurts good
government today more than pres
sure groups
Fourth, all those interested in any
other iunction of government, such
as police, library, health, institu
tional services, etc,, should resent
this effort of the “road crowd’’ to
elbow itself into a preferred posi
tion. “On what meat has this our
Caesar fed, that he has grown so
great?” What causes the “road
crowd” to feel that they are the
most important function of govern
ment deserving special considera
tion granted to no other function?
Fifth, every citizen who may need
and not get a job after the war and
therefore require that some employ
ment program be developed by the
State, should oppose this amend
ment which would “divert” from
greater social needs this large
amount of tax money. Road build
ing of course provides some jobs,
but many skills can be put to more
public benefit in a relief program
than by digging ditches.
Sixth, many struggling local
communities need state financial
aid to .perform their local functions
of government. The passage of this
amendment would remove all pos
sibility of using these funds to meet
iccal government emergencies.
This argument of “diversion” is
spacious anyway. Do the propo
nents of this amendment think that
the taxes on the railroads should be
returned to build railroad beds, or
the taxes on cigarettes be used to
provide cuspidors for smokers, or
the taxes on utilities returned to
build utilities,, or the taxes on
banks and insurance companies be
used for something exclusively for
their benefit? Of course not. If
a general sales tax had been levied,
gasoline would have been included
as one of many items of taxes, as a
matter of routine, and no one would
have screamed that those taxes
were being "diverted” if they went
into the general funds of the State
to meet the changing needs of the
State, where they belong.
As recently as 1912 we had no
State Df'ot. As of June 30, 1944, our
State Debt was $20,991,500, of which
$16836,500 is for Highway and
Bridge Bonds. We have already
spent these special taxes, and gone
heavily Into debt besides, for road
building. Yet the road people talk
about diversion! Even the building
housing the State Highway Com
mission in Augusta was built out of
General funds and not “road
money !<
Sixth, there is no necessity for
the amendment. This “diversion
of road money” is right now pro
hibited by Maine law, and there ac
tually is nc diversion. There can be
no legal diversion now; of course il
legal diversion is a.s possible under
a Constitutional Amendment as un
der a Statute, if officials are so
minded, because the Constitution is
no more self-enforcing than a
Statute. The Federal “matching”
law is quite an effective deterrent to
"diversion,” regardless of State
statutes or the State Constitution.
However, if the emergency is so
great that the legislature feels the
law should be amended or repealed
it can now do so, and it is. exactly
that freedom which the “road
crowd" Is trying to induce the peo
ple to take away from themselves.

SWAN’S ISLAND
Mrs. Chase Savage and daughter
Donna of Rcckland are visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. William
Holmes.
Mrs. Marlon Norton of Portland
and Richard Kent who is attending
school in Newport, Tt. I., are visiting
their mother, Mrs. Lillian Soule.
Rev. Call F. Hall and son David
are on the mainland for a week’s
vacation.
Mis. Ernest Withee and children,
Ernestine, Shirley. Beulah and
Leland of Portland were at their
former home here the past week.
Mrs. Elmer Withee and two chil
dren of Rockland have been visit
ing relatives here.
Mrs. Duke Sweetser and son of
Cape Elizabeth are guests of her
aunt, Mrs Andrew Watson.
Catherine White has returned
home from a girls' camp near Ban
gui where she spent two weeks.
Miss Carolyn Kent of Portland is
visiting friends and relatives here
The Ladies Aid met Thursday at
the home of Mrs. Lillian Soule.
Mrs. Elden Colberth returned
home yesterday after being a pati
ent at Knox Hospital.
Rev. Gretchen Hall occupied the
Raotist and Methodist pulpits Sun
day.

Buy War Bonds—5th War Loan.

Leaal Notice
To the Municipal Officers of the Town
otf Vinalhaven:—
Respectfully represents Clyde L.
Bickford of Vinalhaven. Knox County
Maine that he desires to erect and
maintain a Lobster Pound ln the wa
ters of Lanes Island Creek, so-called,
extending from the ‘northeastern shore
to the southwestern shore of said
Lines Island Creek ln the Town of
Vinalhaven. Maine
Signed.
CLYDE BICKFORD
Upon the foregoing petition, ordered,
that public notice be given as re
quired by law not less than three days
before the 5th of August. 1944. upon
which day at 2.00 o'clock p. m a hear
ing wUl be given upon said petition
tn the Selectmens office to the end
that all persons may have full oppor
tunity to show cause why said permit
should not be granted.
HARLAND A TOWNSEND
CLINTON L CALDERWOOD.
SIDNEY L WINSLOW.
Selectmen of Vinalhaven, Maine.
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WORK IT DOES

LOST AND FOUND

WARREN

Number found with defective teeth .......... ................ ..........................
Corrections ......... -.................................................. -..... -.......................
Number found with defective threats ..... . ...........................................
Corrections
................. -.... '■...................................... -............................
Number found with defective vision .................................-.... -.........
Corrections ......... -........................................................—..................... —
Number .ound with delective hearing ..................................................
Parent consultations . .............. -........ ......................................... -.........
Sanitary inspection of schools and grounds .........................................
Teachers assisted with health programs in schcols..... . .......................
Number of Seven-Point children ln first'six grades..... . .......................

A visit was made to every class
room in the grades each month for
the purpose of an inspection cf
pupils. The first week in the month
was given to these visits whenever
possible Visits are made at other
times during the pnonth when called
by the teachers.
We have tried to reduce our ab
sentees by the exclusion of the
child with the first signs of a cold
or any other objectionable symp
toms Following many of these ex
clusions. a heme visit was made to
talk with the parent in care of the
child The exclusion of the sick
child is of course for tw’o purposes:
To obtain treatment for the child
immediately and to protect the
otheT children in the classroom
who are his contacts. Without the
splendid cooperation of the teach
ers, this could not have been ac
complished.
A notice of the defect found in a
child, is sent to each parent, and
during the year “home visits” were
made to interpret the notice to the
parents and to offer advice and as
sistance regarding any child who
has teen excluded from school.
Clinics
The usual “Summer Round-Up"
was held in June for the examina
tion or all children who were enter
ing school for the first time in
September.
Ninety-six children
attended
These clinics are not
compulsory but a home visit is made
to every child who has previously
enrolled for school, and the purpose
of the clinic explained. The par
ents are urged to have the child
immunized against diphtheria ar.d
smallpox if they have not already
been; 95% of tiie children who
enter school each Fall have been
immunized against diphtheria. We
appreciate the time given to these
clinics bby the physicians, dentists,
oculists and teachers
'
In co-operation with the Maine
State Department of Health, a tu
berculosis clinic was held in Junior
High and High School; 315 pupils
were given the test for tuberculosis.
This year there was one new re
actor to the test. Following the
skin testing clinic, an x-ray clinic
was held and 68 children were
given chest x-rays. These chil
dren are followed from year to year
because of positive skin tests in
years past.
»
Dental clinics were held this year
at the cffice of Dr. Dana Newman.
Because of war jobs, we felt that
this year children who had in previ
ous years attended* dental clinics,
were able to be taken to their own
dentists by the /parents and the
work paid for. Hence, only the most
deserving cases were carefully
chosen by teachers and nurses.
25 Children attended cleanings

MATINICUS
Dorothy Teel has been guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hutchings in
Bath. While there she called on
Mr. Hutchings’ brother who is a
patient at the Brunswick Hospital
as result of a broken leg. She also
visited Mrs. William Hutchings who
is recovering from a surgical opera
tion at St. Mary’s Hospital in
Lewiston.
C. B. Young spent the week-end
on the mainland.
Mrs. John Mitchell and children
of Brunswick have been guests of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Judson
Young.
Mrs. Maurice Ames and daughter
Zoe, of Indiana are visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Ames,
Mrs. Harold Bunker and sons,
Albert and Vance went Saturday to
Turner to visit her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Merrill.
Mrs. Elsie Moody of Fortland and
Mrs. Maud Spear of Waldoboro were
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs Jud
son Young.
Mr and Mrs. Harland Young, of
Quincy. Mass., arrived July 31, for
their annual vacation.
Orris Philbrook was a recent busi
ness caller in Portland.
Miss Rena Hemingway has re
turned to her home in Massachu
setts after having visited Marian
Young for two weeks.

MEDOMAK
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78
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Rev. Helen Overman of Rockport
33 will occupy the pulpit Sunday at
28 morning and evening services Holy
496 communion will follow the morning
service Continuing the series. Rev
117 Fillings of permanent teeth
Lynn V. Farnsworth of Camden, at
63 Extractions cf temporary teeth the Congregational Church, will
7 Extractions of permanent teeth
preach Sunday morning on the
During the past school year, an theme. "Our Protestant Heritage
epidemic of measles and scarlet Teaches the Need of Co-operation.’
fever boike out in the city During
Mrs. Willis Vinal has been recent
that time a strict watch was kept
in the schools as far as possible, guest of Mrs. Agnes Boynton in
for the purpose of exclusion. Dur Cushing
The village unit of surgical dress
ing the Summer vacation an epi
demic of whooping cough Ls apt to ings has a quota of 16.0C0 to get out
’ start. By the nurse’s visits through by Sept 21st, and all help available
out the city, she is in a position is needed. If one can not give a
to know of any cases and to be on whole day or a half day, an hours’
the lookout at the beginning of time Is of greatest help as well.
school in September.
The "Musical Revue.” to be pre
Eleven baby clinics were held, sented Thursday night at Town
with an attendance of 237. At these Hall, auspices of the Congregational
clinics 71 were immunized against Ladies Circle, will consist of two
dipntheria and 26 were vaccinated parts, the first, containing songs of
against smallpox. Dr. Freeman F. the period. 1900 to 1918, taking in
Brown has attended 9 of these songs of World War One; and will
clinics and' Dr Horatio Frohock 2. be in costume. Accompanying the
Children from outside town.-, also illustrated songs will be snappy dia
attended.
logue and jokes, this script arranged
Four crippled children’s clinics by Mrs. Roland Berry. Accompan
have been held in this district The ists ftr the musical will be . Miss
nurse has assisted at these clinics Verna Robinson, piano, and Albert
and tran’-ported some of our local Marsh of Rockland, violin. The
children who have attended
second part of the show will take
Thirteen Social Service cases have in the period between 1918 and the
been investigated and reported on, present. This part will be a more
seme for out-of-State agencies, serious vein, and will follow thf
others with the State Social work presentation of the skit, “Just A
er and City Matron
Six cases Ixjve Nest," to be given under the
have been investigated for the direction of Mrs. Earle Moore.
Travelers’ Aid. for which the Rock
Visitors Monday at Mrs. Charles
land District Nursing Association Dolham’s were Mrs. Robert Connell
is the representative for Knox and sons Robert and Richard of
County.
This year our investigation and Rockland.
Recent guests of Misis Lizzie
follow-up work of venereal disease
Winslow
were Mrs. Ernest Robinson
has been on the decided increase
This has added much to the work of Portland and Mrs. Hattie Ed
and is not the most agreeable work munds of Winterport.
Mrs E. V. Oxton recently visit
to do. The co-operation of the Po
ed
her daughter and son-in-law. Mr.
lice Department is often sought in
and Mrs. Scott Melvin in Portland.
this work.
Mrs. Merrill Payson has returned
This past year the nurse has had
the services of the nurses’ aides home from Knox Hospital, where
whenever so desired. They have she was patient following an ap
assisted very much in clerical pendectomy.
work, school and1 clinic work.
I wish to express my apprecia
ORFF’S CORNER
tion to the Junior Women's Club
Joseph Gidbert of Newcastle was
for the gift of $50 which was used week-end guest of Mr. and Mrs.
partly for dental clinics, the rest Albert Elwell.
going into the Association treasury
Mrs. Nellie Benner has returned
to be used with the general fund. from a visit with friends in War
I also appreciate the time given
by the physicians in the clinics and ren.
MLss Mary Pousant who has been
in the many other ways I have visiting at the home of Mrs. Guy
called upon them. To the Commit Kennedy, returned Monday to Hal
tee, Nurses Aids, City Officials,
Service Clubs, Knox County Hos lowell.
Mrs. Raymond Jackson and
pital, School Department, and ali daughters
Jean and Gloria, Mrs.
others who have sponsored the Jean Cuthbertson
and Faylene
work in the past year, may I express
Engstrom
are
visiting
Mr. and Mrs.
my appreciation.
I also wish to assure the citizens Winfield Havener at Black Island.
Mr. and IMrs. Vernon Meyer and
of Rockland that every effort will
be made in working for the better two daughters of Beverly, Mass., are
ment and public health of your city. spending a ’vacation with Mr and
May I hope for your splendid1 co Mrs. Henry Meyer.
Mrs. Ormand S. Hopkins, daugh
operation in the future as you have
so generously given it in the past. ter Lillian and son Erland, Mrs.
Elmer Armstrong and son “Billy”
and daughter June of Malden, Mass.,
week-end guests of Mr. and
Must Not Temporize were
Mrs. Albert Elwell. Accompanied
by Mrs. Elwell and daughter Eliza
(Continued from Page Three)
beth, they visited Sunday in
ters that have been created Tenant's Harbor.
throughout the country, their pri
In recognition of perfect attend
mary function is to serve residents. ance at his work at Bath Iren
In a survey of 29 eastern States con Works, Clyde Dearborn enjoyed a
trip to Boston on a destroyer.
ducted by the National Park Service
it was found that non-residents
GROSS NECK
comprise only 17 pecent of all pa
Melvin
Genthner, Jr. is visiting
trons. At Sebago the percentage
was even lower, being 13 percent. relatives in Camden.
Mrs.
Madeline
Hopkins
of
In addition to ten historic forts
bought by the State in 1923, there Damariscotta called Sunday on her
are, aside from Sebago, only four uncle, Harry Creamer.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Winchen
State-owned public recreation areas
in Maine, all of minor importance in bach and son Kendall cf Friend
her gandparents,
their capacity of serving great seg ship visited
ments of the population. They are Mr. and Mrs. William Gross,
Mount Blue, Bradbury Mountain, recently.
Mrs. Minnie French of Cambridge,
Lake St. George and the Aroostook
Mass.,
is guest of her brother, Harry
County State Park.
For the immediate alleviation of Creamer.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter McLeod and
the lack of public ocean beach fa
cilities, the postwar plans of the children of Camden recently visited
State Park Commission contem Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Genthner.
Visitors Sunday at the home of
plates the development of areas at
Popham Beach, south of Phipps Mr and Mrs. Melvin Genthner
burg, and Crescent Beach, at Cape were Mr. and Mrs. Albert Genthner
Elizabeth. These two places are of South Waldoboro, Mrs. Matthew
within 50 miles of, respectively, 20 Barrons and twin sons, Bruce and
and 28 percent of the State’s popu Brian of Portland, Mr. and Mrs
lation. At Popham, at least, pubic Pearl Delano, Mrs. Charles Colla
camping would be possible along more, Mrs. Eva Collett of Friend
with bathing and other sea and ship, and Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Creamer of West Waldoboro.
shore recreational pursuits.
Mrs. William K. Winchenbach,
In addition to the further de
velopment of existing facilities, the Mrs. Eben Wallace and two sons of
Park Commission recommends the Dutch Neck made a visit Sunday at
establishment 9f 100 picnic grounds the William Gross home.
with attendant facilities for out
door enjoyment throughout the
GLEN COVE
State so that rural as well as city
Mrs
Lester
Smith and daughter
residents may enjoy benefit from
Linda
have
returned
from Bangor
the program.
Like all of Maine’s postwar proj Hcspital.
Doris L. Hartford, of the WAVES
ects that will fee used if necessary
to keep Maine people enployed until went Tuesday to Brooklyn Naval
industry can recovert itself to Hospital where she is stationed.
peacetime manufacture, the pro
The term biscuit Ls a French word
gram to develop pubfic recreation
areas Is based on the desire to ob meaning "ffwice cooked. The bread
tain lasting benefit for the State was baked a second time, expelling
all moisture, thereby increasing its
and its people from such projects.
Few will disagree with the opinion keeping quality.
held by officials that a wide de
velopment of public recreation areas
would be a thoroughly sound invest SORE TENDER
ment in the future health and hap
ACHING FEET
piness of the people ctf the State of
Maine.
Moone’s Emerald Oil

The annual Old Home Sunday
will be observed next Sunday at
the Bremen Church Services will
be at 10:33. Rev. Alexander Cains
of Richmond will be the guest
speaker and there will be special
music.
Mrs Theodore McLain and Paul
ine McLain were guests Sunday of
Mrs. Etta Teel in Port Clyde.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Pierscn of
Tenant’s Harbor, Miss Alvalene
Pierson of New York City and Sgt.
Malcclm Pierson of Camp Maxey,
Texas, recently visited Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Lailer.
Mrs. Clarence Eugley of Waldo
boro visited last Friday with her
sister, Mrs. Astor Willey.
Mrs Walter Kaler and Mrs. Isa
bel McGrath were guests last Fri
day at Andrew Kaler’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Carter and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Collamore were
STATE OF MAINE
Bureau ot Taxation—Property Division
Rockland visitors Monday
Augusta. July 28, 1944
Miss Geneva of Maynard, Mass.,
Notice ls hereby given that the Bu
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Clifford reau
ot Taxation, acting under the
Shuman.
provisions ot Revised Statutes. ChapStains, Dullness Vanish from

FALSE TEETH

---

Kleenite ends Messy. harmful
brushing. Jast put your plate
or bridgework ln a glass of
water, add a little Kleenite.
Presto! Blackest stains, tar
nish, food film disappear.
Ynur teeth enarkle like new.

Get KLEENITE today at Cor
ner Dm Store; Goodnow’s
Pharmacy; or any good drug
gist. .

KLEENITE

no bxuiK

tei 12. will be in session at the Court
House in Rockiand on Wednesday
Forenoon, the 9th day of August. 1944,
at 9.30 AM. in the County cf Knox
and State of Maine, to inquire into
the methods of assessment and taxa
tion employed by the municipalities
of said County, to confer with the lo
cal assessors of such municipalities
to secure information to enable said
Bureau to perform it« duties accord
ing to law. to hear and investigate any
charges of concealment of property
from taxation, of undervaluation and
of failure to assess property liable tu
taxation, and for all other purposes
required by law
DAVID H STEVENS.
State Tax Assessor.
A. E LEWIS, Director
62 63

VINALH

MRS E I.
6O'F 62
MASON. 18 Front St.
ORAY punt row boat lost from Cam
den Reward
Finder TEL CAMDEN
712.
_______________________ 62*63
LADY'S light tan. gabardine coat
lost; left on train at Newcastle Thurs
day evening July 27. Reward If re
turned, to MISS MARIE HURLEY. 851
College Ave.. Elmira. N. Y.
62*lt
BLACK coon cat lost ln vicinity of
A&P store. City. Answers to name
of “Ninny.”
Reward. MRS. JOHN
MORAN. 7 Union St.
58-62
O’l, couoon sheet lost.

Guaranteed to Stop Distress and
Sereness, Banish Offensive Odors
In Just one minute after an appli
cation of Emerald Oil you’ll get the
surprise of your life.
Ycur tired,
tender, smarting,

burning leet

will

literally Jump for Joy.
No fuss, no trouble; you Just apply
a few drops of the oil over the sur
face otf the foot night and morning or
when occasion requires Just a little
and rub lt ln. It's simply wonderful
the way lt ends all foot misery, while
for feet that sweat and give off aa of
fensive odor, theres nothing better ln
the world.
It’s a wonderful formula—this com
bination otf essential oils with cam
phor and other antiseptics so marvel
ous that thousands cf bottles are sold
annually to soften and loosen up corns
and callouses.
Corner Drug Store, Goodnow’s Phar
macy Carroll Cut Rate and every good
druggl-'t guarantees Moone’s Emerald
OE to give you satisfaction or money
back.

WANTED

MRS. OSOAF
Oarrespo

INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS

WILL give cash or Lady's new bi
cycle for single bed. Beautyreet mat
tress lh satisfactory condition. THOM
ASTON. TEL 35-11.
62-63
CROQUET set wanted new. or used
if in good condition. Telephone 461.
Camden
BE-63
TWO chambermaids wanted immedi
ately. No experience necessary aside
from housework
Work through Au
gust and September. Good pay, room
ond board
WHITEHALL telephone
491. Camden.
_______ 62-63
1941 FOUR DOOR Plymouth sedan

Advertisements In this column not to exceed three Un* In
serted once for 25 cento, two timee for 50 cento. AddlUonaJ
lines five cento each for one time; 10 «nto for two timee. Five

■mall words te a Une.
I.
adverttoegpecial Notice: AU -blind ads" ea <*“«* L •*
.hteb r«,uli. th.
«. h. yit to Th.
Gaietto office for handlinc. eoet U eento additional._____________

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

RIFLE for 6ale. also 22 Repeatwanted.
Must be ln first class con
1934 PONTIAC for sale Good rub )«n3006
- Rife 380 Savage automatic AU
dition. FREDERICK U. WALTZ. Tel. ber
Price right. Reason gone ln serv
LAWRENCE [WEAVER
83ER
62*64 ice.’ FLOYD H STEELE. Jefferson St.. With' shells.
GIRL wanted for general housework, Waldoboro. Phone 25-4________ ___ Thomaston._________ ________ 62>!t
to go to Philadelphia after Labor Day.
7-ROOM house for sale, lights, flush
GUERNSEY cow for sale, 4
Excellent wages and Clvlng quarters.
■new caper and paint inde enrich,
MRS S F WOLLMAR. Tel. Thom freshens middle of August. JAMES D garden, nice water view; 17 THATCHER
__________ bl
aston. 188-21.________________
62-lt C-R1FFFIN, Union.
ST. Thomaston._ __________ _____ 62*63
GLENWOOD “C" stove for saie, me
HOUSEKEEPER wanted. $25, former
EXTRA ‘nice sweet peas tfor sale,
housekeeper 16 years, (three adults. dium size: p.'so * ac house lot?. Lawn sp-ays and bouquets.
CHESTER A
neRS HAWLEY. 780 High St. Bath, Tel. Ave. A M. JOHNSON. 16 Otis St.. vitY VOSE. Brooklyn Heights Thomaston.
62*bJ
725.i
62*lt
j Me. Tel 150 11.________________ 62 64
WOMAN wanted for general house
FOUR Burner. New Perfection OU
ri.eptr.tc Hawaiian guitar for sale, |
work mornings.
Good pay.
MRS. $50*TEL THOMASTON 199 2 after 1 Stove for sale Used very little. MRS.
ALEX ZVARDAVOULIS, 64 Masonic St. 6 p. m___________
*_________ 62,63 1 ANNE FARRIS, Union, Route 17 Tel.
Tel 1244W.________ _____________ 62tf
1940
OLDSMOBILE.
Chrysler 10 14.___________________________ 62*63
ROOM and Board wanted for 2 2 door. 1935 Plymouth 1935
1928 VELIE sedan (Tor sale. f6 000
Coune,
1936
adults and boy. last, week August. Near Chevrolet Coupe, 1938 LaSalle radio
original mileage, Just taken out of
waterfront and transportation to town
fine rubber, 1929 Bulck Sedan storage; original finish and clean as
Reply ln full stating terms. A.W.F., heater,
G IMASSERONI 10 Grace St.
care Courier-Gazette
62*64 Al condition (cheap). '36 Olds, no tires r.ew
(very cheap) 2 Chevrolet Pick-up Roekl and.____ ___________________ 62*63
GIRL or Woman wanted for light trucks, all of these cars are ready to
furnishings for sale at
genera! housework Nc laundry. Will do business, cash trade or terms. H. 19 HOUSEHOLD
ST., Thomaston Plano
pay well. TEL 626
62*lt B. KALER, Washington. Me. Home I elecTHATCHER
washing machine, cabinet rad.o.
TRUSTWORTHY |glrl or woman Sundays, and forenoons, Tel. 5 2562 63 elec flat iron and kitchen range etc.
wanted to stay with two children from
Aug. 7-10 inclusive; 8 a. m to 5 p m
62-63
Saturday p m. th-ough Sundays. Will
REAL ESTATE
pay well. TEL 626.
62*11
75-Acre farm for sale, ln South Wal
1Q4(T PLYMOUTH 4 door sedan for
WOMAN wanted to have general doboro about 5 miles, (from. Waldoboro sale A. LAUKKA, Middle Rd War
care of aged woman seml-lnvalid. and Village, same distance from Friend ren. Tel. 1-12___________ 62*63
some small cate of home (one man). ship. Buildings tn first class repair
NEW 12 Ft Skiff for sale. At home
Woman who can go home nights pre house of 7 rooms, large barn and ga evenings
V L PACKARD. 45 Granite
ferred' Write “R" care The Courier- rage, electricity, never falling well wa St.
____________________________ 62U3
Gazette.
61*62 ter piped to kitchen. This farm can
be bought at pre-war price. Taxes are
FEDERAL 130 enlarger, good condi
LARGE doll carriage wanted. Tel. low. An excellent farm ln a good tion.
contact printer (prints up to
156M CLIFFORD ACHORN. 10 Jef neighborhood
5x7). Kodak self timer, metal tripod,
ferson St
61 62
A Ibargaln in l>/2-story house, 4 rooms cutting board set of floor lamps. Fed
HOUSEKEEPER wanted. Call at 23 and 'bath 1st floor, 4 rooms and flush eral developing tank, safe light, plus
KNOX ST.. Thomaston or TEL THOM 2d floor, large garage and workshop, enlarging paper and flash bulbs for
ASTON 27
61tf good neighborhood. South End location. sale Entire lot for $68; also set of
FOR SALE
golf’ clubs $25 TEI,. CAMDEN 2432. ,
COCKS and waitresses wanted at
On Route No 1 road, Rockland to
61 62 I
Park Street Lunch. TEL. 8!8R or call Camden about '18 V2 /acres cf land, 427
at PARK STREET LUNCH.
59tf ft long on road' and extending about
WHEELBARROWS for sale, large and
CARPENTER and
roofing work 2300 ft. to Penobscot Bay with excel amall. carts, tricycles toys. RAYE'S
60*F 66
wanted HENRY TEIRILA. RFD. 1, lent view of Bay and Islands This is CRAFT SHOP, Prescott St.
Waldoboro. TEL. WALDOBORO 41-23 one of the best locations on the Maine _BED Spreads for sale, men’s hew
____ __________________________ 59tf coast for home or business. Inspec cowhide traveling bag, Lady’s all wool
438 beacon blanket bathrobe, some bed COOK wanted at 696 Washington St. tion Invited. L. A THURSTON.62-63
ding. Brownie No. 2A Camera, some
Bath MRS EDWARD KELLEY 59*62 Old County Road Tel 1159.
silver, breadboard, rolling pins fancy
2
ELECTRIC
Refrigerators,
2
Wash

WOMAN for general housework want- ing machines. Simplex Electric lroner, ' towels, vases, large and small mirrors
ed
Nlghte and Sundays off. TEL. old 'but good, Electric Radios, table several Vico pieces of Aluminum,
1302M.___________________________________59tf
models as well as cabinets. Battery nearly new. agate kettles, oval roast
WAITRESS wanted. Summer hotel Radios. Victrolas. Water pump, not er new, all kind utensils, auto tools,
experience unnecessary, $7 week, room automatic, electric Irons and fans, fancy dishes too numerous to men
and board. Excellent tips. Give length table lamps clocks, heaters, 2-burner tion new plush auto robe, several fancy
of stay. THE LEDGES. Tel 119-11 electric plate. Vacuum cleaners, one worked pieces, men's new lunch box.
Scarboro,, Prout’s Neck.
58*62 almost new Electrolux all the attach odd and ends good for cottages. SiADIE
electric com popper, bread H. EUGLEY. write or call at 142
PRACTICAL nurse wanted to care for ments.
61-62
toaster
and
a wnole 'lot more. H B. Washington St., Camden.
Invalid woman
L’ght hou^ekeenlng
Washington. Me. Tel. 5-25. ~LOCKWOOD Chief
14-horsepower
work. Write “A.WS.” care The Cou KALER.
62-63 outboard motor as good as new for sale;
rier-Gazette.
57tf Home forenoons and Sundays.
also sea sled made for racing. Can ba
WILL buy household contents and | SIX-HORSE International Stationary seen at 163 NEW COUNTY ROAD, City
contents of cottages, also old glass and Engine, for sale, price $50.00. Call aft Tel. 9O2W_________ I_____________ 61 tf
62 63
china
Highest prices paid. CARL ernoons Warren, Tel. 39-11.
NEW and used furniture for sale, at
SIMMONS. 2 Park St. Rockland Tel.
HOUSE and Ibarn furnishings for sale
1240.
56tf at JOHN HOWES FARM, Washington, ' Camden Rockport line at Rice place
EARL
62*lt on Route 1, opposite arch
EARL.
WILL buy rags, metal, all kinds of beginning Aug. 7
BOYNTON, Union St.. Camden. 60*62
-----paper, and second-hand furniture.
150 BLACK cross pullets for sale,
1941
CHEV.
town
Sedan
for
sale;
1941
P O Box. 862 TEL 314R.
52*56tf healthy: 3 months old, $100 each. E
Chev 5-passenger coupe; 1941 Ply
USED Furniture and Stoves wanted. S. BIRD, Washington. Tel. 5-21
62*63 mouth 4-door sedan; 1940 Chev. 1>,2-T.
We will pay cash or trade for new. ________________________
dump truck EARL BOYNTON, Union
Call 1154, V F STUDLEY, INC., 283
IRON bed, mattress spring and pil St., at Arch Camden.____________ 60*62
Main St.. Rockland.
. 61tf low (34bed) oak bureau, chair and
THREE Radios for sale, also Elec.
table all for $25. Apply K. S. F., care
The Courier-Gazette.
62*63 Irons, Antique Dishes EARL BOYN
TON. Union St., Camden, at Arch. 60*62
2 OUTBOARD motors, as well as
TO LET
boats to use them on, small Jig saw i COW for sale with calf. Just fresh
and 'band saw, and emery wheel, 2 ' ened Call after 5pm ANTON LOH60*62
TENEMENT to let, vacant Aug. 22. iron drills, stump pulling outfit and BERGER, Rockville
TEL 556M
62tf large lighting plant, and almost any
FOR SALE
else you might need. H B. KA
Nice
story house for sale, ln
UNFURNISHED apartment to let. thing Washington.
Me Home forenoons Rockland, well located, can be used by
Available after Aug. 10; 100 Union St' LER,
62-63 two families If desired. Good condi
Tel. 182W
62-63 and Sundays. Ttl. 5-25 .
tion furnace and bathroom. Bam and
ICE
box,
swivel
desk
chair
and
alarm
LARGE front room, nicely furnished clock, for sale. MRS HELEN PERRY, garden spot $2500
next to bath to let; 100 UNION ST.. 64 Mechanic St. Tel. 276 R.
Inexpensive home ln Thomaston;
62-63
Tel. 182W
62 63
fine neighborhood. Nice water view,
WINCHESTER
shot
gun,
air
tight
COTTAGE at Glen Cove. TEL 1142.. stove, kitchen oil range boys bicycle. $950.
11-acre shore farm In Cushing; good
61-62 Ice refrigerator, pre-war baby scales, buildings,
pretty setting. Nice water
DOWNSTAIRS apartment of 4 rooms oil drum and other articles for sale view, $2600
with flush, to let, at 23 FRANKLIN Must be sold at once; 11 FULTON ST7
F H. WOOD
ST., City.
61*62 city._________
62* It
Rockland, Maine
2-room apt. furnished or unfur
TWO high chairs and play pen for ______ •__________________________60-52
nished to let. F G PRIEST, Rock sale. TEL 552W City.
62tf
FARM over 100 acres good place for
port Tel. Camden 2211.
61*62
TWO good homes for sale, one on blueberries for sale; also farm with
FURNISHED barber shop with two Frahkltn St., one on Limerock. Al lumber and pulp. Both to be sold at
chairs, fully equipped to let, 277 Main ready to move ln, both places have all baigaltt. Office to let at 407 Main St.,
St. Price $8 week. V. F. STUDLEY, the conveniences fine heating plants, City. J. E RAWLEY, 407 Main St.
60 62
77 Park St., or TeJ. 1154
59tf and all the fixings Also one low Tel. 1435.
TWO’small cottages for sale at Hos
FURNISHED rooms to let at FOSS price place on Bunker St., $375 for this
one. WALTER H SPEAR. Tel. 430 or mer Pond, Camden, and one extra lot
HOUSE, 77 Park St., City.
61tf 512M.
with each camp, furnished. Will Bell
______________
62tf both or one. Price $475 for one and
PIGS for sale. Now ready at CITY $400 far the other. Milk and ice carts
FARM, beauties, $4.
61-62 go by these camps. EDWIN A. DEAN.
_______________________ 60 63
SUMMER COTTAGES 3-plece living room set for sale, ex^ Rorklahd.
THREE work horses for sale, one new
celient condition used very little.
LELAND
Please call weekdays after 6 pm. milch cow, 275 pullets.
SOME good trades In furnished cot FREDERICK QUIMBY, 77 Pascal Ave , BOGGS,
Waldoboro,
Tel
Warren
tages at sea shore and lakes, priced Rockport.________________ _______ 61*63 32-11, _________________________ 58*62
from $1000 to $4200 Also several acres
HOUSEHOLD Furniture of the late
ROUND dining table for sale, com
otf shore property ln Owl’s Head and
E. Davis. Must be sold, in
Rockland.
Li A. THURSTON. Tel. bination bookcase and- writing desk, 4 Francenla
piano-case organ. 2 stoves
1154, 468 Old' County Road.
62ttf handmade lawn chairs. FRANK RIDER cluding
Rockport. Call at Post Office
61*63 used poultry netting. Sale begins
Thursday. July 27, at the Homestead
FORD Model A and Chevrolet motors located near Life Saver Cabins Warfor
boats
for
sale.
These
motors
are
len CLARENCE I. DAVIS.
59 62
MISCELLANEOUS
complete and/ ln good running condi
ELtWht-ROOM house with garage for
tion. Also parts for Ford Model A and
ALICE FULLER, 25 Linden St.
cars up to 1936, R S. JOR sale
LADIES— Reliable hair goods at Rock Chevrolet
City. _________________________ 57-64
DAN
6
Kelley
Lane.
City.
62*63
land Hair store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
JOHN Fenwick property ln Oamden
I HAVE some new pre-war oversolicited. H C. RHODES. Tel. 519J
62 Ftf stultfed sets, chairs, and studio Couches for sale, beautiful year-around home.
well as a good assortment of second 14 rooms, 2 baths hardwood floors.
NOTICE—This Is to notify all per as
hand sets, and chairs. 2—3, 4—5 burner 6team heat, city water slated roof If
sons that from this date on I will be oil
5 nice Ice refrigerators, brand you wish a modem Maine home, here
responsible for no bills contracted by newstoves
mattress at $12.00 leach, plenty of lt Is. HERBERT B BARTER, 10 Fulton
my wife Florence K Elms ROGER L.
_______ 56*63
second nand ones, and as Large a stock St., CMy, ______ _
ELMS Aug. 1, 1944
6J*62 of
nice used furniture Ss can be found
AT a bargain, Marconl-rlg sail boat
GRASS may be had for the cutting ln Eastern Maine I also have a peach
sale, also safe and nail counters,
SLLSBY GREENHOUSE, 253. Camden of an organ,. I (have new 9x12 linoleum's for
gas stoves, camp beds and 20M 2d
St., pity.____________________
55tf for $3.98 each. Drive up here, and 3clear
shingles. Come and get ’em.
WALDOBORO Radiator Shop. C T? comppare my prices, iwith my nearest HERBERT B BARTER, 10 Fulton St .
__________________ 56*63
LOVEJOY. Depot St.. Waldoboro. Me. competitor, then you can see how Kaler City.
business, 25 miles out otf my near
______________________________ 55*58tf does
THE best ls -none too good when lt
est city.
Olldden’s Time
For the present, will make appoint
I have E Universal Electric stoves comes to paint.
ments for Tuesdays and Saturdays. not the latest models but perfect 4n Tested Paint ls best, we feel, by far
DR J H. DAMON, dentut, 153 Llme- every way and can be Used many years the cheapest In the long run and rea
rock street, telephone 1357.
61tf I also carry a partial stock of antique sonable first cost. Glldden's ls best.
Inside or outside ROCKLAND SUN
FREE If Excess acid causes you furnltu e and glass. I have 2 plows and OCO
SERVICE STATION, 523 Main St.
pains of Stomach V leers. Indigestion, an almost new wheel harrow to sell __ _ _____________________________
55tf
Heartburn, Belching, Bloating, Nau and small tools H B. KALER. Wash
sea, Gas Pains, get free sample, Ulga, ington, Me Home Sundays, and fore
SIX good young work horses for sale,
62-63 seme as low as $50 will sell them
at CORNER DRUG STORE
38*63 noons. Tel. 5-25
YOUNG pigs for sale, service boar? very low for cash, or will trade for
Chester white. Grade Shropshire ewes automobiles, or extend reasonable
and lambs.
HOMELAND FARMS. credit to reliable parties. MURDICK
ANOTHER “BLUNDER”
Friendship.
61*63 W CRAMER. Washington. Me. Tel.
6-3.
up
ltf
When 2700 jars of peanut butter
300 RED Pullets for saie, startetl
THE
J»hn
Carroll
farm
for
sale
with
were destroyed recently by federal laving at »' 85 each MARTEL McLAIN about 65 acres, good buildings, nice
61*62
marshals under a federal court or West Appleton Tel. 12 24
land, wood and lumber, and about 100
der at Idaho Falls, Idaho, because
FLOCK of sheep for sale, 38 sheep" yards from the State road, a great hen
2
rams;
sheep
wire
and
stakes
if
the jars weighed 15.68 ounces In
farm for someone, and priced right.
Also the Charles Clark farm at Rastead of 16 ounces as stated on the wanted. H. MOORE. Friendship. 61*62

labels, Dr. Paul B. Dunbar, acting
food and drug administrator, ad
mitted that such waste ef food was
a “blunder” on the part of representatives of his agency. The blunder could have been averted and the
food conserved either by relabeling
the jars, by adding peanut butter to
increase the weight to label speci
fications, or by donating the food to
a charitable institution.

MAMMOTH white .Pekin ducks for
sale, from 1 yr to 2 mos. old.
H

I

Miss Norma Wi.
Tuesday in Rockla
Miss Edith Dav.
is spending a few '
Mr. and Mrs. Ches/
Miss Louise Libq
Mass., is visiting
Clyde Macintosh.
Mrs. Fred Geai]
Ethelyn and Harve;
nesday to Spring! d
guests of relatives
Mr and Mrs. CiJ
Rcckland visitors 1
'•Mrs. Alma L. BiJ
Mass., is guest oi
Bunker.
Avis M Johnson
is a visitor at Mr
Fossett's.
Dean Homer of
visiting Miss Ellt
(Mr .and Mrs. Cll
turned Tuesday fr
Mr. and Mrs Chj
tertained at dinni
and Mrs. Herbert
Mrs. Harry’ Reid
and Jack of .Lisbc:j
Elizabeth Bunkc
at Carver's Spa
There was a lar J
Legion Hall Tut I
surgical dresJ
lano solos by LoJ
n?uch enjoyed.
Mr. and Mrs. A J
children who liav|
Mr. and Mrs Edw |
ed Monday to Pora
Mrs. Bert Ancj
Dorothy. Edith
Reeves and son, Jai
Mass, are spending
town.
Mis. Alfred Ravi
to the Non Eatei
Camp Drew Drop
Mrs. Carrie Cass
Mass., also a mer
■was present Dini
This party enj
dinner Saturday
Mr and Mrs.
daughter Ruth,
shall, grandcl
Robert Marshall,
daughter Alice
Whitinsville, Mas^
Benjamin Dyer ai)
were honor guests
Mrs Fred iMoroi
guest of her stotei |
In tosh.
Mrs. William
Laura Shoog and
turned Tuesday 1:|
Mrs. Alfred
Tuesday with her
Look in Rockland
£ Mr. and Mrs. At(
son, Herbert arriv
Worcester, Mass
MLss Lillian Ro
Boston visiting ii|
Ross.
Mr. and Mrs
ho have been ini
returned Wednesd
John Dean andf
who have been
went Tuesday to 1
L. Carver Relit :|
day session receni

COURIER-i

J

1

2.

9

H
19

18

□ 22
26
3’
33

1

Ml

j

Q6
53 1

5Z

■MM
HORIZONTJ
1-Chasm
4-Worthless lol
6-Little girl
9—Sell in small
quantities
11-One who reni
nuisance
14- Half an em

15- Jeered
17- Musical note
18- Pronoun
20- Swiss river I
21- Boil on eye-li|
22- Musical note
23- Fur-bearing i
25- Pronoun
26- Repulses
28-Trust

31- Guided
32- Part of

verb
33- Plaintive, cor|
ing cries
36-Specked
38- lndefinite artj
39- Grades
41-Comparative

zorvlUe;_ this consists otf good build
ings. some blue/berrles and on a good
road, and car. be bought right.

61*62
I MOORE. Friendship.
Also the Perl Sukeforth place situat
ONE
new
dump
body
5x6
long
3x6 ed on Route 220. with about 25 acres,
| wide, for small truck or trailer weU
j Ironed up. JAS. SOUTAR, St. George good house and bam. jo. fine small

Buy un trimmed cauliflower and
use the tender insides as one vege
table Then leaves ma fbe diced,
cooked and served In crea msauce
at another meal.
i
I

farm or home for some one that does
61*63 not have a lot otf money.
I will sell any otf these places, for
a reasonable down payment, bal on
ong or ^hort term. These
are ail first class pieces of property.
nT,? ‘fu you are thlnklng of purchash\8hi home. Investigation will be prof
itable’ more so to you than me. as I
wy 01 the above

BUYW4
WAR BONDS

/

Property

SSS5S’

1

-

_ _

_____

saie ui
61(4

4

I have a
property

E

375 MAUL

r Tuesday-Frida?'

ruesday-Frldayl
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Camp, City Point.
Housekeepers
SOUTH THOMASTON
Vinalhaven Canvass
were Rebecca Aiey, Lillian Gregory
Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Jackson of
VINALHAVEN - and Edn aGweare.
Pleasant River Grange met Wed Malden, Mass., spent the past week
t
ft ft ft ft
Salvation Army Making An
V
nesday night.
as guests of his mother Mrs. Hattie
ICRS. OOOAR C. LANS
Mr and Mrs. Walter Black, Ban Jackson and sister Mrs. Joseph
AND THE
nual Appeal In Receptive
Correspondent
•>
gor are giuests of her mother, Mrs. Baum. ,
<
I
Island Towns
Ora Ingerson.
KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU
Robert, Lusccmbe returned to
Mrs Carrie Holgerson is a patient
Miss Norma Whittington visited
The annual maintenance appeal
at Knox Hospital. Her sister Eliz- Medford. Mass., Monday after a
Tuesday in Rockland.
of the Salvation Army is being cornabeth Gray, R. N., will attend her. Imonth’s visit with his uncle Leroy
Miss Edith Davis of Lynn, Mass.,
Agricultural Notes
[ Postcards have been received from ducted in Vinalhaven and District,
Recent guests at Rockaway Inn: Wiggin.
|is spending a few weeks as guest of John
Clifton
Walker
of
Aina
has
addand girls who wish to enter with Herman W Crockett, as chair
Harmstone of Attleboro, I Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Rackliff
Mr and Mrs. Chester Brown.
ed
a
registered
cow
to
his
herd.
She
Projects
in the contest; Judges will man, Leon W. Sanborn, as treas
TaTnl
Gudmundssen,' and wn Richard of Oanliner
ls from one of Maine’s outstanding I
County Agent R. C. Wentworth urer and the following local commit
Miss Louise Ubby of Wollaston, Tampa, Florida; Herbert Strong.
and Mrs Mary Nash, former 4-H tee: Dr. Ana Balfour, Mrs. Elizabeth
Mass., is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Dr Amy Strong. Mr. and Mrs. Wil the week-end with his mother, Mrs. Guernsey herds.
Clyde Macintosh.
Joe Chapman & Son of Damaris leader of Camden. During August Bunker, O. V. Drew, Miss Fostena
liam Shank, New York and Miss Ja Charles Hill.
cotta,
have consigned one of their these judges will inspect projects Duncan, Joseph F. Headley, A. Ev
Mrs. Pred Geary and children net Robinson. Portland.
Mrs Carl Piper entertained two
cows
to
the State Guernsey sale to Winners will be announced at erett Libby. Rev. Charles Mitchell.
Ethelyn and Harvey, returned Wed.
Dr. and Mrs. Herbert Sanborn, tables of bridge Monday night.
be
held
Aug.
17 at Skowhegan Par. | County Victory Exhibition at the A. A. Peterson, Rev. J. Chesley
nesday to Springfield, having been who have been visiting his parents,
Round
Top
Farms cf Damaris- ' e'ose of the club year in October Rice. Leon B. Stone and Mrs. Elea
Mrs.
George
F.
Bowers
who
has
guests of relatives and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Sanborn, have
cotta,
as
well
as
many other dairy- J ^jrst Place winner will receive a nor Thornton. A quota of $500 has
been guest of her niece Mrs. WilMr and Mrs. Charles Pcole were turned to Waterville.
men who have ladino clover for I War Bond Second and third place been set as the objective of the cam
, Bpckland visitors Tuesday.
Miss Laura B Sanborn of Kent’s'liam Clement for two months re- pasture, report more feed than can winners will be awarded prizes in paign and the chairman, treasurer
• Mrs. Alma L. Black of Wollaston, Hill Ls guest of her sister, Mrs. Ar turned Monday to her home ln be used by their herds. This proves the form of livestock or poultry at and sponsoring committee are con
Mass., ls guest of Mrs. Woodrow thur Gray.
Winthrop, Mass.
the value of ladino clover ln a dry the beginning of the new club year fident of success.
Letters of appeal have been
Bunker.
Monday Aug. 14, is 4-H Club Day
Mr and Mrs. George Bragdon and
year.
Mrs. Elsie Riley and daughter
mailed
to the many friends of the
at
Skowhe|an
State
Fair.
Admls
children
are
'Visiting
relatives
in
It is expected that the State will
Avis M Johnson of Quincy, Mass,
Marcella of Connecticut who have
A-rmy
Quietly, unassumingly, the
sion
at
the
gate
and
grandstand
will
Franklin.
start
Bangs
disease
testing
in
Knox
is a visitor at Mr. and Mrs. W. Y.
Salvation
Army carries on, far sur
been
visiting
her
sister
Mrs.
Leroy
be
free
to
all
boys
and
girls
under
Fossett’s.
County herds this month.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Gibson and
passing
in
the extent of its nresent
12
years
old.
Those
12
to
16
years
old
Wiggin
for
a
few
days
returned
Green com is being marketed by
Dean Homer of EXeter, N. H. is daughter of Portland are guests of
war-time service the splendid tra
will
be
admitted
free
upon
payment
A
P.
Allen
of
Hope,
and
Clifton
and
visiting Miss Ellen Wareham. .
Mr. and Mrs. O. V. Dew.
home Thursday.
Walker of Aina. These of federal tax. Only Somerset ditions established in the first
Mr .and. Mrs. Chester Brown re
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Roberts were
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Findlen of Clarence
growers are usually the first to have County 4-H’ers may exhibit in this World (War.
turned Tuesday from Rockland.
in Rockland Monday to visit his
The present appeal is for the local,
fair.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Boman, en father. Freeman L. Roberts, who is Massachusetts arrived Wednesday green com on the market.
general,
institutional and military
foi a visit with his sister Mrs. Carl
Bean growers should be on the
tertained at dinner last Friday, Mr. a patient at Knox Hospital.
war-time
service of the Salvation
watch for Mexican bean beetles.
Frederick Jones has returned Piper.
and Mrs. Herbert Boman, Dr. and
SEARSMONT
'
Army
in
this
country as given by
Many
men
report
outbreaks
in
their
Mrs. Harry Reid and sons, Harry from a business trip in Belfast.
Gilbert Ripley, S lc has returned Red Shield Clubs and other units.
Miss
Thelma
Luscombe
who
has
American Legion Auxiliary met
and Jack of Lisbon Falls
fields.
to his Naval duties in Boston after These are not provided for by the
Elizabeth Bunker has employment Wednesday and partook of supper. been guest of her aunt, Mrs Rob
With The Homes 1
spending
a leave at the heme of his USO. because they are independ
Ladies of GAR will meet to ert Robinson for two months, re
at Carver's Spa.
Home canning
season brings
ent of the USO clubs operated
night;
supper
at
5.30.
Housekeep

There was a large attendance at
turned Monday to her home in many a question to home econom parents, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin W by Salvationists and therefore not
Legion Hall Tuesday night, when ers Mrs Josephine MacDonald and Medford
ists of the U. S. Department of Ag Ripley.
eligible for USO. Snancing.
2?00 surgical dressings were made. Mrs. Mae Lawry. Those not so
riculture.
Here
are
some
of
the
year
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Georeg
J.
Nolz
were
Miss Ramona (Dow of Ingraham’s
■Amo solos by Louise IBurgess were licited will take money.
“Q and A. crop ”
calling on parishioners July 26 and
Mr. and Mrs Lewis Eupea and H.ll visited recently with Mr. and
nAich enjoyed.
FRIENDSHIP
Q How can I figure in advance
daughter
Joan
of
Camden
are
guests
Mr. and Mrs. Abbott Alartin and
Mrs. David Knowlton.
James Richards and family of
how
much
liquid to allow for can were dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs
children who have been guests of of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert MacDonald.
J. A. Nixon and Miss Ruth Nixon
Mrs. Ralph Cline and children of ning fruit?
Brighton, Mass., recently spent a
Mrs Arthur Lenfest and daugh
Mr. and Mrs. Edward .Ames, return
A. Amounts needed are bound to
Cpl.
Arthur
Butler
ls
spending
a
Wheeler's
Bay
visited
her
mother
few days with Mr. and Mrs. George
ter have returned to Reading, Mass.
ed Monday to Portland.
vary because some fruit yields so furlough from his Army duties at
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Daniels,
who
have
Mrs. Olive Crockett for a few days much more juice when heated than
Wallace at the Thompson home.
Mrs. Bert Andrews, daughters,
Dorothy, Edith and Mrs. James been holding evangelistic meetings the past week.
Mrs. Byron Thompson andi Mrs.
other
fruit. Also, some fruit settles Camp MoCook, Neb., at the home of
Reeves and son, James cf Cambridge the past two weeks at the Advent
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Merrill W William Bramhall are surgical pa
more
compactly
into
jars.
For
a
good
Mrs.
Scott
Kittredge
left
Wed

Mass, are spending a few weeks in Church, have returned to Port
proportion of liquid to solid food Butler.
nesday for a visit ln New York.
Clyde.
tients at Knox Hospital.
town.
*
allow on the average % to l cup of
Mrs. Lola Ness and Mrs. Earl
Union Church Sunday School
Mr. and Mrs. William Butman juice or sirup for each quart jar.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Cook and
Mrs. Alfred Raymond was hostess
Ness, both of Belfast, called Thurs Mr. and Mrs. John Northcott of
to the Non Eaters Wednesday at meets at 10 a. m. Morning worship were guests Friday of Mr. and Mrs.
Q.
What
will
keep
home
canned
day on Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Dunton New Bedford, Mass., are at their.j
Camp Drew Drop, Pleasant River. at 11 o’clock, Rev. C. S Mitchell’s i Allard’ Pierce.
tomatoe Juice from separating?
and
Mrs. Carrie Cassie of Worcester, subject, “Asking. Seeking
Some
settling
of
solid
partii
The
latter also called on Miss Belle Summer homes here for the re
A
Miss Jennie Putnam entertained
Mass., also a member of the club Knocking,” sesond of a series on
cles
is
to
be
expected,
and
juice
is
Lowell.
the “Promises of Christ.” Special the B.M.L. Club Friday at a picnic
mainder of the season.
was present Dinner was served.
easily shaken up to blend at time of
A pleasant oocasion was enjoyed
This party enjoyed an Italian selections by the choir; organist, dinner after which bridge was serving. However, if good canning
Mr. and Mrs. H. A Thompson of
dinner Saturday at “The Shoe’’: Mrs. Leola (Smith. Chistian En played.
directions are
followed closely, at Camp Wahnahgeesha Thursday Lowell, Mass., andi Mrs. Harvey
deavor
at
6
p.
m..
Mrs.
Vaughn
Mr and Mrs. Rcbert Marshall,
there should be less separation. night when 22 of the Belfast friends Simmons of Waban, Mass., are at
Gilford Butler and E. I. Hopkins Soft
jMughter Ruth, niece Margaret Johnsen leader Evening meeting
but sound tomatoes make good
with
a
special
message
by
the
passpent the weekend at his cottage juice, but over-ripe onj?s tend to of H Percy Hermanson gave him a Sprucedale, L I for an indefinite
'$J/-shall, grandchildren Mary and
Robert Marshall, Mrs. Ferguerson, to.
at Pleasant Beach.
separate, and should not be canned surprise birthday party Mr. Her- stay.
Murray
Hopkins.
AM
M2c
is
vis

daughter Alice and friend of
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth 'Dow in any case. Too much or too little mansen was the recipient of useful
Mrs. Calvin Prior of Port Clyde
Whitinsville, Mass. Mr. and Mrs. iting his mother Mrs. Valois Young
heat also will cause solid particles gifts.
passed
Friday
in
Rockland.
is
guest of relatives here for a few
Benjamin Dyer and son Fay Dyer
to settle. Juice strained through
Mrs. Louise Holmes, who has 'been
Dr Conley Will be in his Vinal
Marion Lindsey entertained Friday fine sieve will have less solid mat
were honor guests.
days.
employed at Watenbury, Conn., is
Mrs Fred (Morong of Portland is haven office from the arrival of the night, Ava, Victoria, Idabel', and ter, but you lose some food value.
Lt. and Mrs. Milton Beverage of
boat
Monday
afternoon,
Aug.
7
un

guest of her sister, Mrs. E. C. Mac
Q. How can I keep fruit, especi visiting her mother, Mrs. Ella Went North Haven and daughter Virginia
Eugene
Wiggin,
Jack
INorthgraves,
til
its
departure
Wednesday
intosh.
Russell Riggs, Raymond Patterson. ally peaches, from darkening when worth.
adv.
were recent visitors at the home
Mrs William T. Smith, Mrs. morning.
canned?
Raymond J. Robinson spent
Robert and Thelma Luscombe,
of Mr. and Mrs. K. E. Thompson.
Laura Shoog and daughter Doris re
A. Heating fruit before Jars are
UNION
turned Tuesday from Rockland.
filled and processed helps to pre week at his home here recently, on
Curtis and Marion Lindsey.
Mr. and Mrs. Hans K. Fischer
Mrs. Alfred Raymond visited
Mr. and Mrs. William Clement, vent darkening. Raw-packed food vacation from his duties as fireman and sons Theodore and Richard
Miss Arabelle Burns who visited
Tuesday with her cousin. Mrs. Pearl her grandparents. Mr and Mrs.
heats more slowly during processing at the Presque Isle Air Base.
Mrs. Fred Bowers and1 Thelma Lus
who have been occupying R R.
Look in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Cole ofBoston
Charles Thurston, returned home combe, and Mr. and Mrs. Austin and air in the tissues has more
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Cassie and Saturday.
chance to cause darkening. Jars of are spending a vacation at their Thompson's cottage, have returned ,
son, Herbert arrived Tuesday from
to Newton Centre, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Lane of East Rankin of Camden weTe dinner fruit packed raw also lose more li
Worcester, Mass.
Gardner, Mass., and Mrs. Lydia guests Bunday of Mr. and Mrs.. quid during, canning, and this may Summer home here
Mrs. Calvin Prior of Port Clyde
Miss Lillian Rose is home from Layt were callers Wednesday on
leave some fruit high and dry. so
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Michaels and
KaroLd'
Coombs.
is
passing a few days with relatives
Boston visiting her father, James Mr. and' Mrs W. C. Perry.
that lt will darken. Allowing too family of Royersport, Penn., were
Misses
Alice
and
Joan
Baum
Ross.
much heat or to little during pro recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. E here.
Mrs. Georgia Mills and daugliter
C Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Patrick. Mary. Margaret Jones and Corinne went to Boothbay Harbor Saturday cessing may also cause darkeningThe Ladies' Aid held its annual
I
Avho have been in town a few days, Canty of Boston are here on vaca to bring home their sister Mrs. so follow directions closely. Dark Aldus. Mr. and Mrs. J. Aubrey
sale
and supper Wednesday at the
returned Wednesday to Rockland. tion.
ening does not make canned fruit Vaughan of East Lynn, Mass., are
John Dean and Miss Mary Dean
M'ss Jeanette Upham is visiting Grcver Robinson who spent the past unfit to eat if lt is otherwise nor spending this week at the Aldus Methodist vestry.
who have been at Rockway Inn Miss Faye Robbins in South Union. two weeks with friends at their mal.
Thomas Benner is in ailing
home.
went Tuesday to Pemaquid.
Francis Malcolm, superintendent cottage.
4-H Club Notes
health.
L. Carver Relief Corps held an all of Schools in Weld called Sunday
The Androscoggin Agricultural
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sisson and
Brown-Wiggin
day session recently at the Wilson on Mrs. Bertha Bryant.
MONHEGAN
announces prizes to 4-H exhibits as
daughter
Carol of Elliot were re
, Marjorie L. Wiggin daughter of follows: Food for Victory projects:
Mr. and Mrs. William Hekking are
Mr and Mrs. Leroy Wiggin and Sgt. 1st, $2., 2 $1.50., 3, $1., 4, $.50 cents. sDending
several weeks at Lobster cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD PUZZLE Richard
Simmons.
.
„ Brown, son of Mr. and Mrs. j Canning projects, double the am- Cove.
Alfied Brown were married July 24 i ount5 for pood for Victory projects,
* Answer to this puzzle on Page Eight
Mrs. Lelia Creighton of Cam
Miss
Elsie
Brackett
of
Boothbay
in the Methodist Church at Avon Cocking, Sewing and Room Im
Harbor is vacationing at the New bridge, Mass., is visiting her niece,
Park, Fla.
provement: 1st $1.. 2d. $.75 cents 3d,
7
2.
The bride’s dress was white satin $.50 cents, 4th $.25 cents. Larger Monhegan Hcuse as guest of her Mrs. Elmer Jameson.
and net with sweetheart neckline, awards may be made on Room Im- aunt, Ebra Brackett.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Simmons
Mrs. Jane Whibley of (Portland
long sleeves and full skirt. She prevement exhibits of a complete
11
IO
12
13
9
and son of (Massachusetts are oc
wore a fingertip veil and carried a unit. In addition to prizes there will has arrived for the season.
w
cupying
one of the (Benner cottages
bouquet of bride’s roses. The double be gratuities of $3. for dairy exhi
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Mesiner of New
14
Ib
17
15
ring service was used.
bits and $2. on pig exhibits. Ail York are at their cottage for sev at Forest Lake.
Mrs Brown is a graduate of Rcck heifers must be tested for bangs eral weeks.
E. J. Beckett has been home on
21
land High School ’43 and has been disease.
1
1 20
14
18
(Lorimer Brackett of Worcester is vacation from Bath Iron Works.
employed as a clerk at the Exten
Requirements for exhibits con here on his annual vacation.
sion office in Rockland.
form to those given in the leaders
L- A. Davis is repairing read Mrs. Beckett who is timekeeper at
24
25 \
23 Sgt. Brown is a graduate of Rock manual. Any club member who is damage resulting from the recent the Harding plant, spent week-ends
iand High School '41 and has been interested may receive instructions downpour.
here.
30
29
in the Army Air Corps since Sep from the club agent. Exhibits must
11 28
u
27
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Earl Field. Jr. are
Nine ’ farmerettes have arrived
tember 1942. He is now stationed be at Lewiston Fair Grounds not the parents of a daughter born the
and
have quarters at the Payson
at
Avon
Park,
where
they
will
reside
later than 10 A. M., Monday, Sept. past week Mrs. Field makes her
31
n 32
for the present.
4 Those sent by mail must arrive by home in Pemaquid with her parents. property in East Friendship. They
Saturday, September 2, since thfere Her husband is enroute home from are employed by Robert Armstrong,
33 34
37
36
is no mail on Monday. This exhi the West Coast on a furlough.
NORTH HAVEN
of Winchester, Mass./ and Friend
bit is open to all 4-H club members
The Library is open three times ship who have victory gardens at
F.phraim
Baird
of
Hope
has
been
41
40
39
recent guest at the home of his and miscellaneous victory members a week for the remainder of the sea
38
the Riley Bradford homestead,
in Maine.
son.
brother, Harry Baird.
A War Bond is being awarded to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sears
Gallagher
are
44
which
Mr. Armstrong now owns.
,3
L/2.
Irven Stone, C.C.M., who luu> 4-H members in Rockport and Cam
at
the
Bates
cottage
for
three
weeks.
completed his boot training at den engaged in “Food for Victory”
Bainbridge. Md.. returned Monday projects. This contest is sponsored This is the 52 season here for Mr.
51
50
49
M6
48
SOUTH WARREN
47
to his duties after a week's leave by the Camden-Rockport Lions Gallagher, a well known Boston
artist.
Mrs. L. R. Bucklin was week-end
with his family.
Justin Dunbar of Boston is pass guest of her sister, Mrs James
^4
53
Lt. R. Jasper Beverage, arrived Club.
52
J
ing a vacation here, registered at Packard in Camden.
heme last week from Hawaii. He
was accompanied by Mrs. Beverage Floyd Duncan, Mrs. Murray Stone, the New Monhegan House.
Mr. and Mrs. Rqy Emerson are
36
11
»Mr. and Mrs. (Henry Stanley of moving to the Russell iicusc in
who has been employed in Phila Mrs. H. T. Crockett, Mrs. Emery
Wooster. Mrs. Lester Greenlaw, Thomaston spent the week-end with Thomaston. Richard Bucklin and
delphia.
Miss
Dorothy Ames, Mrs. Irven Mr. and Mrs William Stanley.
(Mrs
Bert
Hopkins
has
arrived
amily will occupy the Creighton
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
Hotels and rooming houses are propertv which they are vacating.
Simpson,
Mrs. O. L. Quinn, Mrs.
from
East
Brookfield.
Mass.,
where
1-Chaam
42- lncite
13-Beam
she has been visiting her daugh Irven Grant, Mrs. V. H. Shields. booked until after Labor Day—the
Mr. and (Mrs Eugene Smith of
16-Dine
43- Portion
4-Worthless loafer
Rev Mr. Rice was guest at dinner. best season in several years.
ter.
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., and Mrs.
19-Young trss
44- Restrain
6-Little girl
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Dunbar have
Mrs. Elston Beverage was guest
Rev. Milton G. Perry of Trenton,
in Batchelder of Martinsville
21-Shrouded
46- Specific gravity
9—Sell in small
returned
to Brookline after a week were callers last Friday at L. S.
of
honor
recently
at
a
surprise
N.
J.,
is
spending
a
vacation
with
23- Mo re aged
(abbr.)
quantities
beach party in honor of her birth spent at the Wic-Wac. They will Copeland's.
his family.
24- Harv«sts
11-One who removes I 47- Brighter
26- Uncooked
51- Five hundred one
Mr. and Mrs Ira Curtis and fam day. Present were: Mr. and Mrs. return to their cottage here for a
nuisance
52- Covered with thin 27- Even (contr.)
14- Half an em
ily have returned home lrom Akron, Virgil Hinckley. Mr. Beverage. Mr. month later ln the season.
29- Argument in favor
Mrs. Alan Kattelle is spending
rock
15- Jeered
Ohio. Mr Curtis has employment and Mrs. Stanley Quinn, Mrs. Melof •
17- Musical note
54-Rented
lle Gillis, Capt. M. R. Morrison of several days with relatives in Larch
with p. D. Lermond & Son
30- Period of time
56- Evening (Poet.)
18- Pronoun
Joel Wooster and family have Camden. Mr. and Mrs. Foster Mor mont, N. Y. Corp Kattelle is sta
34- Wrangle
57- Look
20- Swiss river
moved home from Camden. He will rison, Mr. and Mrs. Lester Sherer tioned in New York for a short
35- Dish of green herbs have employment at the Lamont and guests, Mrs. Nelson Crockett time. Mrs Kattelle is the former
58- Seed covering
21- Boil on eye-lid
22- Musical note
(Pl.)
Estate.
and Miss Elizabeth Kensington of Natalie Orne. daughter of Mr. and
VERTICAL
36- Decide
23- Fur-bearing animal
A surprise stork shower was given Rockland Mrs . Milton Beverage Mrs Maynard Orne.
1- Tame
37- Exchanged
25- Pronoun
Wednesday for Mrs. Clyde Joy at was unable to attend. Everyone
40-High hill (Eng.)
2- Preposition
26- Repulses
Put homemade cookies in a tight
the home of Mrs. Virgil Hinckley. contributed toward making the sur
' 28-Trust
42-A letter
3- A dance
prise
a
success
and
the
evening
en

Present
were
Mrs.
Joy
and
her
ly
povered container as soon as they
45-Mlddle
4Sheep
cries
f 11-Guided
mother, Mrs. Ray Beverage, Mrs. joyable. Mrs. Beverage was the re are cool and store in a cool dry
47- Sainte (abbr.)
32- Part of verb ‘To be’ 5- Defaced
Elmer Joy, Mrs. Leon Stone, Mrs. cipient of many lovely gifts.
48- Myself
place.
i
33- Plaintive, complain 6- Gloomy
49- Early English
7- Pronoun
J. F. Dyer. Mrs. Joseph Boyd. Jr.,
ing cries
(abbr.)
8- Make pliable
Mrs Lester Sherer, Mrs. Elston
36-Specked
50- Knock
9- Portuguese coin
38- lndefinite article
Beverage. Mrs Foster Morrison,
53-A highway (abbr.)
10-Within
39- Grades
Mrs. Ronald Gillis. Mrs. Carl Bev
55-Very
41-Comparative suffix 12-Exist
erage. Mrs. Stanley Quinn. Mrs.
Edward Beverage, Mrs. Maurice
Dyer, Miss Barbara Dyer and Miss
Hcpe Ames.
A
very pleas
ant evening was spent. Refresh
ments were served. Mrs. Joy was
NOTICE
the recipient of many beautiful
presents.
I have a waiting list of prospects for all kinds of
Members and friends of the Unity
Guild met Thursday at the home
property. What have yon ^hat you want to sell
of Mrs. Chester Dyer for the com
quickly?
pletion of^the year's work andi pic
nic dinner. Forty-two fir pillows
were made and other pieces of
fancy work finished. Those pres
ELMER C. DAVIS, Realtor
ent were Mrs Dyer, Mrs Rice. Mrs.
Lewis York, Mrs. Milton Perry,
375 MAIN STREET,
BOCKLAND. ME.
TEL. 77
Mrs. William Hopkins, Mrs. O. D.
26-tf
Lermond, Mrs Almond Ames, Mrs.

WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS

VE

[TS
Ithree Une« 1»Ls. Additional
to times. Flv*
Tho Csarlar*

SALE
sale, also 22 Repeatlauc nutom.vtfb
AU
hVRENCE [WEAVER
62‘lt
Jor -i.k lights, flush
(paint Inale e-araov.
view; 17 THATCHER
_______
62*63
veet

(was tfor

sale,
Juets
CHESTER A.
|H«-lglit.s Thomaston.
__ 62 64
[New Perfection Oil
led verv little. MRS.
pion, Route 17 Tel.
____ 62*63

Z

for sale, 16 000
Tjast taken out of
finish and clean as
ftONI 10 Grace St.
_________ 62*63
|an

(•iil.-hunts for sale at
Thomaston. Plano
|hlne. cabinet radio,
kitchen range etc.
8 a m. to 5 p m.
62-63
4 door sedan for
Middle Rd. War62‘63

for sale. At home
\CKARD. 45 Granite
___________ 62*63
(larger, good condljiter i prints up to
Itln er. metal tripod.
Jof floor lamps. FedInk. safe light, plus
lmi flash bulbs for
lor $68; also set of
t'EI. (.’AMDEN 2432. e»d
61 62 ' "T*~

I. for sale, large and
fclea toys. RAYE'S
cott St.
60*F 66
Ir sale. men's new
pag Lady's all wool
ithrobe, some bed2A Camera, some
rolling pins fancy
and small mirrors
fces of Aluminum.
" kettles, oval roastlutenslls, auto tools.
Inumerous to menrobe, several fancy
is new lunch box.
If
cottages SADIE
I
or call at 142
iden.__________ 61-62

lef
14-horsepower
Lin'd as new for sale;
| fbr racing Can be
MINTY HOAD, City.
_____________ 61 tf
limlture for sale, at
|
at Rice place
asite arch.
EAf&L
it.. Camden.
60*62
|Sedan for sale. 1041
coupe; 1941
Ply1940 Chev. l»,i-T.
BOYNTON, Union
60*62

(or sale, also Elec.
n s EARL BOYNtaden. at Arch, 60*62
fcli calf
Just freehm. ANTON LOH60*62
SALE
house for sale, ln
(fed. can be used by
Ired. Oood condlfithroom Bam and

I

I

|<>

ln Thomaston;
Nice water view.

li
ln Cushing; good
1‘tting
Nice water
J WOOD
It, Maine
60-62
Icres good place for
also farm witli
[Both to be sold at
Jlet at 407 Main St.,
(.EY, 407 Main 8t..
_________ 60*62

I

Ires for sale at Hosand one extra lot
|irnished.
Will boll
■ $475 for one and
Milk and Ice carts
EDWIN A DEAN.
60 63
ps for sale, one new
1 pullets.
LELAND
ro.
Tel
Warren

I

58*62

(nlture of the late
Must be sold. In
organ. 2 stoves
fclng
Sale begins
at the Homestead
iaver Cabins WarDAVIS________ 59 62
with garage for
. 25 Linden St.
______________ 57-64
sperty ln Camden
year-around home.
hardwood floors,
ter slated roof
If
Maine home, here
JARTER, 10 Fulton
______56*63
irconl-rlg sail boat
and nail counters,
beds and 20M 2d
ne and get 'em.
ER, 10 Fulton St .
______________ 56*63

too good when lt
Glldden's
Time
t. we feel, by far
long run and rea
ct! lilde ns Is best.
ax’KLAND SUNION. 523 Main St.

R

_

__55 tf

'ork horses for sale,
will sell them
or will trade for
“■xtend
reasonable
lartles.
MURDICK
ilngton. Me.
Tel.
___________ltf
farm for sale, with
od buildings, nice
ber. and about 100
road, a great hen
priced right,
lark farm at Ra
ts of good bund
les and on a good
ught right.
‘forth place sltuatlth about 25 acres,
am. j. fine small
ne one that does
loney.
these places, for
payment, bal on
■tort term.
These
pieces of property,
nklng of purchasitlon will be profthan me. as I
ny of the above
W
CRAMER.
1. 6 3 .
54 tf

ly lor
ite. J.
or $170,

01M

1

•
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Cools and Refreshes

It’s Delicious!

.*

WCAIN'S
MAYONNAISE

FIRST NATIONAL STORES
SUPER Otta/itu MARKETS

Made with selected ripe plume and sugar. It ie
fast becoming more popular every day. Watch
the children go for it, tee.

LB

CRAPE

18

JAR

Juet like you make in your own kitchen—only Concord Crapes and sugar
used—nothing else. It is a treat en toast, bread-er served with meat.

First National Stores' policy of low prices, not on a few items, but all
merchandise in the store every day, is attracting an over-increasing
number of shrewd homemakerj,

•W

HONEYDEW

LB

MELONS

ORANGES
t>oz 3 3
BLUEBERRIES — X1 31‘
n
* 1

h
; i

H

PLUMS

SWEET-RED

LIMES

FRESH-CREEN

TOMATOES
w

pi
Hi

.-ft
H

BEETS
PEAS

c

CELLO
PKC

SOLID
RED RIPE

NATIVE
TENDER SWEET

CELERY

NATIVE PASCAL

CARROTS
HERE S HEALTH
VEGETABLE JUICE

COCKTAIL
4 JUICES
BLENDED

Fresh from
the SEA

18-OZ
CAN

MACKEREL
HADDOCK
FRESH DRAWN

FOWL
BROILERS

Ll

L»

FRESH PLUMP
NATIVE

BACON

SPICED HAM

CAKE FLOUR

MACHINE
SLICED

WHITE SPRAY

FRIEND'S BEANS
MARMALADE
WILBUR'S

PURE
MIRABEL

39

LB

37

LB

29

LB

45*

2*/4-LB
BAC

2-LB
JAR

28-OZ

CAN
2-LB
JAR
tt-LB

CAKE

COCOA

V4-LB
PKC

WAXED
PAPER

WYANDOTTE

125 FT
ROLL

CLEANSER

FINAST-FRESH MADE

MAYONNAISE
Made with great (kill and care bv
tone better
food expert*,
' i. H«
price.

Qc

J
l*yc
If

10K-OZ
CAN

BAKINC
CHOCOLATE

HERSHEY'S

45

LB

SKINLESS

PEANUT BUTTER
CAMPBELL'S TOMATO
SOUP

CUT-RITE

LB

LAYER SLICED-CRADE A

FRANKFORTS
PICNICS
smokeo

41

LB

FRESH TENDER
NATIVE

12*
14"

Serve the

BEST
ICED COFFEE
Th«u two heavy bodied
eofleee make ipaclally IIae
■ead caffeo—Twa real lavor-

the.

KYBO
COFFEE

2

BA1C‘S

51‘

Tuesday-Frida?
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GetOnt The Vote

Harden’s Fine Record

Rockland Lions

CAMDEN

That Was Keynote of Last Bockland Sergeant Has Cer Dr. Marshall Talks About
The Burmese—Softball
tainly Done His Bit Over
Night’s Republican Meet
Challenge Accepted
In The Jungle Strips
ing Here

Dr. Harry I. Marshall, retired mis
Headquarters, 13th AAF South
Horace A. Hildreth. Republican
candidate fcr Governor, was prin west Pacific—One hundred and six sionary to Burma, now living in
Rockport, was speaker at the Lions,
Miss Edna Hedgdon of Medford, cipal speaker at an organization and ty-five times Master Sergeant Rich
meeting
Wednesday.
Mass., arrived Thursday to be guest planning meeting in the Grand ard B. Harden, Rcckland, has
Dr. Marshall referred to speaking
of Miss Leila Clark for a few days.
Jury room at the Court House last watched •’his” 13th AAF Liberator before the Rotary Club in Rangoon,
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Robbins will night. The gathering of more than take off from jungle landing strips. I naming
the various nationalities
return home today after visiting 30, included members of the Knox
I represented in the membership. He
And
165
tibes.
at
end
cf
the
day.
her brother, Walter Dunham, ln County Republicai^committee and
. said. “I like to see a colored face
county candidates. Alan L. Bird, Sergeant Harden, a crew chief, has now and then.”
Lynn, Mass.
waited at the strip, ‘‘sweating out”
Miss Janet Waldo is having two State committeeman, presided.
He then went on to give some inMr. Hildreth, declaring that the return of the plane. Sometimes it ' teresting highlights of the people
weeks vacation from her duties at
Vesper A Leach’s store in Rock Democrats had been 5nore success did not return Many times it came l in Burma, and their customs and
ful with young people than the Re
land.
his experiences in getting
said that this would be back punctued by machine gun bul j related
t Miss Lillian Thurston, who will publicans.
out
of
the
country after Pearl Harlets
and
flak,
with
wounded
or
offset by the forming of Young Re
graduate from the School of Nurs publican clubs over the State. He dying aboard. Sergeant Harden bcr. He told of the apathy of Brit
ing at the Waldo County General said that there would be a meet and the other members of his ish officials and the lack of prepar
Hospital, Belfast, next month ar ing especially for young Republi- ground <yew were always on hand to ation, when it was certain that the
rived Thursday and is passing a cans«in Augusta, Aug. 12. Hildreth repair damage of the day’s raid on Japanese were coming»into the
country.
three weeks vacation with her par
that real efforts be made to Jap territory and make the lum
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Barlow. urged
“Only one third of the population
bering,
powerful
aircraft
ready
for
get out the vote and that the Sep
of the world is white, and we, of
Miss Elizabeth Henry, who has tember and November campaigns be the next day’s strike.'
been employed as dietitian at the backed financially.
The succession of planes which that color, must look out for our
Maine Central Institute, Pittsfield k Mrs. E. May Chapman of Belfast Sergeant HaTden has maintained laurels” Dr. Marshall said, and then
the last three years, has completed State Committee vice chairman, have shot down five Jap Zeros and he told of the qpen of Burma who
her duties and is now visiting her told something of the Chicago con were credited with many “prob had gone high in medicine, law and
industry. He cited the case of a
mother, Mrs. Arthur Henry for a vention and said that there was ables.”
month.
Sergeant Harden Is the son of Mr. young man of Karens, who had at
great interest in politics among the
tended one of the schools under the
Paul Simpson has returned home women of the State. Mrs. Chapman and Mrs. Fred E. Harden, 566 Old direction
of Dr. Marshall, and w'ho
County
road,
IRockland.
He
en

explained
the
method
for
voting
after visiting his aunt Mrs. Mertie
had
been
most faithful in handling
by men and women in the service tered th$ AAF Jan. 15, 1942 and a complicated switchboard in one of
Carver in Vinalhaven.
came
overseas
Oct.
27,
1942,
as
a
Mrs. Leila Smalley will be hostess and urged that ballots be sent out
the great powerhouses.
to Beta Alpha Club Monday with at once, to those farthest away, at technical sergeant. He is authorized
Questioning, "On what basis will
to wear the Asiatic-Pacific cam
a picnic supper at 6 o’cock at her first.
we
constuct a new world?”, Dr.
paign
ribbon
with
two
bronze
stars
Mrs. Chapman appointed Mrs. E.
home on Knox street. Each will
Marshall
answered that the only
take own dishes and sugar. Those Stewart Orbe ton of West Rockport, for the part he played in the Gua basis of peace
is a relationship such
dalcanal
and
Northern
Solomons
Mrs
Stuart
C.
Burgess
of
Rockland,
not solicited will contribute finan
as
will
assure
all
Mrs. Louise Staples of Thomaston campaign, and the Good Conduct er as brothers. men living.togeth
cially.
Mr. and Mrs. John Rattenbury of and Mrs. Inez Crosby of Camden Medal. He formerly attended school
President Bradford F. Burgess an
New York City arrived Wednesday a committee to aid in forming in Rockland and prior to his join nounced that he had made a gift for
for a visit with her sister and Young Republican clubs and to as ing the army he was employed by the club, to William H. Romanoff,
brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Enoch sist in getting out the vote of wives the Central Maine Power Company entering
service in the Navy, and
and also shipping clerk lor the Sen
of service men
Clark.
then
followed
with the reading of a
Lloyd B. Morton. State Committee ter-Crane Co.
Mrs. Mertie Carver of Vinalhaven
letter of thanks from Mr. Romanoff
Ls visiting her siste, 'Mrs. Ada Simp- Chairman, stating that he had a
The Kiwanis Club challenge for a
son and son-in-law in France, said
eon.
game of softball was promptly ac
A Handsome Walk cepted
Membes of the ‘We rTwo Club” that he did not want to see any
on motion cf Dr. Dana S.
enjoyed a picnic supper Monday at let-up in an effort to get the war
Newman.
Rev. William E Berger of
Mrs. Lilia Ames’ cottage at Spruce over as soon as possible, but he
Camden
was
a visitor and James A
Head Island with Mr. and Mrs. urged that Maine make efforts to Built On The Jealous Estate Moore of Glen Cove, who furnished
get
out
a
larger
vote
than
ever
be

Lawrence Carroll and Mr and Mrs.
At Thomaston From Clark transportation for the speaker,
Warren Knights as hosts. Others fore. He said that because there
was guest of the club. Dr. Marshall
in the group were: Mr. and Mrs. was no opposition to the Republican
Island Granite
was introduced bv Frank F. Hard
Forest Grafton. Mr. and Mrs. Wal ticket in Knox County, was no rea
ing,
program chairman.
ter Abbott, Mr. and Mrs. Forest son for not getting every possible
Everybody who passed the hand
vote.
Stone and Rev. ond Mrs. Leach.
some Thomaston residence of L. F.
Mrs. Hildreth, who accompanied Jealous, proprietor of the Georges
Mr. and Mrs. Victor J. Singleton
A Round Table Talk
and son James of Norwood, Mass., the party visiting Rcckland, yes River Woolen Mills, Warren, has
and Mrs Willis Megathlin and sons terday, spoke briefly.
words of commendation for the
Mr. Bird announced that a Re semi-circular flag walk which has Young Republicans — State
Anthony and David of North Dart
mouth. Mass., Are guests of Dr. and publican rally would be held in just been laid on the premises by
Congressional Delegation
Rockland, Aug. 23. Frank F. Hard Alfred C. Hocking superintendent of
Mrs GJiarles J Watson.
Miss Bernice Henderson of Cam ing. acted as secretary.
John Meehan «fe Son’s granite quar
To Be Present
Knox County candidates present ry at Clark Island. The praise will
bridge, Mass., is visiting Miss Chris
were: George Boynton, county com be even more pronounced when the
tine Moore.
A round table discussion v’ith
MLss Hilda George, instructor at missioner; Milton M. Griffin, clerk work on the premises has been been members of the Maine Congress
Keuka College arrived from New of courts; Stuart C. Burgess, county completed and the walk has been ional delegation will be one of the
York for a monthls stay with her attorney; William T. Smith, Senate, given a thorough washing to bring highlights of toe Young Republi
Thomaston; Roy R. Bek, Represen out the many and beautiful colors can’s Convention, Augusta Satur
sister, MLss Alice George.
Funeral services will be held Sat tative; Mrs Ruth Ellingwood, Rep which the slabs possess.
day. Aug. 12.
Mr. Jealous is already so well
urday at 2 o’clock from Davis fu resentative; Frederic Bird. Rep
At this informal session during
neral home for Agnes (Norton) resentative. Mrs. Helena Coltart, pleased with the job that he has the afternoon, the Maine delega
widow of Edward A Smalley, for register c*f deeds; Arthur Emerson, given rTder for the continuation of tion will swap questions and ans
merly superintendent of the schools Representative; C Earle Ludwick. the work beneath the broad ve wers on all important subjects’with
in Vinalhaven. Mrs. Smalley had sheriff and Harry E. Wilbur, Judge randah. facing Main street.
convention delegates and other
Of different sizes and shapes, the party members in attendance.
resided the past year in Milford, of Probate.
stones which have entered into the
Conn.,
Forest Moors of Old Town. State
Mrs Howard Anderson and chil was damaged, also tools and equip construction of the walk, and av president of the Yeung Republicans
dren Barbara and Robert left ment. The garage is operated by erage from two to fotir inches in said that U. S. Senators Owen
thickness.
Thursday for their home in Whit Holman McLean.
Brewster, Wallace White and U. S
Although there are millions of Representatives Margaret Chase
insville, Maas., after visiting rela
There wil be no Mass Sunday at
tons of granite in the Meehan plant Smith, Frank Fellows and Robert
tives for several weeks.
Saint James Catholic Church.
the kind used in this, and other Hale all had accepted the invita
Donald R. Spaulding. grandson of
Services will be held at St. John’s walks
laid by the company, is com tion
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Spaulding, has Episcopal Church Sunday morning
participate in this round
paratively, coming from layers of table discussion.
been promoted to Torpedtman Sec at 8 o’clock.
ond Class.
There will be no services at the stone which serve as cushions be
Mrs. Lelia W Smalley was hostess Federated Church for the month of tween the various strata of gran
ite, and occurring at different
to members and guests of the Star August.
depths.
Circle of Grace Chapter. OES.. at
Sunday School will be at 9.45 at
ro
*
a picnic supper Tuesday at her the Baptist Church. Services at 11
home on Knox street. Mrs. Blanche o’clock. Rev. H. W. Flagg, pastor
< THROWi
Lermond and Miss Helen Studley of the church will be the preacher.
'—AWAY'
assisted Mrs. Smalley in making ar
BUY
Knox Hospital Auxiliary is spon
rangements. Plans were made for soring a card party at Samoset
_
Your country
FX73M 1
another picnic to be held at the Thursday at 2.30. It is hoped it will
needs
EVERY
used
5
*
WAR
LOAN
home of Mrs Adelle B Roes ln receive the support of the women of
food
can.
Remove
labels,
wash,
flatten.
Rockport, the last of the month this town. Tickets will be sold in
BONDS
Store in separate container next to
Guests wire Mrs. Walter Berg of advance and there will be tables re
your trash can. Save for local pickup.
Green Bay. Wis.. Mrs. Susie Poland served for cards. Those not wishing
of Chebea. Mass., Mrs. Ieland Win to play may enjoy the hospitality
chenbach. Mrs Raymond Spear and of the Hotel. Tea will be served in
Miss Inez Lineken.
the lobby at an additional fee.
The class of 1906 met at the Knox Tickets may be procured in advance
Hotel Monday ngon and enjoyed from members tf Hospital Auxiliary
luncheon In the party were: Mrs in this tow*n.
Nellie Healey Starrett. Mrs. Alice
Lieut, and Mrs. Richard F. Star
Healey Hahn. Mrs. Ellis Young rett
were overnight guests Wednes
Thirne, Mrs Marie Brown Singer. day of
the Starretts on Main street,
Miss Christine Moore and Mrs. enroute to Monhegan Island where
Edith Sampson Burdick.
they will spend a few days
PICK MAIN ST. HARDWARE
Jones Garage was endangered by
fire Wednesday at 130 a m. and
STORE—It’s the RIGHT place
Manhattan exported p.pplpes to
through the Fire Department kept
u> shop! Every dollar counts
the blaze under control, extensive Holland In 1638
when quality and savings com
damage resulted to the interior.
bine to give you dependable
Buy War Banda and Stampa
One car owned by Harlan Davis,
economy . . . when, even in war

aVa

time, you have a choice of a
wide variety of quality merchan
dise.
That’s why value-wise
shoppers pick MAIN ST. HARDWARE STORE—come in today!

It's Smart to

TRADE AND STAY WITH I. G. A.

DATON TRIPLE

Clever Women Know Where and How to Buy Food

COMING-—NEW EVERY DAY LOW PRICES
ON FLOUR
PILLSBURY BEST FLOUR .............................. Per 25 Ib. bag $1.39
GOLD MEDAL FLOUR
-.......................... Per 25 Ib. bag 1.43
NIUE HARD OLD POTATOES ................................. pk. .49

ALLSWEET MARGARINE ....... .25

UNIVERSAL

ROASTER
covered roaster; cover alonr
makes a serving dish or sizz
ling platter. Heat Resistant.
Capacity, 6-lb. roast.

2.25

EACH

BEST BUTTER ...... 48

CHOPPER

LARGE SIZE

MEDICINE CABINET

It is both practical and pa
triotic to use all the odds and
ends of food. This large family
size chopper with three sizes
of cutters will pay for itself in
a few days.

«a LB. CAN BAKERS COCOA ..«...... -................. -..............-.................. 1»

DAZEY CAN OPENER

SWIFT’S GRADE A SLICED BACON ... lb. 39c Frankfurt® .39
LUX. CAMAY, LIFEBUOY SOAP •.................................. 3 for .20
CARNATION EVAP. MILK ............................................ Large cans .10

JELLO. JELLO PUDDING AU Kinds ........................ Per Pkg. A6
M.AXINE COFFEE ......... per 4b. 33
ROYAL GUEST.............. 27
EAGLE BRAND COND. MILK ...................... -............................... 18
CUT RITE WAX PAPER 2-125 Feet Pkgs...................... Only 29
SCOTT TOWELS ......... 2 for .17
SCOTT PAPER ......... A7
ATLAS PRESERVING JARS ....... pts. doa. .83 ........ ...... qts. .93
HORMEL'S SFAM
Only .34 WHEATIES .................... -.. .v .11
BISQUICK ................. Only .30 SANKA COFFEE .................. 36
2 for .21 KNOX GELATINE __
BA-BO
J7
WINDEX ...................... 2 for 25 KELLOGG PEP ............ .... 39
.22 I. G. A. VANILLA .................. 29
CREAM OF WHEAT
lb. 97 LIBBY’S Evap. Milk
SUGAR
can .09
A Complete Line of Spices At Low Prices For Pickling
Why Pay HIGHER PRICES? Cheek With Your Super-Market
Start Today And SAVE Money For The Depression

EXTRA. EXTRA, EXTRA!
Open Friday Evenings Until 8 O’clock
Sunday 9 To 12

WOODCOCK’S MARKET
YOUR I- G- A. STORE

THOMASTON. MAINE

1CC9S NELLIE AMES
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Tel. 2340

The Ceraden Shipbuilding <& Ma
rine Railway Company put over
board ano’heT Naval tug rescue
craft Tuesday. Known as the
A.T JR.-77 is the 28th craft built by
the local corporation for war serv
ice. It was christened by Mrs. Al
len F Payson in whose party were
Mr. Payson, Mrs Georgia Walker
of East Weymouth, Mass., Mrs.
Erroll Payson, Mrs. William Pack
ard of Camden and Mrs. Douglas
Payson of East Weymouth. Repre
senting the offlee of the Supervisor
of Naval Shipbuilding from Bath,
were Captain Russell S Hitchcock,
supervisor, Commander John Barre,
Commander -E. R. Chillis. Ensign
M p. Dinsmore and Ensign Ann
Jamieson, WAVES. Mrs. Payson
received a gift from the yard. At
the reception given for her an interesitng feature was the presen
tation of a gift to the official pho
tographer. Herbert Douglass, who
his recently become a benedict.
The Baptist Philathea picnic
which was to have been held July

28 at the home of Mrs. Percy Hop
kins, will be held tonight, weather
permitting.
Mrs. Ruth Gordon has returned to
New’ York after visiting at the home
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rich
ard Damery.
Richard Thomas, R3c, who recent
ly graduated from radio school is
visiting friends in town.
The address of Philip Wentworth,
AS who recently entered the Navy
is Co. 150 C-3 U. S. N.TjC. Sampson,
N. Y.

Mrs. William Colpitts and daugh
ter, Joyce, and Mrs. Willard Oclpitts,
and daughter, Dolly, of Portland
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Drinkwater.
Willard Wight, who is attendingSummer school in Dexter spent the
week-end at his home.
Mrs. Pearl Wheeler and son, Peter,
who have been visiting in Bethel
have returned home.
Mr. and |Mrs. Larence Yates and
Mr. and Mrs. Warren A. Yates have
returned from a fishing trip at Lily
Bay, Moosehead Lake.
Rev. Ralph H. Hayden and family
of Pittsfield, Mass., are occupying
Judge Zelma Dwinal’s cottage at
Lake Meguntlcook for the month of
August.
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Mrs. Elden Colbeth of Swan’s
Island has been recent guest of
Mrs. Una Joyce.
Jacob Lateiner, a piano student
of Mme. Isabelle Vengerova of the
Curtis Institute of Music is at Mrs.
Belle Coates.
Miss Althea Joyce has returned
home after two weeks at Winter
House, Auburn.

Harry Smith is at home from
Camp Shelby. Miss., on a short fur
lough.
Mr. and Mrs. Cole of New York
are visiting their daughter and
son-in-law, Mr. and 'Mrs. Franklin
Clough.
The Try-to-iHelp Club will hold
a picnic supper Monday at Ames
Beach.
Baptist Ladies’ Circle will meet
at the church Wednesday for an
all-day session. Members will take
box lunch.
»

t

At the Methodist Church: Morn
ing worship will be at 11 o’clock
Sunday when Rev. James W. Barr
will speak on “God Leading in
Paths Unknown.” Sunday School
will meet at 10 o’clock. Evening
service at 7 o’clock when the pastor
will speak on “The Life of the
Kingdom.” A song service will pre
cede the message. Ernest Crockett
will sing a solo. Mid-week prayer
fellowship will be held Thursday at
730.
The Baptist Church will hold a
morning service at 11 o'clock Sun
day. Subject, “The Very Chirst.”
Sunday evening service will be at
the home of Mrs. Lina Joyce at 7
o’clock. The pastor will be at West
Rockport.
“The New Deal came to power
with a song on its lips: Happy
Days Are Here Again.” That song
has ended.
Even the melody
does not linger on. Now we are
being <ondltioned for a new
song: ’Don’t Change Horses In
the Middle of a Stream.’ That
melody Isn’t likely to linger either.
For eleven long years we have been
in the middle of the stream, we
are not amphibious. We want to
get across. We want to feel dry
and solid ground under our feet
again."—Gov. Earl Warren, of Cal
ifornia, in his Keynote address be
fore the Republican National Con
vention.
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shelves. This is an expectionally lew price on this quality and
si2e cabinet.

famous

Dazey

putting

wheel cuts out both ends of
round square, oval cans smooth
er, cleaner, faster than ever.
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FLOOR SANDER FOR RENT

Buy War Banda and Stamps

Many Never
Suspect Cause
Off Backaches

Thi.OWTre.tmen* Often Bring. Happy felief
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15th AAF in Italy—Bgt. Sulo
Juura cf Warren, Ls authorized1 to
wear the Distinguished Unit Badge
and Cluster, his B-24 Liberator
bombardment group having been
twice cited toy the President of the
United States. The first citation
was awarded for the low-level at
tack cn the Ploesti Oil iRefineries
of Roumania in August, 1943. The
Cluster was won for outstanding
performance of duty in action
against the enemy in the Middle
Eastern Theatre of Operations.
Sgt. Juura is a mechanical engi
neer on one of the big bombers in
his squadron. He refers to his job
as ths most important in the air
force. He reasons, “The aeroplanes
have to be able to get off of the
ground if they expect to drop
bombs on enemy territory. It’s the
mechanical engineer that keeps the
planes in condition to fly. ”
This Liberator
bombardment
group is one of the oldest stationed
overseas andi was one of the first
American Units to bomb the Eu

ropean continent. It has scored
major successes in attacks upon
Germany. France. Italy. Austria,
and the Balkans.
I Sgt. Juura is a graduate of Union
High School. Prior to his entrance
into the Armed Forces, he Was em
ployed' by Sen. Graham Co. of Hia
leah, Fla.
The Warren engineer also wears
the Good Conduct Medal' and the
European-African-Middle Eastern
Theatre Ribbon with three Battle
Stars.

Under The G. I. Bill
World War II Veterans Will
Receive A College Course
Q. May I pick my own school
and course?
A. Yes, but you must meet the
standards of the institution you se
lect both as to entrance require
ments and grades.
O. Suppose the school I select is
outside my home city or state, does
the government pay my traveling
erpenses?

A. No. You may select any school
in the United States that will ac
cept you as a student, but you must
furnish your own transportation to
and from the school.
Q. Will the government pay for
my meals and lodging during the
time I am in school?
A. No. not as such. You will be
paid, however, a subsistence allow
ance of $50 a month if you are with
out dependents or $75 a month if
you have dependents.
Curb on Wage Earners

Q. Suppose, I elect to take a job
and to continue my education on a
part time basis, am I entitled to
subsistence allowances?
A. If you are a wage earner, you
will not be allowed the full subsis
tence allowance. At the discretion
of the administrator cf the Veter
an’s Administration, you may be al
lowed part of it. Hew much you get
will depend on how much you make
at your job.
Q. What school expenses are
paid?
A. The established cost of tuition
plus such customary fees as library,
health and labratory fees and books
or equipment. The total for all these
things, however, may not exceed
$500 and is paid directly to the
school.

When disorder of kidney function permits
poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it
may cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains,
leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up
nights, swelling, puffiness under the eyes,
headaches and dissinese. Frequent or scanty
passages with smarting and burning some
times shows there is something wrong with
your kidneys or bladder.
Don’t wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's
Pilla, used succsaafully by millions for over
40 years. They give happy relief end wiU help
the 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out pouon-

ous waste from your blood. Get Doan’s Pills.

persons,” that training planes at
the U S. Naval Air Station Bruns
wick were flying too low over seme
Maine areas,’ Lt. John E. Palmer,
operations officer, said Gov. Sumner
Sewell's executive order permitted
“countour flying at altitudes as
low as 50 feet" in certain sections.
The order issued by Sewall some
time age. designated the “low flying
region as:
"An area bounded by a line ex
tending from East Northport north
west to the intersection of Routes
137 and 131 on the Belfast-Water
ville road; thence Routes 137 and
131 cn Belfast-Waterville road:
thence along the intersection of
Routes 17 and 32 at South Wind
sor; thence along the AugustaRockland road, Route 17, to South
Hope; thence northeast to the town
line of Camden and Lincolnville
Beach; thence along the shore line
of Penobscot Bay to East Northport.”

to exceed 30 days in one calendar
year. If you are absent from train
ing more than 30 days, deductions
from subsistence payments will be
made for all time away from school
in excess of 30 days.
Q. How do I apply?
A. By filling out an application
at any American Legion service ofice and sending it together with a
certificate copy of your honorable
discharge to the regional offlee of
the Veterans Administration where
your C-folder is now located or to
the regional office of the Veterans
Administration in the State in
which the school you wish to at
tend is located, or directly to the
school.
In the latter case the school itself
self must forward the application
to the proper Veterans Administra
tion offlee.

Clukey And Kirby

Knox, ss.
TO THE HONORABLE JUSTICE OF
THE SUPERIOR COURT, next to be
h<ld at Rockland. within and for the
County of Knox, on the first Tues
day -of November, A. D 1944
Herbert A. Young of Rockland, ln
the County of Knox and State of
Maine, husband of Gertrude Young,
whose residence 1s unknown to your
libellant and cannot be ascertained
by reasonable diligence, respectfully
represents:
That he was lawfully married to the
said Gertrude Young at Rockville.
Maryland, on the twenty-third day of
March. 1931:
That they have lived together as
husband and wife In. said State of
Maine froth the time of their said mar
riage until the fifth day or August,
1934;
I
That your libellant has always con
ducted himself towards his said wife
as a faithful, true and affectionate
husbnd.
That on the said fifth day of Au
gust, 1934. the said! Gertrude Young
utterly deserted your libellant without
cause, and that said utter desertion has
continued for throe consecutive years
next prior to the filing of this libel;
That there is no collusion between
your libellant and the said. Gertrude
Young to obtain a divorce;
WHEREFORE he prays that a divorce
may be decreed between ldm and the
said Gertrude Young for the cause
above set forth;
Dated at Rockland. Maine, this
twenty-sixth day of June, A. D. 1944.
HERBERT A. YOUNG
STATE OF MAINE
Knox ss.
Rockland. June 26. 1944

Subscribed and sworn to before me
this twenty-sixth day of June. A. D
1944
JEROME C BURROWS.
Notary Public
(LS.)
KNOX. SS
Clerks Office. Superior Court, ln Va
cation :
Rockknd. July 25. A. D. 1944

Upon the fo.egolng LIBEL. Ordered.
That the Libellant give notice to said
Gertrude Young to appear before our
Superior Court to be holden at Rock
land. within and for the County of
Knox on the first Tuesday of Novem
ber. A. D. 1944. by publishing an at
tested copy of 6ald Libel, and this or
der thereon three weeks successively
In The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper
p-inted ln Rockland in our County of
Knox, the last publication to be thirty
days at least prior to said first Tuesday
of November next, that she may there
and then In our said court appear and
show cause. If any she have why the
prayer of said Libellant should not be
granted.
RAYMOND FELLOWS
Justice of the Superior Court
A true copy of the Libel and Order of
the Court thereon.
Attest;
I
________
MILTON M GRIFFTN. Clerk

IL.S-1

WF.-94

Clukey of Rcckland a paragraph
when he come out of the ruck with
a winner. He approached the 2.05
mark with two of them at Old Or
chard that are credited to his own
ership. One of them Model Han
over. seven-year-old trotter by
Sandy Flash paid $53 plus for a
two-dollar note when he won at tho
Kite, incidentally dropping his
mark from 2:08 to 2:07, thougli
losing out in the next to Shoo'*
Hanover driven by Ed Kirby of
Goshen. N. Y., who used to train
and drive the horses of Fred H.
Berry of Rockland.
Henry also marked his six-yearold pacing mare. Maid of Orleans,
in 2:06 out at the Kite. She is a
daughter of Guy Abbey, out cf
Ettaola 2:07'i»by Peter Volo, and
what can one find as lines with
more champions? Henry bought thp
Maid when his former employer
was going out of the game and inti
mated to me he thought she would
do. Seems he might be right. Henry
has been in the gome a long tln u
and has done things with horsqff
that some other trainers had failed
to make good with.—G. M. Hatch
in the Bangor Daily News.

EXTRA
BONDS

Frank H Piper cf Sou
mouth. Mass., is visiting l
Mrs G. Carl Cassens.
IMrs.

Kenneth

H.

Casi

daughters. Phyllis and Cn
returned from a visit w
Cassens’ parents, Mr a
George Sherrard in Sidnc

Miss Eda A. Knowlton, ti
Christian Education of
Baptist Church, Arlingtoi
and Miss Grace E. Kno

qCcopce Falls. Mass., are

tile month of August wi
sister, Mrs. Maude K
Summer street.
Mrs. Stelltff M. McRae Is
two weeks vacation from l
at the public library. Mi
and her mother, Mrs. B W
have as guests, Dr and Mi
L. Russell and daughter,
oth.v Russell, of Hagersto
and Mr and Mrs. Theorit
and Mrs. Beall, Sr., of H
The group are at a cot tag
ton’s Pend. Lincolnville.
Mrs. Rose Cookson has
to her duties in the city ci
ice, following vacation. Ac
led by her daughter. Jal
lifted Mr and Mrs. Jay i?
Camden, and Mr and Mr
Cookson in Brewer.

Summer clearance of
skirts and blouses. AJfredal
Limerock St—adv.
Visit Lucien K. Green
second floor, 18 School str,
Fellows Block, City, foi; F
Coats and Cloth Coats at
prices.

Forms Ready

Q. How do I obtain an applica
tion form?
A. Application for schooling must
be made on Rehabiliation Form
1950 of the Veterans Administra
tion. These forms will toe forwarded
to all state headquarters of The
American Legion tfor reproduction
and distribution to local post serv
ice officers. They are available also
at all regional offices of the Veter
ans Administration.
Q. How long will it be before I
can enroll in the school of my
choice?
A. As soon as the Veterans Ad
ministration has established your
eligibility for training they will no
tify you and tell you exactly what
period of training you are entitled
to.
However, if the school of your
choice is satisfied that you meet
the requirements, it is authorized
to accept you as a student earlier,
subject to final approval by the Vet
erans Administration.
Starts With Schooling

Q. When do payments to the
school and to you become effective?
A. On the date that you begin
your training.
Q. Will I be allowed to stay in
school one year regardless of the
sort of work I do?
A. No. You must make satisfac
tory progress and maintain a high
standard of conduct. At any time
you fail in either of these require
ments educational benefits may to?
stopped on reoommenflation of the
institution you are attending.

No Vacation Pay

Q. Will subsistence payment ibe
The Johnson Society will meet
continued
during holidays and Sum
Wednesday
with
Mrs.
Marion
mer
vacations?
Ingraham.
A. Payments will be made only
Miss Effie May Andrews, daugh for regular holidays and leave, not
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry An
drews left Tuesday for a month's
vSTAlE OF MAINE
stay at Camp Makara. Nobleboro.
where she has employment.

They May Fly Low

Sgt. Sulo Juura Of Warren, But Gov. Sewall Tells Where A Word About Two Horsemen
Well Known In Knox r
Bomber Engineer, Cited
Planes May Descend
County
For Distinguished •
To 50 Feet
Services
I always feel like giving Henry
Answering complaints from many

ft ft ft ft

NOT AMPHIBIOUS

EACH 2.25

3 LB. JARS SPRY OR CRISCO........ ................ -................. Only .68

RINSO, LUX. DUZ, OXYDOL, IVORY SNOW OR FLAKES .23
PURE CIDER VINEGAR, for pickling ............. Only per gal. .39
*4 GAL. JUG GLOROX .... -.................................. .............................. 29
QUAKER OATS Reg. or Quick ................. —.......... Large Pkg. .22
N. B. C. SHREDDED WHEAT *...................................................... 18
h LB CAKE BAKING CHOCOLATE ...........................................16

FOOD

A

Is Well Decorated

Tuesday-Friday

WAR BONDS
Notices of Appointment

■Helps Nature Relieve MON'

Probate Notices
STATE OF MAINE
To all persons Interested ln either
the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rc
land, ln and for the County of Knox,
on the eighteenth day of July, ln tho
year of our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and forty-four and by ad
journment from day to day from thi
eighteenth day of said July, The fol
lowing matters having been presented
for the action thereupon hereinafter
indicated lt ls hereby ORDERED:
That notice thereof be given to all
persons Interested, by causing a copy
of this order to be published three
weeks successively ln The Courier-Ga
zette. a newspaper published st Rock
land, tn said County, that they may
appear at‘a Probate Court to be held
at said Rockland cn the fifteenth day
of August. A D. 1944 at nine o'clock
ln the forenoon, and be heard thereon
If they see cause.
%
ANNIE L. WHALEN, late of Rock
land, deceased. Will and Petition for
Probate thereof asking that the samo
may be proved a'nd allowed and that
Letters Testamentary Issue to William
Leonard of Owl's Head, he being the
executor named therein, without bond. .

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S J

ECON
FOR
435 MAIN S'

FRANK H. WTNSLOW, la'e of Vinal-

haven deceased. Will and Petition fcr
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
letters Testamentary Issue to Emma
L. Winslow of Vinalhaven. she being
t-lie executrix named therein, without
bond.
ENOS E. INGRAHAM, late of Rock
port, deceased Will and. Petition for
Probate thereof asking that the sam“
may he proved and allowed and that
letters Testamentary Issue to Marian
A. Ingraham of Rockport, sir? being
the executrix named therein, without
bond.
ADELAIDE J. WINSOR. late of New
ton. Massachusetts, deceased Exem
plified Copy otf WU1 and Probate
thereof, together with a Petition for
Prohate of Foreign Will, asking that
the Cops of said Will may he allowed.
fUed and recorded ln the Probate
Ccurt of Knox County, and that let
ters Testamentary Issue to The Sec
ond National Bank of Boston. Boston,
Maas., without bond.
-c v
ESTATE ADDIE HALL WINCHEN- 9
BACH, late of Rockland, deceased ’
Petition (for Administration asking that
Jerome C. Burrows of Rockland, or
sqme other suitable person, be appoint
ed administrator, without bond
ESTATE LEON WATSON, late of
Friendship, deceased.
Petition for
administration asking that Mabel
Wateon |of Friendship, or some other
suitable person, he appointed admin

I. Willis R. Vinal. Register of Probate
for the County of Knox. In the State
of Maine, hereby certify that ln the istrator without bond.
ESTATE SAMUEL A MILLAY late
following estates the persons were
appointed Administrators. Executors, of •Rockport, deceased. Petition for
Guardians and Conservators, and on Administration asking that Alexander
R. Gillmor of Camden, or some other
the dates hereinafter named:
EDMUND C. HARDING. JR . late of suitable person, he appointed adminis
Union, deceased, June 28 1944 Edmund trator, without bond
C Harding of Union was appointed
ESTATE ADA F. AREY. late of Vinal
administrator, and qualified by filing haven. deceased. Petition for Admin
bond on same date
istration asking that Arthur B Arey
ASENATH A. ORANE. late of War of Vinalhaven. or some other sul’.able
ren. deceased. June 20. 1944 William person, be appointed administrator,
L. Gregory of Rockland was appointed without bond.
administrator d.b.n.c t.a., and quali
ESTATE NETTIE A ROBINSON, late
fied by filing bond on June 29. 1944. of Rockland, deceased. Petition forj«
JAMES RILEY, late of Rockland, Appointment of Trustee asking tha^^
deceased. June 20. 1944 Albert M Riley The First Ntlonal Bank of Rockland.
of South Portland was appointed ad Rockland. Maine be appointed Trustee
ministrator. and qualified by filing ln the place otf John IW. Burns ot
Rockland, acting trustee
Presented
bend on July 12. 1944.
MARY E McKINNEY. late of Rock by John W. Bums. Acting Trustee
ESTATE MARGARET M STARRETT
land. deceased. July 18, 1944 KathJeerT
M Wiggin of Rockland was appointed of Union. Third and Final Aocouot
presented for allowance by Charlotte
executrix, without bond.
FRED L. YOUNG, late otf Matinicus F. Hawes. Guardian.
deceased. July 18. 1944 Elsie C Moody
ESTATE NETTIE A ROBINSON, late
of Portland was ^appointed executrix, of Rockland, deceased. First and Final
without bond.
w
Account presented for allowance Of
CHARLES EDWIN ELLSWORTH late John W Bums Acting Trustee
ESTATE W. WILDER MARSH W
of Oreenfleld, Massachusetts, deceased,
July 18. 1944 Alan L. Bird otf Rockland otf Hope, deceased. Second and Fin8-*
was appointed administrator, and qual Account presented for allowance W
ified by filing bond on same date.
Edna M. Payson, administratrix, c t.a.
NtfAltY L. Lii-rusrfALE. late of
ESTATE HORACE IW. ROBBINS late
Rockland, deceased. July 18. 1944 Alan of Camden, deceased. First and Final
L. Bird of Rockland was appointed Account presented for allowance hy
executor and qualified by filing bond Edith W. Emory, Administratrix d bn.
on same date.
ESTATE OSCAR IB. ANNIS. late of
AINO 8 GREENROSE, late of Rock Camden deceased. First .Account pf*port. deceased. July 18. 1944 Viola A sented for allowance by Col la B. Annh.
Starr of Rockport was appointed ad executrix,
,
ministratrix. and qualified by mine
ESTATE
ALBERT
late of ’
bond on same date.
8 Rockland, deceased. WINSLOW
First and final
ETi'A MUNROE, late of Friendship account presented for allowance by
deceased. July 20, 1944 Nellie C. Syl Jahn M Richardson, administrator
vester otf Friendship was appointed
ESTATE HARRY W BRANN late of
on 7uTyX22&n?944U,Urfle<1
flUng bOnd Washington, deceased.
Petition for
License to Sell certain Real E»t»«
JOSEPH W. BRYANT, late of Union situated In Washington and fully
deceased
June 20. 1944 Bertha A.
ln said petition, presented hY
Unlon was appointed ad- nene A. Brann of Washington, admin
minlstratrlx. and qualified by filing istratrix.
bond on July 24. 1944.
y
t, E®TA’rE LEOLA F NOYES, late of
,
A BRIGGS. late of Rock Rockland, deceased. First and Final
land deceased. July 18 1944 Ma
Account presented for allowance b>’
Rockland was appointed ad
warren c. Noyes, executor.
minlstratrlx, and qualified by filing
bond on July 24, 1944
’
ung „eI2T^"rE EDWARD E RANKIN late
of Rockland, deceased First and Final
18^94*
01 Bockland. July ™o°ount presented for allowance b?
1944 Joshu® N Southard of Rcx-lC ^lnl£tra*S£ln *nd Walt*r C
land was appolnVed Guardian irX
by filing bond on July 25.
PERCIVAL H. McKUSICeI
late ctf Rockland deceased. Petltlow
CI^RK of Rockland. July 22
adl2lnUtratlon asking that Chns1944 Jane Corrado of Malden. Missa- I^x
aqpner 8 Roberts of Rockland, or some u
ch4*‘tt3
appointed Conservator
Person be appointed ft
and qualified by filing bond on jX' administrator with
bond.
"
Chrl3t°Pn’‘r S. Roberts of
^Ineand Waa appointed Agent m n-h^?8^ HARRY E WILBUR. F
of Probate Court for Knox
Attest:
B°Ckland’ M***WILUS R. VINAL. Register
W-r-64

who suffer such pain *
...rfvous, “dragged out”
all due to functional per
turbancea—start at once—
E. Plnkham’s Vegetable C
to relieve such symptor
especially for women—it >
Also a Krnnd stomac
Follow label directions.

WILLIS R. VINAL, Register
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Frank H Piper cf South Wey
mouth, Mass., is visiting his sister,
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Cassens’ parents, Mr. and Mrs
George Sherrard in Sidney.
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Next Women's Educational Club
picnic has Miss Marion Weidman.
Route 1, near bus line. Russell av
enue, Rockport, as hostess, from 3
to 3 p. m. Guest speakers, current
news, discussions,
‘‘politics’’ of
every hue never banned, box lunch
at 6. and membership reports. It is
exclusively for members in good
standing, until May 1915; but add
itions are always welcomed. Date is
Aug. 18.

IRAHAM, late of Rock- »
WIU and Petition for
asking that the same
I and allowed and that
entary Issue to Marian
>f Rockport, she being
named therein, without

I

W1NSOR. late of Newsetts. deceased.
Exemof Will and Probate
ier with a Petition for
reign Will, asking that
Id Will may be allowed,
orded In the Probate
County, and that Letary Issue to The Seclank of Boston. Boston,
bond.
_
DIE HALL WINCHEN-W*
►f Rockland, deceased. ’
ministration asking that
rrows of Rockland, or
.able person, be appoint
or, without bohd. •
3N WATSON, late of
rceased
Petition
for
asking
that
Mabel
c-ndshlp. or some other
i, be appointed admlnit bond.
dUEL A MILLAY, late
deceased
Petition far
asking that Alexander
Camden, or some other
. be appointed admlnlsbond
F AREY. late of Vlnald. Petition for Adming that Arthur B Arey
or some other suitable
ppolnted administrator,

riE A ROBINSON, late
deceased
Petition for, M.,
of Trustee asking thawgj
tional Bank of Rockland,
ilne be appointed Trustee
of John IW. Burns of
ctlng trustee
Presented
Burns. Acting Trustee.
ARG.ARET M STARRETT
Diird and Pinal Aocount
ir allowance by Charlotte
pardlan
TIE A ROBINSON, late
deceased First and Pinal
ented for allowance by
ms Acting Trustee.
WILDER MARSH, late
eased. Second and Final
-ented for allowance by
yson. administratrix, c.t.a.
lORACE W ROBBINS, late
I deceased. First and Final
(sented for allowance by
tiory. Administratrix, d.b.n.
JAR B ANNIS, late of
eased. First Aocount prelowance by Celia B AnnU.
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CLEARANCE

WEIGHT

TAN
CLEARANCECLEARANCE

pos

Alfred L. Greenlaw who has been

Mr. and Mrs. Harold H. Waldron
and daughter. Verna, are spending

several weeks at
Spruce Head.

their

farm

Miss Eva M. Rogers, on vacation
from her duties with the New Eng
land Shipbuilding, Co., at South
Portland is visiting her mother. Mrs
Minnie Rogers, Amesbury street.

Donald W. Thomas, Sr., cf Cam

DRESS STRAWS
$179 GRADE, NOW—

AND

I Mrs. Charles Hayford and son.
Earle, have recently returned from
a visit with Mrs. Hayford’s parents
in Topsfield. While there they had
the pleasure of greeting Mrs. Hayford’s two brothers, home on fur
lough, one of whom has. among
other medals, just received the
Purple Heart for wounds received in
Italy.

Miss Molly Welker has gone to I
Corinth, N. Y., where she will be '
swimming counsellor at Camp
Mesacosa for the month of August.
Miss Velma F. Byrnes of Taunton,
Mass., field representative of Sears,
Roebuck & Co., and formerly
manager of the Rockland Sears
order office, is spending two weeks’
vacation in this vicinity, visiting Mr
and Mrs. Dewey Call and Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Hoch. Miss Byrnes
is accompanied by her sister, Miss
Lois Byrnes.

SIZES

GABARDINE PANTS

incident with the grateful acknowl

Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
I wanted to tell you that I re
ceive so much enjoyment from your
paper each week. Not long ago I
read names of old firms which used
to do business in Rockland and I
loved it. I am enclosing a few
I thought cf—do you remember
them?
As a child, or until I was 15 years
old, I resided near P. O. Square. As
I grow older Rockland means a lot
to me—every stick and stone grows
more precious through the years,
and seme day I hope I can live
there again. There is no place like
our old home town. You can’t get
away from It. Nor do I wish to.
My best wishes to your wonderful
paper, and my congratulations for
your principle and courage in omit
ting the liquor ads..
I hope the sun will shine very
brightly on dear old Rockland and
bring her prosperity.
(Miss) Jane Page
52 Parriss street
Portland
The firms to which Miss Page re
fers are:
*
Chase and Leach-(Maine Music
Co. J. P. Wise and Son, Hardware,
Dunn & Carr, Toys, stationery, etc..
R. H. Burnham, Stationers, “Jake”
Stewart, fruit, Frank Whitney, fruit,
Perry’s Shoe Store, Keene’s Shoe
Store. Berry’s Shoe Store. Hewett’s
Bakery. Rising's Bakery. H. G.
Tibbett’s grocery store, Charles Has
kell. fruit. “Penny” Hemingway.
(Where we kids bought our candy).
Carini’s, (“Hole in the wall, near
Coakleys drug store), W. J. Wcod’s
hardware, corner Spring and Main
street, Copeland's, candy and ice
cream, Alfred Murray, mens cloth
ing.

. - ZU-

ing Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Adams.

$5.00 TO $6.00 GRADES
SIZES 24 TO

SUNDAY EXCURSION

30

MEN’S JACKETS
LIGHT TAN
40 AND 42
ONLY
ZIPPER FRONT

A FEW BOY’S

ROCKLAND TO SWAN’S ISLAND

SPORT COATS
PLAIDS

Via North Haven And Stonington

Reduced Tol

LEAVE Me LOON’S WHARF

SIMMER

UNIONSUITS

NECKWEAR

LIGHT WEIGHT
SHORT SLEEVES
LONG LEGS
LOW PRICE

78c

$1.00 GR.ADE

.55

39c

GRADE

STEAMER

SPECIAL!
Closeout Sale of

FREDDIE

B

CAPT. FRANCIS LIPOVSRY

SPORT COATS

AND

YOUNG

MEN’S

now

We Proudly Feature Two

Great Lines

PLAIN COLORS

DUNGAREES

ANKLE SOX

1.39

Reg 19.50;

$12.25
$13.75

SUITS

—BOYS—

5TS.

SEE THEM AT ONCE

Reg. 16.95; now

FOR
MEN

PAIR

10c

Y

ECONOMY CLOTHES

STR FREDDIE B
75

FT. DIESEL

LEOPOLD MORSE
And

FREIGHT .AND PASSENGER

SMITHSON
Perfectly Tailored. Choice
Fabrics. Top Flight Styling.
They Are Tops!

DAILY SCHEDULE STARTING AUG. 1

$34.50 to $45.00

Lv. No. Haven 8 A. M. ... Arr. Rockl ni 9:20 A. M.

S. RUBENSTEIN

Lv. Rockland 310 P; M. Arr. No. Haven 4:30 P. M.
« _
Connecting 2:55 P. M. Train

"The Store with the Red Front”
304 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
Next Goodnow’s Pharmacy

By K. 8. F.

Yes, the staunchest timber 1s the
oak. They have defied and sur
vived the sterms of time.
• • • •
Some time ago a letter was pub
lished in The Christian Science
Monitor advocating adding “immedi
ately another member to the Pres
ident’s Cabinet: Secretary of Peace ”
Later there appeared another letter
thoroughly endorsing the idea but
going further in suggesting that we
establish “an Academy of Peace.”
• * * •
Since our government is formed
by the people, we can create the off
ice “Secretary of Peace” through ed
ucated public opinion, if “we the
people” ace properly organized.
• • • •
Horace A. Hildreth, the fine and
brilliant Republican nominee for
Governor at the State election this
September has told the State ln an
excellent address: “The Republi
can party has no greater obligation
to its State and people than to re
affirm the principles of Abraham
Lincoln.” This country will never
outgrow the terse and solid truths
so clearly understood and taught
by this gallant statesman. Lincoln
had a visiion that lives to guide
Americans." This might be called
the opening wedge o£ a highly suc
cessful campaign.
• • • •
Those who complain never suffer
untold sorrow. You. too, have no
ticed that fact. ,
« • • •

During the year of 1941 about 2.
500,0:0.0:0 pounds of candy valued
at $400,00.000 were sold in the
United States. That is better than
selling rum and hard drinks.
• • • •
Crabs in Hawaii climb cocoanut
trees, nip off the nuts, return to the
ground and extract the delicious
meat.
• • • •
Sponge rubber is now made from
Kcroseal, a synthetic. It is used for
crash padding in tanks, helmets and
other military equipment and most
useful.
• • t e
“It was in the South and a color
ed minister of the Methodist per
suasion was pleading with one who
was not a member of the flock.
“Oh. my dear brother,' he begged
‘why don’t ‘you come with me and
join de army of de Lord.’
“ ‘I done already belong to the
army of the Lord,’‘insisted the ne
gro.
“ ‘When you jine de Methodist’s?’
demanded the preacher, in a tone
of surprise.
“ ‘I’se no Methodist, but I belongs
to de armv of de Lord jest de same.
I’se a Baptist.’
“ “Huh!’ snorted the preacher.
‘Dat’s nc-t de army of de Lord; dat’s
de navy.’ ”
* • • •
Sam Conner notices that pressing
hay in the field as it ts harvested
is, in line with the modern way of
thresing grain in the field instead
of putting it in storage until Fall
or Winter when the threshing crew
can get around as in the old days.
• * • •
If Boy and Girl Scouts want to
earn some ready cash for their
needs, gather milkweed. Two mil
lion pounds of the milkweed floss
must be had for military needs. It
is an excellent substitute fcr the ka
pok so much needed and so
scarce. Go to it. boys and girls, and
make your weight in cash this Sum
mer. Find out the ways needed for
this work.
*
* * * *
The very first torpedo was used
ln the Civil War, called the “star
torpedo”. It was simply a long ram
with a bomb at the end of it.
•

Mr. and Mrs. Earle E Young of
Forty-eight children are enrolled
Haddonfield1. N. J., observed their in the “Air Cadet” Summer Read
25th wedding anniversary July 31 ing Club at the public library. Miss
at a dinner given by Mr. Young's Ruth L. Rogers, librarian, in charge
sister, Mrs. Sadie Stimpson at her of the group, reports that this is
the largest reading club fcr several
home on Cedar street.
After a jolly poem, written by seasons.
The goal, from close of school to
Mrs. Ero Blom was read, the dinner
concluded with a prettily decorated opening, in the Fall, is 10 books.
cake, made by the hostess, and cut Ten of the children have already
by the couple Mr. and Mrs Young read the required number, with
were pleasantly surprised' with a Rhea Gardner topping the list with
silver collection and g fts of flowers. an impressive total of 46 books. The
Those Invited were: Mrs. Edith ether nine, with number of books
M. Young. Earle E. Young, Jr., read, are: Mary Libby, 31; Nancy
Frederic C. Lewis, Mr and Mrs. Post.21; Sylvia Nelson, 20; Annie
Richard O. Lewis of Searsimont, Wood, 14 Orrin Blaisdell, 14; Lee
Mr. and Mrs. Ero Blom of Spruce Ann Dudley. 13: Patricia Ann Grif
Head, Miss Margaret Young, Frank fith 13; Charlotte Brackett, 12;
A. Young and Miss Bertha McIn and Carol Clarke, 10.
Other members of the club are
tosh. The latter three were un
able to attend. Mr. Young is em Elizabeth Adams. Gloria Bohn,
ployed by the Bancroft School of Beverly Brooks, Joanne Chisholm,
William Coiley, Alice Crie. Char
Haddonfield and Owls Head.
Besides Earle. Jr., who attends lotte Dean. John Gatcombe. Douglas
the Stony Brook School, Staten Goodwin. Betty Griffith Josephine
Island. N. Y., and who Is with Mr. Guistin, Maureen Hamalainen. Eliz
and Mrs. Young at Owl’s Head abeth (Herrick. Elston Hcbbs. Janice
this Summer, they have two daugh Hutchinson, Carol Kent,
Dale
ters, Miss Mildred Young, a teach Knight, Janice Koster, Mary Laer in the Haddonfield schools, and Orassa, Jeanine Leach. Betty Lib
Miss Dorothy Young, who attends by. Nancv (McBrine. Madeline Mc
the State Teacher's College in Combs. Arline Miller. Christine
Glassboro, N. J.
Naum, Jane Pendleton, David Scarlott, Gloria Sewall, Alberta Sorague,
Carol
Stratton. Carrie Venezia,
Comes Back To Maine Kathleen
Wells. Ralph Wells, Rob
ert Wells. Marie Whalen. Raymond
Russell Wixson, and Gloria
George L. True, Jr., Will Be Wixson,
Wood.

Superintendent In Mexico
Schoo, District
Oeorge L. True, Jr., sub-master
of Malden, Mass., High School since
1931, has been appointed superin
tendent of the Mexico-Roxbury-An
dover-Byron school union.
True, a native of Freeport, gradu
ated from Bowdoin College in 1922,
and received an M. A. degree in
education at Tufts in 1935. He has
also done graduate work at Dart
mouth.
He was head of the science de
partment at Green Mountain Junior
College, Vermont, from 1922 to 1928,
was director of Ciatk Summer
school at Hanover. N. H., from 1925
to 1930. Since 1936 he has taught
chemistry in Malden evening school,
and in 1939 was appointed instruc
tor in education in the Tufts College
extension system.
Supt. True is the husband cf the
former Phyllis Moran of Rockland
and at tne time was a member of
the Rockland High School faculty.

Miss Dorinda Coughlin is visiting
her great-aunt. Miss Anna E
Coughlin, who is at her Summer
home at Vinalhaven.

(Mr. and Mrs. William Richards
of T street, have as guest, Paul
Kleeman, Jr_ of Chicago.
Mr and Mrs. Donald Mathews of
Warren received word Tuesday frcm
Washington,, D. C., that their son
Pfc. J. Leon Mathews, 22, was
wounded in the Pacific area, June
30, during the performance of his
duties as radioman with the Ma
rine Corps. Pvt Mathews en
listed July 21, 1942 from Orlando,
Fla., where he was employed at the
time. He received his basic train
ing at the Naval Air Station at
Miami. Fla., and was then trans
ferred into Signal Battalion at New
River, N. C. He received his pro
motion tc private 1st class at New
River, March 4, 1943. and was sent
July, 1943 to Camp Pendleton.
Ocean Side, Calif. He had been in
the Pacific ar#a for several months

MRS. NELLIE J. PRESCOTT

Mrs. Nellie J. Prescott died at
the home of her son Frank S.
Prescott. Thursday, July 27. after a
long Illness.
Bom in Rockland daughter of
the late Elphraim Emery and Melissa
(Simonton) Post, she sipent all of
her life in iRockland and was one
of the oldest members of the First
Baptist Church, and up’to the time
of her illness was a regular at
tendant.
She is survived by two sons,
Albert P. of Bangor and Frank S. of
Rockland, a granddaughter Helen
A. Prescott of Bangor, and a grand
son Stanley Prescott of Rockland,
who has been in the Army in the
Central Pacific Area for two years.
Funeral services were held from
the home Sunday, Rev. J. Charles
MadDonald officiating. The bearers
were Clinton E. Kaler, Karl E.
O'Brien, Arthur J. Post and Irvin
C. Spear. Burial was in the Sea
View cemetery.

Ticket sales indicate much inter
est in the card party to be held at
the Samoset Hotel Thursday after
noon at 2.30 for the benefit of the
Knox Hospital Auxiliary. Those
not desiring to play cards may en
joy a social afternoon in the hotel
lobby or on the parch. Tickets may
be obtained from Mrs. F. L. Carslev,
Mrs. R. L. Wiggin, Mrs. H. P. Blod
gett, Miss Charlotte iBuffum. Mrs.
E. B Buswell, Mrs. S. W. Delano or
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood.

TODAY and SATURDAY

4 If IHFA5E
A (IFUtllC PICTUItl

CHAPTER ONE

“TIGER WOMAN”
TODAY and SATURDAY

News—Cartoon

Song Of The Range

SUN.-MON.

• 9 • •

GANGWAY GALS!

It’s easy to understand why the
ship owners paint their ship bot
toms with a paint that discourages
the marine creatures. They save
nearly $20X09,000 a year by doing
so.

Pvt. Jack L. Austin of Warren,
who reported at Fort Devens. Mass..
July 18. for active duty, is located
for basic training at Camp Bland
ing,, Fla. His address is Co. B.-213
Bn.. 66th Reg.. Camp Blanding, Fla
Mrs Donald C. Haskell of Talbot
avenue is visiting her parents in
Charleston.
Austin R.

AT 8 O’CLOCK SHARP

MEN'S

Mr. and Mrs. Earle Young Forty-Eight Children Enrol
Celebrate 25th At Mrs.
led At Public Library—
Sadie Stimpson’s Home
flfhea Gardner Leads

Steele is presented in this issue co

— uon't throw away used food cans.
Mrs. J. Donald Coughlin and Remove labels, wash, flatten. Put in
daughter, Anna, have returned from separate container next to your
Bangor, where they have been visit trash can. Save for local pickup.

MEN’S

YOUNG

This And That

A full report of stewardship by

Mrs. A. L. Foster of New York is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
H. A Buffum.

BROKEN

Reduced

BOYS’

AT A BARGAIN!

SUITS

1.19
Straws

ALL DRESS

AND COMFORT

Wedding Anniversary “Air Cadef ’ Readers

The Citizens Volunteer Over
$1,000 To Nurse Fund—
An Accounting Is Given

June Page Loves “Every
Stick And Stone” in
Rockland

The Hatetoquitit Club will meet
Raymond Robishaw is a surgical with Mrs. Nellie Dow, Pleasant
street, Wednesday for picnic din
patient at Knox Hospital.
ner and cards.

SUMMER STYLE

Well Done Rockland

edgement by the officers of the
association cf the voluntary citi
zens' contribution of over $1000 to
ward the maintenance of the work.
The Association is operated “with
singleness of heart and the bene
fit of our fellow man” and the
prompt and generous reply of the
citizens of Rockland' to the word
published in these columns “We
Are Flat Broke” lends a warmness
of heart to Mias Bteele and her offi
cers which will carry through the
entire year
Previously acknowledged,
$985 38
Mr. & Mrs. Henry B. Bird’,
10.00
A Clam Cove Digger.
2.00
Mayor and Mrs. Veazie,,
5 00
Mr. & Mrs. Leforest A.
Thurston,
5.00
Mr. & Mrs. George B. Wood, 10.CO
Miss Annie B Blackington,
1000
Mr. nad Mrs. W. W. Graves, 5.00
A Loyal Old Timer,
2 00
Mr. & Mrs. Frank S. Prescott. 5.00
St. Clair & Allen,
15.00
Julius Anderson & Sons,
3 00
Mr. & Mrs. Fred L. Goodnow, 5 00
Harry Gerrish,
5 00
Economy Fruit Co. Staff,
1000
3 00
Mrs Arthur Orne arrives today A Friend.
5 00
from Wilmington, Dela . to be the Rockland Fire Dep t,
Mr
&
Mrs.
Chas.
McMahon.
3
00
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Northend Friend,
400
Blanchard B. Smith.
Essential Service Given,
25 00
Mr. nnd Mrs. Howe Glover and
$1127.38
son, Sammy, are spending a few
aays at a cottage at Lake Megunti
cook, Camden.
The Old Home Town

N. Y.

I

Page Sever*

in the Rockland District Nursing As
sociation
through
Nurse Eliza

bridge. Mass., has been spending
his vacation at the home of h s
father, Albert W. Thomas. Pacific
street. Mrs. Thomas and children,
Donald W. Jr.. Ann Louise and
Arvilla Dean of Mentor. Ohio, Elizabeth, are here for the Sum
who is a counsellor at.Camp Mak- mer.
aria, Nobleboro. was guest of Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Young of
Annie Mae Rhodes, Tuesday and
Providence, are guests of (Mr. and
Wednesday.
Mrs. Kenneth Wiggin, Broadway.
They
were honor guests at a dinner
Baraca Class of the Methodist
Church will hold a picnic Wednes Monday, others present being Mr.
day night at the home of Miss and Mrs. Fred J. Anderson and Mr.
Ruth L. Rogers. Amesbury street. and Mrs. Toivio Heline.
Those attending will take their own
Mrs. Ruth Perry, who has been
lunches, and food which may be
cooked at the out-of-doors fire employed in Ships Service Dept., U
place. Coffee will be furnished by the S. Navy. Portland. Me, for the past
ccmmittee. consisting, Miss Ruth few months, is now at home at 122
Rogers. Miss Eva Rogers, Mrs. C. Camden street.
Earle Ludwick, Mrs. Susie Karl'and
Mrs. Lena deRochemont.
Y2c Rose Flanagan. WAVES, and
Lieut. Judson Flanagan, U. S. Navy,
Mrs Robert B. Lupt and children who have been spending leaves with
Harriet and Robert, who have been their sister, Mrs. Eugene Rich of
spending three weeks’ with Mrs. Camden, and with relatives in Rock
Lunt’s parents. Mr and Mrs. Harry land, have returned to their stations
D. Whitney in Milford, Mass., have in Washington, D. C. and in Min
returned home.
neapolis, respectively.

spending a few days with his par
ents, Mr. and Mrs Walter A. Green
law, returped to his work in Balti
more yesterday.

MEN’S
SLACK

MOW

iff

as

Guests like to have friends
they are here. Phone,
or bring ’em—we want
items.

88

AND PLAIN COLORS—35 TO 42
100 % ALL WOOL
VAL. $16.50 OCR REG. PRICE $14.88

.

as promptly

them

WASH PANTS

WATER REPELLENT
Reg. $3.97
LIGHT

SPORT COATS—PLAIDS

LEOI.A F. NOYES, late otf •
eceased
First and Final
sented for allowance by
loyes, executor.
SDWARD E RANKIN, late
. deceased First and Final
eser.ted for allowance by
inkin and Walter C. Ladd.

have

MEN’S

BOYSJACKETS

MEN’S

LB ERT WINSLOW, lat* Of
leceased
First and final
isented for allowance (by
[chardson. administrator. •
IARRY W BRANN. late of
deceased.
Petition for
Sell certain Real Estate
Washington and fully de[aid petition, presented by
nn of Washington, adanln-

to

Miss Mabel E. Snow of Brookline.
Mass., who has been visiting here,
left V^dne^dnv for Camp Alamoosook, East Orland, and upon her re
turn will spend a time at Treasure
Fellows Block, City, foi; Furs, Fur
David Altschuler, son of Mrs.
Miss Elizabeth Post of Newburgh Point Farm, St. George.
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate N. Y.. whe has been visiting her
Josephine Altschuler, R. N., is at
prices.
9tf mother, Mi% May Post; sister. Mrs
Dr. and Mrs. Edward J. Bond of Medomak Camp, Washington, for
Sidney Sprague and brother, Edwin Wilmington. Dela- are occupying the season.
F. Post, returned to Newburgh the Morse cottage at Cooper’s
< Helps Nature Relieve MONTHLY^ Wednesday.
E. F. A. dub was entertained by
Beach fcr the month of August.
Mrs.
Grace Rollins at Holiday Beach
The Bonds can scarcely be classed
Mrs. Audrey C. Porter, who is as veteran Summer resorters in this Wednesday, for picnic dinner and
with the Army Air Force Intelli section, but they have been coming cards. High scorers were Mrs.
gence Department in Washington, here long enough to decide that Florence Philbrook, Mrs. Carrie
ov who suffer such pain with, tired,
Ao.vous. “dragged out” feelings—
D. C., accompanied bv her daughter they will be.
Richardson, Mrs. Choris Jenkins and
all due to functional periodic dis
Mrs. Glendon R. Millet and grand
and Mrs. Retta Cole. Others present
turbances—start at once—try Lydia
E. Plnkham's Vegetable Compound
daughter Donna Lee of Bradford,
were: Mrs. Lizzie French, Mrs.
Sharon
and
Gary
Kimball,
chil

to relieve such symptoms. Made
IMass., returned early this week to dren of Mrs. Francis D. Harden of Annie Collamore. Mrs. Nellie New
especially for women—if helps na
their respective homes, after spend Camden stAet, are spending the bert, Mpk. Myrtie ICrcckett, Mrs.
ture! Also a grand stomachic tonic.
Follow label directions.
ing several weeks at the home of Summer vacation with Mr. and Mrs iRollins and Miss Laura Tolman of
LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph E. Doherty of Maynard Bcwley of South Hope.
Winchester, Mass.
,
Old County Road.
Mrs. Arthur P. Haines entertained
Mrs. Albert Richardson and chil
dren, Sally and Peter of Princeton. the Mite Club Monday afternoon
NJ., and Mics Jacqueline Bailey of with a very attractive buffet lunch
New York are visiting at the Sum and contract. High scores went to
mer home of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Mrs. Fred L. Linekin and Mrs. A. D
B Richardson at Owl’s Head. En Morey. The club will be entertained
sign Albert Richardson of the U. S. by Mrs. Oeorge L. St. Clair at her
Navy is stationed at Fort Schuyler, home on Rankin street, Aug. 14.

Mid-Summer
CLEARANCE

Will and Petition fcr
asking that the same
and allowed ancf that
entary Issue to Emma
Vinalhaven. she being
lamed therein, without

[LUS R VINAL, Register
60-F-64

reported

Miss Eda A. Knowlton, director of
Christian Education of the First
Baptist Church, Arlington, Mass.,
Mrs. Fred W. Glover and son
and Miss Grace E. Knowlton of
['{£*,-opce Falls. Mass., are spending Fred W. Glover, Jr., of Charlotte.
I tne month of August with their N. C., are the guests of Mr. and Mrs
sister, Mrs. Maude K. Smith of i Fred J Knight. Broad Street.
Summer street.
Mrs. Edward J. Baxter of West
Mrs. Stelld M McRae Ls having a Meadow road is a surgical patient
two weeks vacation from her duties at the Maine Eye and Ear Infirm
at the public library, Mrs. McRae ary Portland.
and her mother, Mrs. B W. Russell,
have a.s guests, Dr and Mrs. Perley
William W. Cross, <PS» Sp. 2c.,
L. Russell and daughter. Miss Dor who is stationed with the U. S.
othy Russell, of Hagerstown, Md., Coast Guard in Portland, is spend
and Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Beall, ing a 10-day leave with his parents
and Mrs. Beall. Sr., of Baltimore. Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur S Cross of
The group are at a cottage at Nor Rockland Mrs. Cross, who is em
ton's Pend, Lincolnville.
ployed in Portland, is coming today
to spend the remainder of Mr. Cress
Mrs. Rose Cookson has returned leave.
to her duties in the city clerk's ocice. following vacation. Accompan
Mr and Mrs. H. Edwin Harjula
ied
by her daughter. Janet, she and children, Sonja and Carolyn, of
Y^atcd Mr and Mrs. Jay Moody in Brunswick, recently visited Mrs
Camden, and Mr. and Mrs. Irving Harjula’s parents, Mr. and Mrs
Cookson in Brewer.
Charles Bowen at Isle au Haut. and
-------------------* 5
Mr. and Mrs. Harold B. Savage in
Summer clearance of dresses, Rockland.
skirts and blouses. Alfreda Perry, 7
Mrs Daniel G Munson and daugh
Limerock St—adv.
61-62 ter, Miss Olive Munson, of Queen’s
Village. N Y., who have been visit
Visit Lucien K. Green <& Sou's ing Mrs. Alber,t M. Hastings, have
second floor, 18 School street, OdTd returned home.

I EXTRA

PERCIVAL H McKUSICKl
:kland deceased.
Petltlc
tratlon asking that Chrls' srts of Rockland, or some
b> person be appointed
>r with bond.
LARRY E WILBUR. Escf Probate Court for Knox
Hand. Maine.

and

Courier-Gazette

Mr. and Mrs. George P. Hopkins
(Dr. Mildred Tuttle Hopkins) of
Milford, Conn, who have been vis
iting Mrs. Hopkins’ brother, Dr. Irv
ing P. Tuttle in Union are now
guests cf Mrs. Hopkins’ mother,
Mrs. Elonia Tuttle in Rockland.

4, 1 $44

Kinney,

AS., son

THE *AERCHANT«*£j
nntn
ucrmt
nn
CREMSTRECT * SCOTT • EMERSON
PETER LORRE • VICTOR FRANCO!

MARCH OF TIME

Three Romeo heroetf
Of the seven teat on
a seven-day fret'c of
laughter, lovin', and/
musk I

LATEST NEWS—
Shows 2:00, 6:40, 8.45

SUN., MON., TUES

of

Mrs. Emma Kinney of St George,
ls receiving his boot training at

and WED.

Sampson N. Y.
His address is:
Co. 312, Unit E, USNTC, Sampson.
N. Y.

4—DAYS—4

Flight officer. Douglas E. Gray,
=on of Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge E.
Oray of Warren, has returned to
Stout Field, Indianapolis, after
spending a furlough in Warren.
He was accompanied1 by his wife
on the return trip. Mrs Oray hav
ing been with him the past several
months.
SSgt Lee Oxton. USAAF, son of
Mr. and Mrs. E. V. Oxton of War
ren. has been transferred to China
from India. He writes that he is
fast learning to master the chop
sticks.
The Communist party has been
merged with the new deal party and
Mr Browder has turned over his
baton to President Roosevelt. The
communists of the United States are
united 100 per cent for a Roosevelt
fourth term. Fusion of the ultra
radical party, who want to destroy
our form of government, with the
new deal party confutes the asser
tion that Americans are merely see
ing things under the bed.—Esther
vilic, Iowa, News.

XWHITE CLIFFS^
...... ..IRENE DUNNE

MARSHAL

•

r«Art<

McCOAAl!. . M ",4i',AN

SUN. 3 SHOWS ONLY
3:15, 6:00, 8:30

MON., TUES., WED.
2:00, 6:10, 8:30
See Other Ad

dont. Sun. 3 P. M. to 10.45
Mon. 2, 6.40, 8.45
I
Fun Time—News

COMING SOON

“GOING MY WAT’

Tuesday-Friday’’
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happen that I was here and I could
not see him go, so after he talked
with the negro long enuff, he came
Extracts
From
A
Letter
to me and said that the negro be
Former Rockland Man Writes
Written In New Orleans longed to him and he should take
On “Town Manager” From
him. I went to the negro and asked
Back In ’62
Town Which Has One
him if he wanted to go. He says,
Lawd,
Massey, me wants to stay
New Haven, July 20.
Mlddleborough, Mass.,
with
you.
Ould Massey kill me. So
SERMONETTE
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
July 27
I went to the Ould Planter, ordered
Following is the first of a series of
Editor of The Courier Gazette:—
A Church in Two Towns
him out of the stable and forbid him
letters
by
Joseph
W.
Munson,
a
With
almost a complete pic
“I enclose two bucks which I have
coming again. He finally went off
ture
of
Maine
in my mind’s eye,
salvaged from the admintstratlc of soldier in the Civil War, taken from mad, but did not say much. The
it seems to me there is no more
negro says that he is coming home
beautiful drive in the State than
the “Indispensable Man’’ and send the original, verbatim:
the Shore road from Poitlanu
with me, but I gave him no inNew
Orleans
June
15
1862.
lt to you to apply to my Couriertc Yarmouth, skirting the wa
couragement in that way.
No wirk to do that is hard. I have
terfront of Falmouth, Cumber
Gazette. Although I am somewhat
I have often herd you speak of
land and Yarmouth. Three roads
of a stranger In Rockland now I men to load and unload my wagon the wickedness in New Haven, but
connect the three towns with
still retain my affection for the good for me. I have also a negro to take if you could spend one Sabbath ln
the City af Portland.
The early settlers did not use
old town and want to know what ls care of my team. He is a runaway New Orleans r think you would say
the
words “Shore drive” but for
slave.
He
call
me
Masser
and
going on. I have keenly enjoyed
that our own city was a paradise
the number one highway, called
thinks
that
he
belongs
to
me.
His
the articles by Jim Rhode® on “My
it the Foreside road—Yarmouth
to this den of theves. I have just
IRockland.” I can also keep track ] Master has been here twice but it
Foreside, going toward Portland,
come back from dinner and it is two
Cumberland Foreside and Fal
of those old friends of mine who
o’clock, but on the road up there
mouth Foreside. On the light
maintenance
of
sewer
and
water
pass from this life.
and back I did not hear the bells
coming toward Portland exactly
systems
and
an
elementary
knowl

I have been interested in the art
it the marker of the town line
ring or see the walks crowded with
icles appearing in your paper in re edge cf law. Besides these he must church going people. No, quite a
between Cumberland and Fal
mouth, a lane turns off the
gard to a city manager form of gov be a good buyer, a good office man difrent thing meets the eye here.
highway and ascends a little hill
ernment for Rockland. I hope the ager, a man who could speak well The stores you flnde open as much
for about 509 feet to a white
people of Rockland will not be before the Board or at town meet as any day in the week.^with the
church. This is known as the
hasty in changing to this form of ing and would be a good mixer with doors and part of the walk covered
Foreside Methodist Church.
government. There are those who the people.
One-half of this church, fac
with things to see, and men, wiming
(East, is In Cumberland and
will say that if this form is adopted
Men who have these qualifications men and children standing around
the
other half in Falmouth. In
all troubles will ceose and the town are scarce and those who do have
Summer, when the entrance
so that in some places you flnde it
will become a Utopia. Anyone who these qualifications are engaged by
dcors are open, the minister
almost impassable. You find the
believes this is greatly mistaken. If big business. The only alternative
faces the sea. For 130 years this
Coffee Standes, as they call them,
church has been under the care
the old form of city government is is to take a man who has some of
open, but by the looks of the cus
of the great Methodist denomi
very bad and the new form is prop the qualifications, but who is weak
nation. This year it has been
tomers I guess that the Coffee is
erly administered a definite Improve in others. Then you get right back
given
its freedom to act as a
rather stronger than Uncle Sam
ment will be brought about but if to a condition which parallells the
community church, although not
thinks best to give his men, ot else
completely divorced, from the
the people adopt the new form and older forms of government. I am
they get something besides Coffee.
Methodists.
expect that all the evils of the old thoroughly convinced that it is im
Two reasons led to this—-first,
Orders
came
to
me
yesterday
will disappear they are due for a possible to turn the affairs of a
the rather indifferent care in
morning
that
some
officers
wanted
sad awakening.
town or city over to one man to adthe matter of ministerial' ap
pointments; an<j, second1, the fact
For four years I have been a , minister without having trouble. We to go back into the country to seize
that
there are comparatively few
arms,
ammunition,
swords
and
in
•member of the Board of Selectmen pay our town manager from $4800
Methodist
residents but many
of Middleboro, and at present I am to $6000 according to experience, fact enny thing that they could
Protestants of other faiths. The
the chairman of the Board, or “May He is also allowed sufficient money flnde that belonged to the Secesh,
minister, Everett |W. Lord, is a
Methodist.
He was formerly
or of Middleboro” as my friends for expenses. There is some quest- so I went and got up the horses and
Dean
of
Boston
University, a
drove
up
to
the
officers
quarters
at
call me We have had the town man | ion in my mind as to whether we
man of profound learning, as
the
Custom
House
and
found
that
ager form of government since 1920 have gained anything by this
would be expected, clear in his
there were five officers besides me
thinking and sound in his Chris
so that I have had a good oppor change cf town management.
Well,
we
got
on
board
of
the
fourtian
faith.
tunity to watch it in action. Middle
Another objection is the difficulty
I
love
to hear him The gas
wheel
conveyance
with
a
white
boro is about the same size as Rock of removing a town manager. If the
situation does not permit my
cover
and
Jolted
over
the
ruff
land, having a population of 9032, i Mayor of Rockland is not satisfactgoing to Portland during the
and a valuation of about 10.000.c00. j ory the votors may put in someone streets until we came to the Algers
Summer months. This historic
A few years prior to 1920 gome ' else at the end of two years. A town Ferry. Finally the ferry boat ar
church so plain and simple, as
were early churches, is restful
more or less crooked selectmen car manager will always make some rived, but was a ould rotten affair
and holy in its atmosphere. It
ried on in such a way that the vo friends and these will be quite vocal that looked more like falling to
restores one’s soul. On this fa
ters became disgusted and demand if anyone seeks to remove him. pieces than carrying a pair of horses
mous road of three sections are
also three churches—the Fore
ed a change. Some high pressure We had a manager here who served over the river safe. An hour later
side Church; the church of the
promotors of the town manager 12 years before he was finally re found us in the pleasant city of
Early
Martyr’s ('Roman Catho
form of government sold us the idea j moved but during most of that Algers, passing the ship yards where
lic) and St. Mary's (Episcopal).
that if we adopted this new form time he was unpopular and would the rebels made there gun boats,
God's richest blessing is mani
festly resting on all three.
everything would be “peaches and never have been elected if it had rams and infurnell machines, of
William A. Holman
which
quite
a
number
was
still
left
cream,” from then on. A charter been left to the Judgement of the
on
the
stocks,
not
quite
finished.
was drawn up and presented to the voters.
Rev. Roy A. Welker's subject for
Legislature for adoption, the plan
I would not want to say that our We passed plantations with there
sermon
at the Congre'gationaJ
was adopted by the voters and in system does not have any good splendid palaces surrounded with
Church Sunday morning at 1045
January 1920 we started on this points. There is some advantage in trees of difrent klndes. The Fig will be “In God’s Service.” Music
new form of government.
having the management under one trees We find verry plentiful here, will be by the quartet, Mrs. Esther
On# thing that many people for head. I find however that the man but the figs are small and but about Howard. Mrs. Nettie Frost, Harold
get that no form of government ager leaves most of the work to the half grown. Oranges, lemons, ba Greene and Charles A. Rose, with
Mrs. Faith Berry at the organ.
will work of itself, but the human department heads as under the old nanas, sweet potatoes we find in
• • • •
Seven miles from
equation will play a large part. One form, so that he acts as a sort of abundance.
Sunday School rwill be, held at 2
of our town managers was brusque laison official between the depart where we started and we are in the o clock Sunday at the Nazarene
and stubborn and hated to say “Yes ment. I doubt whether a town of once rebels intrenchments. They Church. At 3 o’clock the church
will sponsor a public missionary
The next one was easy going and this size should pay a large salary are about 3 or 4 miles long and run meeting at the Salvation Army hall.
from the river back to the woods, At 7.30 the evening service will be
kind and hated to say “No”. The to a man to do this work.
with
some hundred or hundred and led by the pastor. The Young Peo
one we have now can say either
I have been keenly interested in
word at the proper time, is cc-pp- the articles by Jim Rhodes. I en fifty large cannons laying here and ple’s meeting will be held tonight,
Friday.
erative and quite successful.
• • • •
joyed reading the account of the there with the carriages burnt. Two
I find that there is always a bit former mayors of Rockland. All of miles further and we come to the
At Pratt Memorial Methodist
of Jealousy between the manager them were honorable who were a Powder Mill where the rebels made Church, Rev. Alfred G. Hempstead
and the Board of Selectman. If credit to Rockland. I doubt if any powder to kill the Yankees with. will conduct the service of The
Lord’s Supper at 10.46 a. m. Mrs.
something is well done and receives town managers would have done a We go on, passing large fields of Helen Lawrence will be in charge
public approbation the town mana better job. I have known your pres com, sugar, potatoes with hundreds of the Nursery Class at the same
ger will take all the credit. If ent mayor. Ned Veazie, since he of slaves at wirk with what they hour. The Church School will meet
something is done which is unpop was a small boy and I have no hes call the Plantation Hoe but I should at noon. Prayer meeting will be
held on Tuesday at 7.30 p. m
ular the blame is placed on the se itation in saying that he is far su call it a scraper with a hoe handle.
• • o o
lectmen.
Here
we
pass
a
drove
of
mules,
some
In the Episcopal Parish of St. Pe
perior to the type of men we have
Last Winter lt was my duty to had as town manager. With a uni hundred or hundredy and fifty be ter St. John and St. George, Rev. E.
find a new town manager. I never cameral Board of Alderman and a longing to one planter and then O. Kenyon, rector, the services of
will be appropriate for the
realized till then how much a mayor who must stand for election again as man negroes, men, wlmmen Sunday
Feast of the Transfiguration: Holy
good town manager had to know. every two years I feel sure that and children, all at wirk with ttie Communion at St. John’s Thomas
He must be an engineer who under Rockland will be better off than overseer riding hores back or rather ton at 8. Parish Mass and sermon
stood the planning and construct under a new form of city govern mule back, for they have but verry at St. Peter’s at 9.30 Vespers and
sermon at St. George’s, Long Cove
ion of highways, the management ment. No system, however good, few horses.
at 4 p. m.
0 0 0 0
and care of a municipal gas and can make up for poor and dishonest
But here we are at the Plantation,
At
the
First
Baptist
Church, Sun
electric plant, the construction and officials and even a poor form of the object of our Jumey. The offi
day, Rev. Alger W. Geary will be
government will yield good returns cers jump out and went up on the the guest preacher. Mr. Geary was
if administered by honorable men.. portico (the houses here still have formerly the minister of the First
Finally, If this new form of gov porticoes) and made nown there Baptist Church of Portland and is
ernment is sc- wonderful why has business. They denied having any now pastor of the Greenwood Bap
tist Church of Brooklyn, New York.
it not been mere widely adopted. In articles of war, but owned that the The prayer meetings will be held at
this Stale, in spite of a great deal Ould Man had two sons in the rebel 10.15 preceding the morning serv
of publicity and promotion, only Army but we was not satisfied with ice which opens at 1030. Miss
Dorothy Mac Neil will be the soloist.
(
•A/DJ five or six towns have this form of this.
There 1s opportunity for Bible study
government. One town tried it for
We searched the house from top for those of all ages in the Church
a few years and then gave it up. to bottom, but found nothing. We School at 11.45. Everyone is invited
7 Delicious Flavors
William J. MacDougall
went to tliree others but had the to the Christian Endeavor Hour at
6 when the young people will report
same luck. They used us very kind, on their experiences at the Bible
gave us refreshments, was welcome Conference at Rumney, N. H. In
to any thing, that the house con the evening service at 7.15 Mr.
BUT WHY WON'T
ITS 8100 P.M. ANO
tained, but we partook very spar Geary will preach and special mu
HE'S BUSY LISTENING
sic will be provided by Mrs. Huth
TNE SENATOR
ingly of everything. So after our Hoch.
• • • •
T0"VOX POP”OVER
i fruitless search we started for home
SEE ME ?
“
Spirit
”
is
the subject of the
' or rather the Custom House in New
Lesson-Sermon
will lae read in
, Orleans, with fisherman’s luck. A all Churches of that
Christ, Scientist, on
■ long ride over a long road brought August 6. The Golden Text is: “We
' us back to Algers to here that the have received, not the spirit of the
ferry had stopped running for the world, but the spirit which is of
night. A alarm of fire caused by God; that we might know the things
that are freely given to us of God”
burning of a shed near us on the (ICorinthians 2: 12). The citations
• river made great excitement.
from the Bible include the following
, But we landed on the other side passages: “This I say. then. Walk
the Spirit, and ye shall not ful
, after ten o’clock without the coun- ln
fil the lust of the flesh. But the
j tersign. So, of course we were not fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace,
surprised when he heard the word long-suffering, gentleness, goodness,
Oatoliao—7:1Sp.oi.
Halt! who comes there. Halt!” The faith. Meekness, temperance;
Captain says Friend. Have you the against such there is no law. If we
live in the Spirit, let us also walk
! countersign. The Captain says No, in the Spirit” (Galatians 5: 16, 22,
Thanks ta tho Yanks—7:30 p.au
i but you know that this is a govern 23, 25).
ment wagon. Drive on says the
Captain.
I started my horses up. accomplished nothing all day.
Gay Nbiotios—1:30 pja.
Goodbye—from a U. S. soldier, a
but
it
was
of no use. The sentry
Stay tuned to
says “Halt, and if you advance an son, A brother, A husband, a glue
Scrota Guild Mayors—1040 m.
other step I shall shoot!” So we had peddler, A Merchant and Yeast
to wait for the word to pass into Man.
Joseph W. Munson,
camp and officer of the guard to
DAY and Cl* A ONYOUR^ "MAINE'S VOICE of
NIGHT 9OU
DIAL
*
come back and let us in. So Ve go
(soon to be a farmer)
FRIENDLY SERVICE*
to bed without any supper and have
Submitted by Mrs. O. G Cuddy.

“Mayor” McDougall

In Civil War Times

KooMitL

M(H U RCH ESB
Sunday at the Littlefield Me
morial Baptist Church, the Rev.
Harold W. Nutter of Liberty will be
guest speaker using as his subject
at 10:30, “The Indestructible Book.”
Special music will be provided. Sun
day-School follows at 11:45 with
classes for all ages. At 6:15 the
Young People’s meeting “A Village
that Rejected the Lord” will be the
tcpic of the se: mon by Rev. Nutter
at 7:16. The Young People’s choir
will sing. Midweek praise and prayer
service Tuesday night at 7:39.

Red Cross Report

Continuation Of The Annual
Report Made By Alice J.
Spear, Secretary
Production

Mrs. S. Eugene Lamb, Rockland
Sewing and knitting groups “have
been active all over Knox County.
Briefly summarized, work has 'been
accomplished as follows: 2,061 knit
ted garments have been shipped, 173
are packed and ready, 53 are still
being worked upon, 325 hospital
garments, and 2,388 civilian relief
garments have been shipped.
Surgical Dressings

ROCKVILLE

Mrs. E. K. Leighton, Rockland
There are 14 workrooms, located
at Camden, Friendship, Owl’s Head,
North Haven. Rockport, Thomas
ton, Tenant’s Harbor, Union, Wiley’s
Corner, Vinalhaven, Port Clyde,
Rockland, Warren and South War
ren. Under strict regulations as to
cleanliness, working conditions and
accuracy, various kinds of surgical
dressings are prepared for the
Armed Forces. During 1943-44, a
total of 910,814 items was produced.
1 This is an increase of 367,009 over
the previous year.

Harvesting of blueberries began
last week, but because of bad
weather got a poor start. Tliis
week the work is well underway.
Picking beans for the canning fac
tory is also in full swing.
Mr. and: Mrs. M. E. Anthony have
spent a few days this week with
Mrs. Anthony’s sister and broth0;ir.-Uw Mr. and Mrs. Chester Fowles
in Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Hart of Port
Clyde have passed several davs
with Mrs. Electa Hopkins.
The awfulness of the war has
been felt in this community in the
past week by the news of the death
Home Service
of Lieut. (j.g.) Noyes Farmer, Jr.
who was killed in action in the Pa
Capt. K. A. Rice, USA, Retired,
cific. Sympathy of all here is most
IRockland
sincere for Mrs Farmer and daugh
ter Joyce.
Home Service representatives are
'Roger Bronkie is visiting his resident in eachi Branch, who
mother, Mrs. Inez Bronkie and his handle with ability ^and promptness
sister, Mrs. Edgar Hallowell.
Mrs. Horace P. Maxey and sons the personal contact work with
Home Service
David and Horace of Thomaston their neighbours.
spent Tuesday with Mrs. F. L. tasks for service men and their
Hunter.
families are of great variety, in
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Watts of cluding counsel, confirmation to
Rockland were supper guests Tues
day of Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Hunter. Army and Navy of need for fur
loughs and leaves, financial aid in
temporary destitution, message ser
EAST FRIENDSHIP
Blueberry harvesting started Tues vice to occupied countries. Prisoner
day day. A small crop is reported. of War contact, correction of Gov
■Harold Jameson has joined

the

________
ernment

____
mistakes

in

dependency

The forecast is for more cereals
and less meat on the dinner tables
of the United States during the
coming year. The reason for this
is the growing shortage of feed for
livestock. The best figures avail
able indicate that there are 68.500,
900 fewer laying hens on American

farms today than there were a
year ago, or a reductl >n of about 10
percent. This years pig crop is es
timated at 34,000 000 less than 1943,
a reduction of about 28 percent. A
big crop of corn this Summer
might encourage more fall farrowings but it will still be about two
months before anyone has a good
idea of how big this year’s corn
harvest will be.
• • • •
The War Food Admlnistrtlon ls
planning to send county agents and

$689.08.
Volunteer Nunes Aides

A A- A. committee men up and
down the country roads to persuade
fanners with good crops of clover
and alfalfa to let at least a part of
their stand go to seed. While tb'o
country usually has a carry-over JR
40 peroent of clover and alfalfa sled
the 1943 harvest was so small, and
the 1944 demand so great, tliat
stocks have been depleted to the
lowest point in history. It is also
proper to say that price ceilings on
these seeds, fixed by the O. P. A.
were so low as to discourage pro
duction. The Agricultural Appropri
ation act for the current fiscal year
carries an item of $12,509,000 for the
use of the War Food Administration
in making incentive payments to
farmers on the pound and acreage
basis, ln order to relieve the short
age of alfalfa and clover seeds.
• • • •
The first President of the United
States to ride in an automobile
Theodore Roosevelt.
The even*
took place at Hartford, Connecticut
in September, 1902 Just in case of
emergency, a horse-drawn vehicle
followed the Presidential car! One
editor wrote:—■“Roosevelt displayed
the courage which ’ Is typical of
him.” Road maps were not avail
able ln those days. The compara
tively few people who had automo
biles used a Blue Book Traveling
Guide containing directions such
as::“Oo 2% miles to red barn Turn
right. Go 4 miles to covered bridge,”
etc.
• • • •
According to an announcement
by the War Production Board
manufacture of 800,000 telephones
of civilian type is expected to start
in the near future with initial de
liveries in the fall
dT
• • • •
(Nearly 4,000.090 motor vehicles
w$re sent to the scrap pile during
the past two years. Each year a
greater number of cars have be
came unfit for use on the highway.
In view of the fact that it will
probably be a Jong time before it
will be possible to purchase new
cars, motorists will be wise to take
good care of cars that they now

Mrs. H. P. Blodgett, IRockland
The first class in this locality, of
Nurses Aides, completed the (Basic
Course January 1942, numbering 21
women; today only 8 are actively
engaged and those spasmodically,
due to home and working condi
tions, not to lack of Interest and
enjoyment In duties connected with
the Knox County General Hospital
and the Rockland Nursing Associa
tion clinics.
March, .1944. a second class com
pleted the Basic course; this con
sisted of 6 women, four living in
Rockland and 2 in Camden, a town
8 miles away. This group is very
much interested in nursing pro
cedures and is giving all the time
possible to the Knox Hospital, to
the Camden Community Hospital
and to the Rockland Nursing have.
Clinics.
Fifteen |State Granges are sched
To June 30, 1944. both classes have uled to hold their annual convention
given a total of 4,307 and three- during October.
fourth hours. May 12, ,1944, mem
bers of the second class of Nurses
TENANTS HARBOR
Aides were

given

a

tea in

their

Rev. Mr. Terrill of Passadumkeag

Matinicus for Summer ' accounts, reports on home condi- honor in Bok Home for Nurses, will occupy the pulpit Sunday at
Mr? Dwight Stanley of Monhegan ! “OnS/ confl^ntial ^stance
in
services.
.
Knox County Generalz Hospital. both
The Daily Vacation (Bible Scttk.-visited relatives here Monday and Service mental cases, and emergency Rockland Maine, at which time
perfect attendance Wednesday,
medical treatment beyond the Sleeve and Cap Emblems and en- had
Tuesday.
with all 39 pupils registered
'Mrs. Sam Peppicello and daughter means of service families. During ronment p^s Were presented by the
Rev. P. E. Miller, pastor emeritus
Virginia of Holiday Beach are with this year, record was made in the Chalrmani Capt Keryn ap lRice of the local church, is a patient at
her parents, Mr. and (Mrs. R. A. Doe Chapter files of 423 cals, ranging ] june 27, 1944, Mrs. Ruth LaRue the Maine General Hospital in
during the absence of Mr. IPeppicello
from very brief to a pile of letters Klugei 6 High street, Camden, Lewiston.
who has entered the Navy.
Rev. and Mrs. Terrill of Passa
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Marshall of half an inch thick.
presented her Transfer Card and dumkeag are passing a vacation
Cushing were supper guests Sunday
stated that she had given 1814 hours with Rev. Neil Howard at the
Finance
of Miss Nora iSeaver.
service
to Camden Community Hos- .parsonage. “Boots”, a beautiful
Allen J. Murray, Rockland
Mrs. Donald McGlauflin and
pital;
this
has been credited to her | feur-year old Pomeranian Spitz,
daughter Ruth of Boothbay visited
Beginning March 1944, the usual
., T
. . __ ..
,
has also come to make his home
recently at Fred McGlauflin’s.
War Fund campaign took place. on the June report to National ARC at the parsonage.
Thirty girls have arrived at the
for Knox County Chapter.
Hatch Camp for bean picking at the New York asked us to raise $26,500.
ANSWER TO
Blood Donor Committee
victory garden of Robert Armstrong. We finally raised $26,566.81, of which
CROR8WOKD
PUZZLB
Mrs. Fred McGlauflin and Mrs. $21,104.51 was sent to New York for Mrs. Arthur McDonald, Thomaston
Jessie Simmons are employed at the National Red Cross purposes. On
Since 1942, the Knox County
30(3
Hatch Camp.
June 30, 1944, the following amounts Chapter has been associated with
SSHH
1B!A1
(Mrs. Myrtle Nord has returned
am ai
home after spending several weeks were on deposit in Branch Treas the Central Maine Blood Bank,
in Brooklyn, N. Y., and Rockland. uries and available for next year’s with headquarters in the Lewiston
purposes South Hope, $12.00; War Hospital.
TiTiE
IH
e:
EN
ren,
$429.47;
Matinicus,.
$25.83;
The
plasma
belonging
to
this
HOPE
Rockland,
$1,286.84;
Camden,
$1.group has been for local purposes,
Services will be held Sunday at
N
10:30 at the church during the 746.94; Thomaston, $1,216.31; St. distance forbidding us to take part
month of August, conducted by Rev. George, $483.99; Vinalhaven, $322- in the (National program. How
C. Guy Robbins, D. D.
.31; Washington, $208.48; Rockport, ever, on August 8, 50 Knox County
Pvt. Murray Cooper has been
EIEIE1
$428
51; Appleton, $153 49; Isle au donors will go to Portland and
home on a short furlough. He goes
Haut, $57.72; North Haven, $178.66; give blood which will be used by the
today to Camp Dix, N. J.
Mrs. Wilma True passed the Friendship, $383.21 and Union, Army and Navy.
week-end at her home here.
Mrs. Helen Wentworth, Mrs. Elsie
Wilson and Mrs. iRita Dudley were
at Camp Hinds in Raymond last
Sunday to visit "Teddie” Wilson and
Charles Dudley. They also visited
Miss Jacqueline Wilscn at a girls’
camp in Denmark and spent the
night with Mr. and Mrs. Wentworth,
Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Just, Mr.
Just’s mother and children Cath
erine and David are sipending this
week at the Bills house where they
will be joined soon by Mr and Mrs.
Loring Lincoln who will be here un
til September. Mr. and IMrs. Fred
Gould were week-end guests.
Mr. and IMrs. Ralph Brown went
’Well , now, that’s nice — Mrs. Brown is
Tuesday to Boston where the lat
Listen to this, John, Doctor Green’s wife’s
ter will consult an ear specialist.
finally out of the hospital! Oh, and they’ve
baby was born last night ... bet they're
They will be guests of their son,
Walter Brown in Waltham, Mass.
picked three new officer^ for the Parent
happy to get a girl at last!”

fishir? B

A PARTY LINE TO

EVERY HOME IN TOWN

Charge, 5X

subscribe to The Courler-Gazettz
OSjOO a year

Teacher’s Associ

Yes, the editors of our newspapers know

ation . . .

that you want to know what goes on close to
home.That’s why you find those items in your

morning or evening

/:

papers.

They'll

be

sandwiched in, per
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-z.

haps,

fc;

between

war

,

ft

> Ks

the supply Pastor at the Metho

WGAN!

WGANk

Nation’s Grangers

vjv

*x .z-

dist Church has accepted a call
to become the regular

WHEN
YOU SEE
how the listings in the

Yellow Pages quickly

Pastor. Remem

bulletins, news columnists, political news

ber the people who moved into the old.

and household hints—but you can always

Perkins’ place? They 've heard from tlieir

count on catching up with the latest home

son — you know, he was reported missing
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And, of course, these regular features:
News Services: United Press, Associated Press, Associated Press Wirephotos, NEA-Acme

Newspictures, Press Herald Washington News Bureau; Six Famous Columnists; Complete
Coverage of Local News; Popular Comics and Cartoons; Authoritative Editorials; Sports
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